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This thesis is the first comprehensive study into the relationship between starch structure 
and the functional properties of its derivatives made by modification with octenylsuccinic 
anhydride (OSA). Several new methods have been developed in the process of this work, 
using a range of purposefully created octenylsuccinylated (OS) starches with controlled 
structures. Chapter 1 is a general introduction to the science involved and the state of the 
art. Chapters 2 to 4 explore methods in the development of structurally targeted OS 
starches. Chapters 3, 5 and 6 report the results from some analyses. As outlined in 
Chapter 1, OS starches represent an economically important product that has existed for 
many decades, but has recently shown significant growth in interest as seen in scientific 
literature. The reasons for this impressive surge in interest reflects the wide range of 
applications and versatility OS starches, determined primarily from the structural properties 
of the starch substrate. With that in mind, it is surprising that, to date, most interest has 
been focussed on conditions of the OSA modification process, rather than the structure-
function relationships. After a comprehensive state-of-the-art review, this thesis has 
identified the important areas where structure-function research of OS starches should 
focus in-depth to provide the most thorough innovation in the field. Throughout, size 
exclusion chromatography (SEC) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have been used 
for structural analysis, while gel properties and emulsion function have been determined 
using a wide range of methods.  
Chapter 2 outlines NMR methods that were developed specifically for this project. It has 
been determined that the ideal system for analysing OS starches by NMR utilises 64 to 
128 scans in deuterated dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO-d6) of at least 50 °C containing at least 
22 mg mL-1 deuterated trifluoroacetic acid (TFA-d1), as has been published and improved 
upon during the course of this thesis. The method utilises the signal from the proton 
attached to the 5th Carbon residue of the octenyl tail to determine the number of OS 
groups, and compares that to the total number of monomers by the addition of α-(1⟶4), α-
(1⟶6) and reducing end signals. The signal of the 5th proton is unique, because it 
neighbours the double bond. Due to the susceptibility of the double bond to the effects of 
TFA-d1, the analysis must be performed very quickly for best results. By this method it is 
possible to determine the degree of branching (DB) and the degree of OS substitution 
(DS) using the one simple analysis. Because it also accurately measures DB, the same 
method has proven useful for non-OSA-modified starches.  
!! iii!
Chapter 3 is an overview of the development and initial application of a method to 
determine the critical aggregation concentration (CAC, sometimes called “critical micelle 
concentration”, though the aggregates formed by OS starches are not by definition 
micelles). The method uses pyrene fluorescence and can be adapted for other polymeric 
surfactants, and has been used in this first instance to investigate a range of acid-
hydrolysed starches. These starches were prepared by reaction with HCl in various 
alcoholic solvents. Acid hydrolysis has been found to be ideal for creating starch 
substrates of tailored hydrodynamic volume (Vh), with fairly low dispersity. The values 
determined by CAC analysis reflect the capacity of the surfactant to interact with itself and 
with interfaces, and are a useful and simple method of comparing surfactants; however, 
the results do not always translate directly into emulsion stability or overall quality. As 
outlined, OS starches from highly branched substrates show similar CAC characteristics to 
those seen with more linear synthetic polymer surfactants.  
Chapter 4 deals with the β-amylolysis of OS starch, particularly the effect of OS groups on 
the β-amylase activity. To achieve this, starches from waxy sorghum and waxy maize were 
modified with OSA to a range of DS, including very high levels beyond those used in 
industry. Hydrolysis by β-amylase was performed on both granular and gelatinised 
starches. Because the OSA modification process is on starch in granular form the reaction 
is heterogeneous with those areas accessible to the solvents more readily accessible; 
similarly, β-amylolysis in granular form restricted access of the enzyme to many of the 
same areas of the granule in which the esterification had predominantly occurred, whereas 
in gelatinised form the β-amylase activity was much more unhindered. The activity of the 
enzyme was somewhat diminished by the presence of OS groups, though the results were 
not so conclusive as to indicate complete blocking of the enzyme activity along individual 
branches. 
Chapter 5 introduces the critical test of emulsion capacity and stability, as well as an 
important method for determining the breakdown of β-carotene in the oil phase of 
emulsions. The method is an accelerated test at high storage temperature that can 
determine the oxidative effects on any labile components in the oil phase. The methods of 
acid hydrolysis used in Chapter 5 are similar to those in Chapter 3; however, the spectrum 
of samples is more broad and encompasses a range of structural variables. 
Amylose/amylopectin ratio is used as a simple method of controlling the DB, and the 
molecules are reduced to controlled sizes through the use of acid hydrolysis in alcohols. 
!! iv!
Methods for determining the quality of starch surfactants in the formulation and 
stabilisation of emulsions use high-pressure homogenisation (HPH) and track the 
development of pigment and droplet size during incubation at 55 °C over 20 days. The 
results of these tests indicate that samples containing many short branches from 
amylopectin are more stable than those containing longer amylose chains, regardless of 
the overall degree of branching (DB) of the surfactant. The effects of shear scission during 
HPH are also elucidated in this chapter to a greater extent than has previously been 
demonstrated with OS starches. 
Chapter 6 brings together the methods from all previous chapters to determine the CAC, 
emulsion capacity and stability and oxidative stability of β-carotene dissolved in the oil 
phase of several waxy maize and sorghum starches, after they were modified with OSA, 
structurally modified with β-amylase or pullulanase, and characterised using SEC and 
NMR. The size of oil droplets in emulsion can be higher in samples of larger Vh without 
any sacrifice to emulsion stability, probably due to the layer thickness at the interface. 
Larger molecules of amylopectin also result in better chemical stability of β-carotene and 
lower CAC; however, attempts to artificially increase DB by treatment with β-amylase have 
a detrimental effect to emulsion stability, while lowering the degree of branching with 
pullulanase does not show the inverse effect.  
As a result of this thesis, several advances have been made in the field of OS starch 
science. The common empirically based tendency of industrially prepared OS starches to 
be based on waxy starches and prepared by HPH has been validated by the findings that 
hydrodynamic size and short branch length contribute to the quality of emulsion 
formulations. Treatment of industrial starches with β-amylase does not lead to useful 
surfactant properties, and from the results of this study such methods can be excluded 
from future consideration. This thesis is the first document in the field to indicate that 
higher DB does not directly lead to better emulsions, rather than the presence of short 
linear branches in a mix also containing larger, branched molecules. Waxy sorghum has 
been established as a viable source of OS starch substrate, opening up opportunities for 
future research and industrial production in the Australian market.  
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Figure! 6.4.! Fluorescence! ratios! (I327/I334)! at! various! concentrations! of! each! surfactant.! Critical!






































OS! starch:! any! starch! that! has! been! modified! with! OSA,! which! results! in! the! addition! of! an!




Fourier! transform! infrared,!G',! storage!modulus;!G",! loss!modulus;!GI,! glycemic! index;!HPV,! hot!
paste! viscosity,! LLDPE,! linear! low! density! polyethylene;!–Mn,! numberUaverage! molecular! weight,!
–Mw,!weightUaverage!molecular!weight,!NMR,!nuclear!magnetic! resonance;!OS,!octenylsuccinate;!
OSA,! octenylsuccinic! anhydride;! PV,! peak! viscosity;! RDS,! rapidly! digested! starch;! RS,! resistant!
starch;!RVA,! rapid! viscoanalyser;! SCFA,! short! chain! fatty! acids;! SDS,! slowly!digested! starch;! SEC,!









Starches!modified!with!octenylsuccinic! anhydride! (OSA)!have!been!used! in! a! range!of! industrial!
applications,! particularly! as! a! food! additive,! for! more! than! half! a! century.! Interest! in! these!
products! has! grown! in! recent! years! as! a! result! of! new! methods! and! applications! becoming!
available.!Due!to!a!combination!of!OSA’s!hydrophobic!and!steric!contribution!and!starch’s!peculiar!
highly! branched! macromolecular! structure,! these! starch! derivatives! display! useful! stabilising,!
encapsulating,!interfacial,!thermal,!nutritional!and!rheological!properties.!We!review!the!synthesis!
procedures,! structural! characterisation! methods! and! physicoUchemical! properties,! and! the!
influences!of!the!botanical!origins!and!structural!parameters!of!OS!starches!on!physicoUchemical!








Starch! is!a!branched!homopolymer!of!glucose,!with!αU(1⟶4)! linear! links!and!αU(1⟶6)!branched!
links.!As!shown!in!Figure!1.1.,!starch!comprises!two!types!of!polymers,!each!of!which!has!a!broad!
distribution!of!molecular! sizes!and!molecular!weights:!amylose,!which! is!of!moderate!molecular!
weight! (~106)! and!with!a! few! longUchain!branches,! and!amylopectin,!whose!molecular!weight! is!
about!two!orders!of!magnitude!higher!and!whose!branches!are!much!shorter.!Starch! is!the!bulk!
energy! storage!molecule! in! plants,! and! is!widely! available! as! a! resource! for! industry.! StarchedU
based! products! are! usually! safe! for! human! consumption.! In! roles! as! food! additives,! modified!
starches!present!several!benefits!over!alternative!products,!while!also!meeting!the!requirements!
of!niche!dietary!requirements!such!as!veganUvegetarian,!halal,!kosher,!nonUfat!and!nonUallergenic.!
Native! starches! generally! have! limited! solubility! in! water! and! are! limited! in! their! industrial!
applications.!Modification!to!bring!about!solubility!can!entail!(i)!structural!changes!that!hydrolyse!






Figure! 1.2.! Structure! of! OSA!
modified!starches.!!
The!most!commonly!cited!genesis!
of! the! technique! using! OSA! is!
either! one! of! two! patents!
(Caldwell,! 1952;! Caldwell! &!
Wurzburg,!1953),!although!these!patents!did!not!specifically!use!OSA!as!their!substituent.!When!
modified!with!OSA,! the!normally!hydrophilic! starch!gains!a!hydrophobic!element! in! the! form!of!
octenyl! groups! (see! Figure! 1.2),! resulting! in! whole! molecules! with! an! amphiphilic! character.!
Amphiphilic! polymers! have! a! wide! variety! of! applications,! particularly! in! emulsification,!
encapsulation,! films! and! coatings,! and! gel! production.! OS! starch! (i.e.! starch! after! chemical!
modification!with!OSA)!has!been!used!as!a! substitute! for!a!variety!of! food!substances! including!
Gum!Arabic,!fats!and!proteins,!as!shown!in!Table!1.1,!at!the!end!of!this!chapter.!Applications!for!
OS!starch!products!are!not!limited!to!the!food!industry,!as! illustrated!by!the!variety!of! industrial!
applications! also! identified! in! Table! 1.1;! indeed,! there! is! an! interest! for! any! area!where! stable!
emulsions!are!required,!to!the!extent!that!they!are!even!showing!promise!as!biodegradable,!lowU
impact!chemicals!for!use!in!crude!oil!extraction!and!mining!(Crossman,!Rosie!&!Solarek,!2004;!Eoff,!
Reddy! &! Dalrymple,! 2005).! Applications! will! depend! on! functional! requirements! for! a! given!













in! OS! starches! in!
!! 4!
recent! years,! as! evidenced! by! the! increase! in! publication! activity,! as! shown! in! Figure! 1.3.! This!
review! examines! key! aspects! of! OS! starch! function! as! a! product! of! underlying! structures! and!
production! methods.! This! begins! with! an! overview! of! the! esterification! and! synthesis! of! OS!
starches,!including!the!choice!of!botanical!origins!and!synthesis!methods.!The!molecular!structure!
of! the! starch! substrate! impacts! several! variables! in! the! functionality! of! the! end! product.!






patents! for! OS! starch! products! belong! to! National! Starch! (now! Ingredion),! which! has! pursued!
development! of! these! products! since! securing! the! original! 1952U3! patents! (Caldwell,! 1952;!
Caldwell! &! Wurzburg,! 1953).! Botanical! sources! for! commercial! starch! are! subject! to! market!
considerations! to! a! greater! extent! than! those! of! scientific! literature.! For! the! most! part,! such!
starches! are! found! to! be! waxy! maize! (e.g.! NUCreamer™,! Purity! Gum™,! CAPSUL™,! HiUCAP™!
[National! Starch];!MiraUCap™! [Tate! and! Lyle])! or! normal!maize! (DRYFLO™! [National! Starch]),! as!
well!as!a!few!other!sources!(e.g.!Tapioca!U!Clearam™![Roquette]).!Some!producers!do!not!reveal!









maize! or! corn! starch,! the!majority! of!
which!specify!a!waxy!variety,!as!shown!
in! Figure! 1.4.! Of! those! publications!
that!do!not!specify!waxy!varieties,!only!
three! specify! high! amylose! (Shogren,!
Lawton! &! Tiefenbacher,! 2002;! Yusoff!
&! Murray,! 2011;! Zhang,! Huang,! Luo,!
Fu,! Jiang!&! Jane,! 2011),!while! several!
others!report!amylose!contents!of!around!20!±5%.!It!is!quite!probable!that!several!others!where!
the!reported!starch! is!derived! from!corn!are!actually!waxy!varieties,!as!some!commercial!native!
corn! starches! are! of! waxy! type,! although! not! marketed! as! such! (e.g.! SIGMA! S9679).! Several!
comparisons! between! botanical! sources! have! focused! on! the! effect! sources! have! on! the!
modification!with!OSA!itself!(Bhosale!&!Singhal,!2006;!He,!Song,!Ruan!&!Chen,!2006).!Others!focus!
on!functional!properties`,!which!tend!to!be!affected!by!biological!origins`,!but!do!not!necessarily!
follow! the! relative! patterns! seen! in! the! native! forms! of! those! starches! (Han! &! BeMiller).!











OS! starches! are! obtained! from! the! esterification! reaction! between! starch! hydroxyl! groups! and!
octenylsuccinic!anhydride!(Figure!1.2).!A!commonly!used!parameter!in!this!regard!is!the!degree!of!
substitution,! DS,! which! is! the! average! number! of! octenylsuccinate,! OS,! derivatives! per! glucose!
unit.!
The!most!widely!described!synthesis!pathway!is!a!reaction!in!aqueous!medium!under!mild!alkaline!
conditions! with! the! starch! in! its! granular! form,! although! some! authors! have! reported! other!
procedures!that!will!be!discussed!later.!Slightly!basic!conditions!help!to!reduce!hydrogen!bonding!





Jiang,! Tong,! Bai,! Dong! and! Zhou! (2010)! observed! that! surface! modification! also! significantly!
increased!tensile!strength!and!Young’s!modulus!of!starch!films.!
As!the!reaction!is!performed!under!heterogeneous!conditions,!one!could!expect!(i)!the!substituent!
distribution! to! be! unevenly! distributed! between! granules! and! (ii)! the! OS! groups! to! be!
preferentially! connected! at! the! surface! of! the! granules.! This! was! confirmed! using! Fourier!
Transform! Infrared! Microspectroscopy! and! Raman! confocal! microscopic! imaging& (Bai,! Shi! &!
Wetzel,! 2009;!Wetzel,! Shi! &! Reffner,! 2010;!Wetzel,! Shi! &! Schmidt,! 2010).! XUray! photoelectron!
spectroscopy!analysis!suggested!that!the!OS!groups!are!mainly!located!on!the!immediate!surface!
of!the!modified!starch!granules!with!a!concentration!of!about!3–4!times!that!of!the!bulk!(Huang,!
Fu,! He,! Luo,! Yu! &! Li,! 2010;! Shogren,! Viswanathan,! Felker! &! Gross,! 2000).! These! results! are! in!
agreement! with! a! recent! study! involving! confocal! laser! scanning! microscopy! imaging! on! OS!
starches!(Zhang,!Huang,!Luo,!Fu,!Jiang!&!Jane,!2011).!By!means!of!backscattered!electron!imaging!
on! osmiumUstained! OS! starch! granules! and! anionUexchange! chromatography! of! OS! starches!
solubilised! in! water,! Shogren,! Viswanathan,! Felker! and! Gross! (2000)! also! found! that! more!






starch! than! larger! succinic! anhydrides:! dodecanyl,! hexadecanyl! and! octadecanyl.! Even! so,! their!
reaction! was! optimised! for! the! dodecanylsuccinic! anhydride! reaction! with! starch,! in! this! case!
requiring! an! optimal! temperature! between! 20U27! °C,! whereas! optimal! conditions! for! OSA!
modification!have!been! consistently! found! in! the! range!of!30U40! °C,! generally!peaking!at!35! °C.!
This! applies! across! several! botanical! sources:! Amaranth! from! Amaranthus& paniculatus! seeds!
(Bhosale!&!Singhal,!2006),!Indica!rice!(Song,!He,!Ruan!&!Chen,!2006;!Song,!Chen,!Ruan,!He!&!Xu,!





experiment! data)! for! the! reaction! efficiency! and! the! DS! as! a! function! of! several! experimental!
parameters!for!the!modification!of!Indica!rice!starch.!A!few!alternative!models!have!been!reported!
subsequently! (Abdollahzadeh,!Mehranian!&!Vahabzadeh,!2008;! Liu!et!al.,!2008;!SeguraUCampos,!










polyoxyethylene! lauryl! ether! as! a! phase! transition! catalyst! has! also! recently! been! shown! to! be!
effective! at! increasing! RE! (Wang,! He,! Huang,! Luo! &! Fu,! 2013).! PreUswelling! of! the! granules! at!
temperatures!up! to!60! °C!has!also!been! found! to! improve!RE! (Chen,!He!&!Huang,!2014).!These!
!! 8!
methods,!like!the!more!mainstream!procedure,!are!sensitive!to!the!substrate!structure;!however!
several!more!methods! exist! that! actively! increase! RE! by! damaging! the! granules,! thus! providing!
more! binding! sites! on! which! the! reaction! may! take! place.! Where! other! forms! of! chemical!







for! given! experimental! conditions! and! targeted! degrees! of! substitution,! reaction! times! were!
drastically!declined! from!hours! to!30!min!when!using!only!0.6!wt%!of! lipase! (relative!to!starch),!
making! the! lipaseUcoupling! esterification! technically! feasible! for! industrial! scaleUup! production.!
However,!for!optimum!results,!the!starch!needs!to!be!preUactivated!in!alkaline!solution!(pH!8)!at!
65!°C,!15!min!before!addition!of!the!lipase!and!the!OSA!reagent.!!




significantly! disrupted! the! crystalline! structure! of! the! granules! from! 17.18%! down! to! 1.05%!
crystallinity.! The! reaction! efficiency!was! found! to! increase! from! 54.6%! for! the! native! starch! to!
90.4%!for!a!milling!time!of!25!h.!The!decreased!size!of!the!damaged!starch!granules!increased!the!
reactive!surface!area!and!therefore!the!reaction!efficiency;!however,!the!vigorous!preUtreatment!
induced!a! significant!degradation!of! the! starch! chains.!Recently,!Bai! and!Shi! (2013)! investigated!






also! in! the! inner! and! crystalline! regions,! as! shown! by! XUray! photoelectron! spectroscopy.!
!! 9!
Unexpectedly,!the!reaction!efficiency!was!found!to!decrease!with!the!level!of!preUhydrolysis!by!αU
amylase,! and! the!authors!postulated! that! the!process!had! selectively! removed!highly!accessible!
amorphous!regions,!causing!the!relatively!more!crystalline!preUtreated!starch!granules!to!be! less!
reactive!with!the!OSA!reagent.!Following!the!same!strategy,!Bai!and!Shi!(2011)!used!a!mixture!of!
αUamylase! and! glucoamylase! in! order! to! prepare! microUporous! granules! of! waxy! maize! starch.!




Figure! 1.5.! Esterification! reaction! of! succinic!
moieties! onto! starch! chains! in! presence! of!
pyridine.! Redrawn! from! Bhandari! and! Singhal!
(2002b).!
Viswanathan! (1999b)! was! the! first! to! report!
synthesis!conditions!in!nonUaqueous!media,!using!
pyridine! instead!of!water.!This! solvent! serves! to!
increase!the! initial! reactivity!of!the!starch!grains!
and! also!works! as! a! catalyst! for! the! OSAUstarch!




115! °C.! This! reaction! requires! a! 2:1!weight! ratio! (pyridine:starch)! in! order! to! avoid! charring! of!
starch.!Viscosity!measurements!suggested!that!starch!chains!were!degraded!during!this!process.!
Despite! having! a! positive! effect! on! the! reaction! efficiency,! this! method! cannot! be! used! on! an!
industrial!scale!because!of!pyridine!toxicity.!Notwithstanding!this,!Wang,!Li,!Chen,!Xie,!Yu!and!Li!
(2011)! recently! used! the! method! to! prepare! delivery! carriers! for! bioactive! food! components!
where!very!high!degrees!of! substitution!were! targeted.!DS! from!0.2! to!1.3!were!obtained!using!
OSA:starch!weight!ratios!up!to!5:1.!The!resulting!products!were!then!turned! into!matrix! tablets,!
which! could!deliver!bioactive! food!components! to! the! colon,!providing!protection! from!enzyme!
degradation!during!the!earlier!stages!of!digestion.!
!! 10!







and! browning! of! the! products! after! reaction.! Also! working! with! a! process! that! completely!
evaporated! the! aqueous! solvent,! Kim,! Sandhu,! Lee,! Lim!and! Lim! (2010)!prepared!OSA!modified!
waxy!rice!starches!by!heat!drying!aqueous!mixtures!of! starch!and!OSA!at!high! temperature!and!
low! pH.! Compared! to! the! traditional! reaction! in! aqueous! medium,! the! dryUheat! treatment!
appeared!simpler!and!more!economical.! It! is!once!again! important! to!mention! that! such!severe!
experimental! conditions! induced! a! noticeable! decrease! of! the! molecular! weight,! implying!
significant!degradation!of!the!starch!during!the!process.!
Another! way! to! quickly! obtain! OS! starches! with! high! DS! is! to! perform! a! microwaveUassisted!
modification.!Pioneers!of!this!method!were!Biswas,!Shogren,!Kim!and!Willett!(2006)!who!found!a!
DS!of!0.3!in!only!5!min.!The!same!approach!was!used!by!Rivero,!Balsamo!and!Muller!(2009).!First,!
a! cassava! starch!was!activated!by! suspension! in!an!alkaline! solution!at! room!temperature,! then!
filtered!and!dried!under!vacuum.!A!mixture!of!this!activated!starch!and!OSA!in!distilled!water!was!
subjected!to!microwave!radiation,!which!led!to!a!DS!of!about!0.045!in!7!min.!As!a!comparison,!the!
same! reaction! performed! in! water! as! described! in! Section! 2.1! gave! a! DS! of! 0.032! after! 24! h.!
Nevertheless,! (i)! the! time! needed! to! produce! the! activated! starch! considerably! lengthens! the!
microwaveUassisted!synthesis!procedure,!(ii)!long!reaction!times!for!the!“traditional”!modification!
in!aqueous!medium!tend!to!favour!breaking!the!OS!starch!bonds!(Bhosale!&!Singhal,!2006)!and!(iii)!






The!degree!of!branching,!DB,! is! the!average!number!of!branching!points!as!a!percentage!of! the!




it! is! now!widely! accepted! that!water! is! not! able! to! fully! dissolve! all! starch! samples,! particularly!
those!with!high!amylose!contents!(McCleary,!Charnock,!Rossiter,!O'Shea,!Power!&!Lloyd,!2006).!It!
has! been! demonstrated! that! DMSOUd6& gives! total! dissolution! of! starch! (Schmitz,! Dona,!
Castignolles,!Gilbert!&!Gaborieau,!2009)!and!is!generally!preferred.!However,!labile!protons!from!
OH!or!any!other!group!containing!exchangeable!protons!exhibit!broad!signals!that!can!hide!other!
peaks! of! interest! and! complicate! the! calculation! of! DB.! Several! methods! for! removing! these!















&! Singhal,! 2006),! or! KOH,! e.g.! (Bao,! Xing,! Phillips! &! Corke,! 2003)),! which! results! in! the!
saponification!of!the!OS!groups.!The!excess!of!alkali!present!in!the!medium!is!then!titrated!with!a!
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hydrochloric! acid! solution! with! an! indicator.! As! the! starch! backbone! is! likely! to! undergo! some!
degradation! during! this! treatment,! it! is! necessary! to! treat! the! native! unmodified! starch! in! the!
same!manner!to!obtain!a!blank!value.!
In!the!second!titration!method!(Hui,!QiUhe,!MingUliang,!Qiong!&!GuoUqing,!2009),!the!OS!starch!is!
dispersed! in! a! hydrochloric! acid! and! isopropanol! solution.! After! filtration,! the! solid! residue! is!
washed! with! isopropanol! until! no! Cl–! is! detected! (using! AgNO3! solution)! and! redispersed! in!
distilled!water.! This!mixture! is! then! boiled! and! the! final! solution! is! titrated! using! indicator! and!
NaOH! solution! added! until! neutralisation.! For! the! same! reason! explained! above,! the! native!
unmodified!starch!is!also!titrated!as!a!blank.!A!simplified!method!has!also!been!suggested!by!Jeon,!




and! (ii)! it! is!necessary! to!also! characterise! the!native!unmodified! starch.! Such!material!may!not!
always!be!available,!especially!when!working!with!commercial!samples!that!are!already!modified!





Drusch,! 2012).! Some! authors! have! reported! a! lack! of! accuracy! and! reproducibility! due! to!
difficulties! in! endUpoint! detection,! for! which! one! causative! factor! may! be! the! huge! molecular!
weight! of! the! starch! chains! (Cizova,! Koschella,! Heinze,! Ebringerova! &! Srokova,! 2007;! Jeon,!







be!calculated! from! the! intensity!of!OS!groups’! signals!as!a! ratio!of! the! starch!anomeric!protons!
which!are!used!as!an!internal!reference!(see!Figure!1.6)!(Shih!&!Daigle,!2003).!The!signals!of!the!OS!
groups!and!starch!require!quite!controlled!conditions!to!visualise!in!the!same!analysis,!as!seen!in!
one!such!method! (Tizzotti,! Sweedman,!Tang,!Schaefer!&!Gilbert,!2011).!Only! small!quantities!of!









Nevertheless,! OS! starches! are! amphiphilic! macromolecules! (the! starch! backbone! being! the!
hydrophilic! and! the! octenyl! the! hydrophobic! component)! able! to! form! aggregates! in! aqueous!
media! via! the! formation! of! hydrophobic! interaction,! which! can! lead! to! a! significant! signal!
reduction!in!NMR!characterisation!(Tizzotti!et!al.,!2010)!and!ultimately!to!an!incorrect!estimation!
of!the!DS.!
Given! that! DMSO/LiBr! solutions! have! been! proven! to! fully! dissolve! any! starch! samples! of!
concentrations! appropriate! for! analysis,! whatever! their! amylose! content! (Schmitz,! Dona,!
Castignolles,!Gilbert!&!Gaborieau,!2009)!and!OSA!is!also!soluble!in!DMSO,!this!appears!to!be!the!
most!suitable!solvent!system!for!the!NMR!characterisation!of!OS!starches.!






after! chemical! modification,! only! a! few! studies! have! quantified! the! DS! with! this! technique.!
Compared!with!spectra! from!native!starches,! two!new!absorption!bands!at!1726!and!1572!cm–1!
appear!after!OSA!esterification! corresponding! to! the!C=O!stretching!vibration!of! an!ester! group!
and!the!asymmetric!stretching!vibration!of!a!carboxyl!group,!respectively!(Zhang,!Huang,!Luo,!Fu,!
Jiang!&! Jane,! 2011).! The! intensities! of! these! two! absorption! bands! increase!with! the! DS! and! a!






Size! structural! parameters! of! OS! starches! are! rarely! reported.! Evaluating! the! structural!
characteristics!of!complex!polydisperse!branched!polymers!requires!several!different!parameters!
to! communicate! meaningful! information! about! size! of! the! molecules! in! the! population.! Two!
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studies! (Chung,! Lee,! Han! &! Lim,! 2010;! Thirathumthavorn! &! Charoenrein,! 2006)! have! used! the!
average! degree! of! polymerisation! to! estimate! the! numberUaverage! molecular! weight! –Mn !of!
macromolecules!in!samples!of!tapioca,!rice!and!waxy!corn!starches!before!chemical!modification!
with!OSA.!–Mn!was!quantified!by!measuring!the!reducing!sugar!content!before!and!after!complete!






This! technique! can! be! used! to! quantify! both! the! hydrodynamic! size! distribution! of! the! fully!
branched!starch!(including!OSA!modified!varieties),!and!also!that!of!individual!branches!following!
enzymatic!debranching.!




into! smaller! parts,! as! has! been! performed! by! Shogren! et! al.! (Shogren,! Viswanathan,! Felker! &!
Gross,!2000)!who!debranched!OSA!modified!waxy!maize!starches!with!pullulanase!and!subjected!




PerezUGallardo,! BelloUPerez,! GarciaUAlmendarez,! MontejanoUGaitan,! BarbosaUCanovas! and!
Regalado!(2012)!used!DMSO!to!preUdissolve!their!modified!acidUhydrolysed!waxy!maize!starches,!
and! then! used! an! aqueous! mobile! phase! (NaNO3! buffer! +! 0.02%! NaN3! at! 40! °C)! for! the! SEC!
characterisation.! Zhang,! Zhao! and! Xiong! (2013)! used! 0.25! M! KOH! to! dissolve! mechanically!
activated!rice!starch!and!ran!the!SEC!using!0.05!M!NaCl!as!the!eluent,!to!claim!from!the!evidence!
of!one!sample!contrasted!against!several!others!that!OS!modification!may!have!resulted!in!larger!





To! date,! the!most! advanced! and! reliable!methods! for! SEC! characterisation! of! starch! require! an!




range! of! branching! structures,! and! hence!molecular! sizes,! for! a! given!molecular! weight),!With!
differential! refractive! index!detection,! this!gives! the!SEC!weight!distribution,!which! is!essentially!
the!weight!of!molecules!as!a!function!of!molecular!size!(see,!for!example,!(Gilbert,!2011;!Vilaplana!
&!Gilbert,!2010a)!for!details).!
It! is! interesting! to! question! the! possibility! that! OSA! modification! may! affect! the! physical!
arrangement!of!starch!molecules!in!solution,!and!thus!affect!their!size!in!solution.!We!have!used!
this!technique!to!study!changes! in!molecular!size!distribution!with!OSA!modification!under!mild,!
aqueous! conditions!based!on! those!of! Song,! Chen,!Ruan,!He! and!Xu! (2006).! The!data! shown! in!
Figure!1.7!show!the!initial!and!final!size!distributions!after!modification!with!different!amounts!of!
OSA.!
Figure! 1.7.! SEC!molecular! size! distributions! of! a!
waxy! maize! starch! before! (A)! and! after!
modification! with! OSA! (B,! DS! =! 0.005;! C,! DS! =!
0.017;!D,!DS!=!0.037;!E,!DS!=!0.058).!The!X!axis!is!
the! hydrodynamic! radius! Rh,! which! is! the!




findings! discount! any! possible! effects! of! steric! factors! of! OS! groups! on! dissolved! starch!
arrangement,! or! any! damage! incurred! by! the!modification! process.! The! latter! part!means! that!





as! amylopectin! (Cave,! Seabrook,! Gidley! &! Gilbert,! 2009),! and! AF4! has! been! considered! as! an!
alternative.!However,!it!has!been!shown!that!it!cannot!be!used!for!whole!native!starch,!because!of!
signal! to! noise! problems! with! differential! refractive! index! detection! in! DMSO! (Gilbert,! 2011).!
Nilsson! and! colleagues! (Nilsson,! 2012;!Nilsson,! Leeman,!Wahlund!&! Bergenståhl,! 2006;!Nilsson,!
Leeman,!Wahlund! &! Bergenståhl,! 2007;! Runyon,! Ulmius! &! Nilsson,! In! Press)! have! used! AF4! to!
determine! the! size! of! large! OS! starches;! these! studies! are! reliable! because! the! starch! was!
sufficiently! degraded! as! to! be! soluble! in! an! aqueous! eluent,! thereby! avoiding! the! DMSO!
signal:noise! problem.! They! also! performed! characterisation! in! aqueous!NaNO3! solutions! against!













or!oxidised! starches)! (Prochaska,!Kedziora,! Le!Thanh!&!Lewandowicz,! 2007;! Shogren!&!Biresaw,!
2007).! When! the! interface! is! saturated,! amphiphilic! macromolecules! start! to! aggregate.!
Krstonosic,!Dokic!and!Milanovic!(2011)!have!referred!to!the!critical!micelle!concentration,!CMC,!in!





viscometry,! conductometry,! surface! tension! and! dye! solubilisation.! The! CACs! obtained! ranged!
between!0.41!and!0.88!g!LU1!depending!on!the!sample!and!the!technique.!These!values!were!much!
lower!than!the!ones!previously!reported!by!(i)!Varona,!Martin!and!Cocero!(2009),!between!4.5!and!




must!account!for!this;! furthermore,!studies! in!this! field!would!benefit! from!greater!emphasis!on!
the! reporting! of! structural! properties.! The! aggregates! formed! by! OS! starches! have! been!
characterised! by! Zhu,! Li,! Chen! and! Li! (2013),! who! found! much! denser! aggregates! for! higher!
molecular! weight! starches,! indicating! that! at! higher! molecular! weight! the! starches! are! more!
flexible!and!more!able!to!form!compact!interior!structures.!!
OS! starches! also! interact! with! other! macromolecules.! Interactions! with! xanthan! were! first!
suspected!by!Ntawukulilyayo,!Vervaet,! Remon,!Gortz! and!Berlo! (1996),! then! confirmed! later! by!
Krstonosic,! Dokic! and!Milanovic! (2011).!Magnusson! and!Nilsson! (2011)! studied! the! interactions!
with!αUβUlivetin,! the!waterUsoluble! fraction!of!egg!yolk.!As!expected,! interactions!between!these!
two!biomacromolecules!were!observed!to!be!highly!pHUdependent,!as!pH!=!4!led!to!the!strongest!
interactions.! The! formation! of! αUβUlivetin/OS! starch! complexes! was! also! dependent! on! the!
corresponding! mass! ratio.! Light! transmission! experiments! showed! that! complexes! were!
preferentially!formed!at!a!2:1!mass!ratio.!Interactions!between!proteins!and!polysaccharides!have!
gained!a!growing! interest!over!the!recent!years! (Dickinson,!2009)!and!further!research! involving!
interaction!with!OS! starches! can!be!anticipated,!which! could!potentially! lead! to!progress! in! the!
formulation! of! food! emulsions.! For! example,! Scheffler,!Wang,! Huang,! SanUMartin! Gonzalez! and!
Yao! (2010)! have! showed! that! a! combination! of! OSUphytoglycogen! and! εUpolylysine! effectively!
blocked! the! permeation! of! proUactive! compounds,! resulting! in! high! lipid! oxidative! stability! of!
emulsions.!Mao!and!McClements! (2013a)!combined!emulsions!containing!negatively!charged!OS!





Emulsification! agents! are! colloidal! stabilisers,! containing! both! hydrophilic! and! hydrophobic!
moieties.!The!hydrophilic!moiety!can!either!be!ionic!(for!example,!as!in!the!common!electrostatic!
stabiliser! sodium! dodecyl! sulfate),! nonUionic! (as! in! poly(ethylene! oxide)! nonyl! phenyl! ether),! or!
both!(e.g.!some!proteinaceous!stabilisers).!The!stabilisation!can!be!entirely!electrostatic,!entirely!
steric! (which! is! the!mechanism!whereby!nonUionic!waterUsoluble!moieties! stabilise! because! it! is!
entropically! unfavourable! to! compress! these! chains,! as! would! occur! if! two! sterically! stabilised!
colloids!were! to! come! together),! or! both;! the! term! for! this! last! is! electrosteric! stabilisation.!OS!
starches!can!function!as!electrosteric!stabilisers,!though!due!to!the!size!of!the!molecules!relative!
to!the!number!of!charged!groups,!their!function!is!primarily!steric,!which!affects!their!uses.!
OS! starches! are! used! in!many! food,! cosmetics! and! pharmaceutical! products! as! emulsifiers! and!
stabilisers!(Baydoun,!Furrer,!Gurny!&!MullerUGoymann,!2004;!Baydoun!&!MullerUGoymann,!2003;!
BeMiller,!2009;!da!Silva!et!al.,!2013;!Dokic,!Dokic,!Dapcevic!&!Krstonosic,!2008;!Huimin!et!al.,!2013;!
Mattea,!Martin,!MatiasUGago!&!Cocero,! 2009;!Ntawukulilyayo,! de! Smedt,!Demeester!&!Remon,!
1996;!Rayner,!Timgren,!Sjoo!&!Dejmek,!2012;!Reiner,!Reineccius!&!Peppard,!2010;!RodriguezURojo,!
Varona,!Nunez!&!Cocero,!2012;!Taherian,!Fustier!&!Ramaswamy,!2007).!Oils!from!various!origins!




loads! have! been! reported! (adsorption! to! cationic! oil! droplets,! up! to! 40! mg! mU2! (Nilsson! &!
Bergenstahl,! 2007);! emulsions! of! lavandin! essential! oil,! up! to! 370! mg! mU2! (Varona,! Martin! &!
Cocero,! 2009)),! which! suggests! that! a! very! thick! layer! of!macromolecules!was! adsorbed! at! the!




the! medium! (Tesch,! Gerhards! &! Schubert,! 2002).! This! is! because! the! steric! stabilisation! is! the!
dominant! type! in!OS! starches! (Erni! et! al.,! 2007;! Taherian,! Fustier!&! Ramaswamy,! 2006).!When!
comparing! the!oilUinUwater!emulsions!obtained!with!a!whey!protein!and!an!OS! starch,!Charoen,!
Jangchud,! Jangchud,! Harnsilawat,! Naivikul! and! McClements! (2011)! concluded! that! particles!




starch! rather! than! with! whey! protein! isolate! (WPI),! although! protein! initially! led! to! smaller!
particles! immediately! after! homogenisation;! however,! protein! was! found! to! offer! βUcarotene! a!
better! protection! against! oxidation! than! OS! starch! stabilised! emulsions.! This! finding! was!more!
recently!echoed!by!Charoen,!Jangchud,!Jangchud,!Harnsilawat,!Decker!and!McClements!(2012).!In!
all!these!studies,!no!data!concerning!the!structural!parameters!of!either!the!starch!derivatives!or!
the!proteins!were! reported.!de!Paz,!Martín! and!Cocero! (2013)! and!de!Paz,!Martín,!Mateos!and!
Cocero! (2013)!have!also! recently!concluded! that!emulsions!containing!OS!starch!have!high!antiU
oxidant!activity!for!βUcarotene.! !OS!starch!has!also!been!reported!to!give!more!stable!emulsions!
when!used!alone! rather! than! in! combination!with! sodium!dodecyl! sulfate,!which! is! an!effective!
surfactant!(Krstonosic,!Dokic,!Nikolic,!Dapcevic!&!Hadnađev,!2012).!
Emulsion!capacity!(the!mass!of!oil!dispersed!per!gram!of!sample)!and!stability!of!the!particles!over!
time! have! been! reported! to! increase! with! the! DS! (Abdollahzadeh,! Mehranian! &! Vahabzadeh,!
2008;! SeguraUCampos,! ChelUGuerrero! &! BetancurUAncona,! 2008;! Wang,! Su! &! Wang,! 2010).!
Surprisingly,!Bhosale!and!Singhal!(2006)!did!not!observe!any!significant!differences!in!comparisons!
between!native!amaranth!and!waxy!corn!starches!and!their!OSA!modified!derivatives.!Moreover,!
among! three! OSA!modified! corn! starches!with! different! DS! (0.03,! 0.07! and! 0.11),! Viswanathan!
(1999b)! reported! that! the! sample! at! 0.07! was! able! to! form! the! best! emulsions.! A! possible!
explanation!is!that!at!high!DS!such!as!0.11,!octenylsuccinate!groups!are!predominantly!located!at!
the! midsections! of! starch! chains,! thus! being! unavailable! for! interaction! with! the! hydrophobic!
phase.!However,!as!some!of!the!products!used!in!Viswanathan’s!study!were!synthesized!using!the!
procedure! in! pyridine,! which! appears! to! degrade! starch! chains,! it! is! probable! that! the! DS,! the!
molecular!weight!and! the!DB!were!not!kept!constant,!which!may!also!have!an! influence!on! the!
stabilising!properties.!
Dokic,! Dokic,! Dapcevic! and! Krstonosic! (2008)! compared! the! stabilities! of! corn! oilUinUwater!
emulsions!obtained!using!two!commercial!OS!starches!of!unknown!DS!and!DB!(DS!were!probably!
close!to!0.02!as!these!were!foodUgrade!modified!starches),!but!different!molecular!weights.!The!oil!
droplets! were! more! stable! when! using! the! surfactant! of! highest! molar! mass.! By! dispersing!
cyclohexaneUinUwater! emulsions!with! an! OSA!modified! barley! starch! (weightUaverage!molecular!








the! authors! tested! the! emulsion! capacity! of! an! OSA! modified! waxy! corn! starch! after! being!
subjected!to!enzymatic!treatment!with!αUamylase!to!decrease!its!molecular!weight.!It!was!found!
that! the! product! showed! better! emulsion! capacity! and! stability! properties! after! enzyme!
treatment,! i.e.!after! its!molar!mass!was!reduced.!Note!that!the!DB!and!the!size!dispersity!of!the!
starch! chains! can! also! be! affected! by! αUamylase,! which! can! affect! the! CAC.! Liu! et! al.! did! not!
characterise!structural!parameters!of!the!samples!either!before!or!after!αUamylase!treatment.!The!




of! the!macromolecules! assuming! (i)! spherical! geometry! and! (ii)! that! all! OS! groups! are! situated!
close! to! the! surface).! This! latter! assumption! is! increasingly! uncertain!with! higher!DS! and!molar!
mass,! but! more! likely! to! be! valid! as! the! flexibility! of! the! macromolecule! increases;! a! flexible!







than! the! equivalent! starch.! While! there! are! several! differences! between! phytoglycogen! and!
amylopectin,! the! key! structural! difference! lies! in! the! DB! and! branch! structure,! leading! to! the!
suggestion!that!increasing!the!DB&or!having!a!more!random!branch!structure!tends!to!give!better!
emulsion! stabilising! properties! (DB! values! were! not! reported,! but! one! expects! the! DB! of!
phytoglycogen! chains! to! be! higher! than! that! of! pure! amylopectin! (Cuevas,!Gilbert!&! Fitzgerald,!








from! further! research.! Scheffler,! Wang,! Huang,! SanUMartin! Gonzalez! and! Yao! (2010)! have!
observed!that!it!is!possible!to!reduce!the!susceptibility!of!lipids!to!lipidUdegrading!compounds!and!
thus!to!improve!lipid!oxidative!stability!of!emulsions!by!increasing!the!DB.!!
Some! attention! had! also! been! given! recently! to! the! emulsifying! capacity! of! starch! particles,!
including!intact!granules,!after!surface!modification!with!OSA.!Yusoff!and!Murray!(2011)!were!the!
first!to!mention!the!use!of!such!products!as!particle!stabilisers!of!oilUinUwater!emulsions:!soUcalled!
Pickering! emulsions! for! which! droplets! are! stabilised! by! amphiphilic! solid! particles! rather! than!
surfaceUactive!molecules.!While!Yusoff!and!Murray!used!physically!degraded!particles!by! freezeU
milling,! Timgren,! Rayner,! Sjoo! and! Dejmek! (2011)! have! used!more! intact! granules! in! Pickering!
emulsion! systems.! This! resulted! in! large!droplets! relative! to! classic! surfactants;! however,! it!was!
observed!that!such!emulsions!are!very!stable!in!time!and!exhibit!excellent!barrier!properties!that!
can!be!controlled!well!by!formulation.!Quinoa!starch!granules!modified!with!OSA!had!an!oil!uptake!
efficiency!of!over!90%! in! single!and!double!emulsions! (Matos,!Timgren,!Sjöö,!Dejmek!&!Rayner,!
2013).!Pickering!OS!starch!emulsions!have!also!been! found!to!be!stable! through!a! freezeUdrying!
process!(Marefati,!Rayner,!Timgren,!Dejmek!&!Sjöö,!2013).!The!properties!of!Pickering!emulsions!
containing!OS! starches!makes! them! suitable! for! applications! such! as! encapsulation!of! sensitive,!







oils! (Borrmann,! Pierucci,! Leite! &! Leão,! 2012;! Carvalho,! Silva! &! Hubinger,! In! Press;! Partanen,!
Hakala,! Sjovall,! Kallio! &! Forssell,! 2005;! Partanen,! Yoshii,! Kallio,! Yang! &! Forssell,! 2002;!
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storage! in! the! oil! alone! (Barroso,! Pierucci,! Freitas,! Torres! &! RochaULeão,! 2013).! The! protective!
effects! of! such! microcapsules! with! βUcarotene! has! been! directly! linked! to! their! oxygen!
permeability!(Liang,!Huang,!Ma,!Shoemaker!&!Zhong,!2013).!
As! a! general! procedure,! the! OS! starch! is! dissolved! in! an! aqueous! medium! also! containing! the!
hydrophobic!product! to!be!encapsulated.! The!mixture! is! then!dried! U! generally! by! spray!drying,!
though!at!least!one!paper!has!investigated!using!freeze!drying!(Marefati,!Rayner,!Timgren,!Dejmek!
&!Sjöö,!2013)!U!and!capsules!are!obtained.!The!operating!conditions!can!be!adjusted!to!control!the!
size!and!morphology!of! capsules,! as!well! as! the!percentage!of! chemically!encapsulated! (Santos,!
Martin,!Meireles!&!Cocero,!2012;!Varona,!Kareth,!Martin!&!Cocero,!2010).! Interestingly,!Li!et!al.!
(2009)! reported! the! synthesis! of! crossUlinked! OS! starch!microcapsules! made! from! the! reaction!
between! starch!hydroxyl! groups! and! trisodium! trimetaphosphate.!Microcapsules!were!obtained!
simply! by! airUdrying! after! the! crosslinking! reaction,! which! constitutes! an! alternative! to! sprayU
drying.! Because! of! the! high! drying! temperature! used! in! sprayUdrying! (often!more! than! 200! °C),!
deterioration! of! sensitive! ingredients! has! been! reported! (Hogan,!O'Riordan!&!O'Sullivan,! 2003).!
These! last! authors! did! not! compare! the! physicoUchemical! properties! between! crossUlinked!
microcapsules! and! those! obtained! by! sprayUdrying.! However,! a! recent! study! found! that!
microcapsules! of! lycopene! obtained! by! sprayUdrying! were! relatively! stable! to! extrusion!
temperatures!up!to!187!°C!(Choudhari,!Bajaj,!Singhal!&!Karwe,!2012).!
The! choice!of! an! encapsulating! agent! has! a! direct! influence!on! the! functional! properties! of! the!
resulting!microcapsules.!After!encapsulation!of!orangeUpeel!oil,!an!OS!starch!(DS!=!0.042)!showed!
better! oil! retention! capability! after! sprayUdrying! than! phosphate! and! acetate! derivatives! made!
from!the!same!waxy!maize!starch!(DS!=!0.046!and!0.033,!respectively)! (MuruaUPagola,!BeristainU
Guevara!&!MartinezUBustos,!2009).!The! retention!of!orange!oil!may!be! further! improved!by! the!
addition!of! trehalose! into! the!OS! starch!emulsion! formulation! (Sosa,! Zamora,! Baren!&! Schebor,!
2013).!Microcapsules!made! from!OSA! derivatives! also! exhibited! better! retention! performances!
than! βUcyclodextrin! (Jeon,! Vasanthan,! Temelli! &! Song,! 2003),! maltodextrin! and! whey! protein!
(Bruckner,!Bade!&!Kunz,!2007).!More!recently,!commercial!OS!starch!varieties!have!been!shown!to!




&! Bernik,! 2013).! Schwarz! and! colleagues! (Drusch! &! Schwarz,! 2006;! Serfert,! Drusch,! SchmidtU
Hansberg,! Kind!&! Schwarz,! 2009)! evidenced! that! starches! of! high!molecular!weight! can! lead! to!
viscous! solutions! that! are! difficult! to! sprayUdry,! decreasing! the! efficiency! of! the!
microencapsulation!process.!Increasing!the!viscosity!of!the!emulsion!before!sprayUdrying!increases!
the!amount!of!dissolved!oxygen!and!the!droplet!size,!resulting!in!microcapsules!with!low!oxidative!
stability! and! low!oil! retention.! Therefore,! low!molecular!weight! products! such! as! glucose! syrup!
(Drusch,! Serfert,! Scampicchio,! SchmidtUHansberg! &! Schwarz,! 2007)! or! enzymatically! hydrolysed!
starches! (Zasypkin! &! Porzio,! 2004)! can! be! used! in! combination! with! OS! starches! in! order! to!
decrease!the!viscosity!of!the!medium!prior!to!sprayUdrying.! It! is!noteworthy!that!these!products!




OS! starches! have! also! been! used! for! microencapsulation! in! combination! with! other!
polysaccharides,! e.g.! konjac! glucomannan! (Yang,! Xiao! &! Ding,! 2009)! and! soybean! soluble!




As! a! result! of! the! chemical! modification! with! OSA,! the! hydrophobicity! of! modified! starch!
macromolecules! is! greatly! increased.! Prochaska,! Kedziora,! Le! Thanh! and! Lewandowicz! (2007)!
reported! that! OS! starches! (DS! =! 0.01)! stand! out! from! acetylated! starch! derivatives! for! their!
excellent! capability! to! lower! surface! and! interfacial! tension! at! the! air/water! and! toluene/water!
interfaces,! even! at! lower! DS! (acetylated! distarch! phosphate,! acetylated! starch! and! acetylated!
distarch!adipate!with!DS!by!acetyl!groups!of!0.03,!0.06!and!0.07,!respectively).!The!hydrophobicity!
increases! directly!with! DS,&demonstrated! by! cassava! derivatives! in!which! the!modification!with!
OSA! causes! the!water! sorption! capacities! to! decrease! significantly.! This! change! in! DS! does! not!






and!Parker! (2012)!described!a!key! interfacial!difference!between!OS!starch!and!gum!Arabic,! the!
latter!having!greater!interfacial!shear!elasticity,!which!results!in!unstable!oil!droplets!in!emulsion.!
The! findings! for! OS! starches! also! have! consequences! for! OS! modification! of! nonUstarch!
polysaccharides,!for!example!xylan,!which!has!been!found!to!produce!practical!and!versatile!films!
after! OS! modification! (Zhong,! Peng,! Yang,! Cao! &! Sun,! 2012).! Jaernstrom,! Lason,! Rigdahl! and!
Eriksson! (1995)! used!modified! potato! starches! as! efficient! dispersers! of! kaolin! clay! particles! in!
aqueous! media.! Films! made! with! OS! starches! were! found! to! exhibit! better! water! barrier!
properties!than!those!made!with!oxidised!and!acetylated!crossUlinked!starches!(Bello!Pérez,!2013;!
PerezUGallardo,!BelloUPerez,!GarciaUAlmendarez,!MontejanoUGaitan,!BarbosaUCanovas!&!Regalado,!
2012),! and! have! also! been! found! to! be! oilproof! (Liu,! Liu,! Cao,! Xie,! Ma! &! Yu,! 2013).! Barrier!
properties! of! the! films! were! found! to! depend! on! the! ability! of! starch! macromolecules! to!
reorganise.!The!interactions!between!those!chemical!substituents!tested!were!observed!to!hinder!






PreziosiUBelloy,! Chalier! and! Gontard! (2007)! used! OS! starch! as! paper! coatings! and! inclusion!
matrices!of!two!antimicrobial!compounds:!cinnamaldehyde!and!carvacrol.!The!starch!chains!allow!
a! good! adhesion! to! the! paper! surface! (i.e.! cellulose)! and! the! octenyl! groups! give! the!
hydrophobicity!needed! to! retain! and!progressively! release! the!hydrophobic! chemicals,! although!
soy!protein!isolates!were!shown!to!be!better!candidates!for!this!application.!
As! quite! cheap! and! sustainable! resources,! polysaccharides! are! increasingly! used! in! combination!
with! synthetic! polymers! to! try! to! make! partially! degradable! plastics.! The! main! challenge! is! to!
increase! the! fraction! of! bioUsourced! products! in! the! blend! while! keeping! satisfactory! physicoU
chemical!properties.!Lawton,!Doane!and!Willett!(2006)!made!starch!derivative/poly(hydroxyester)!
composites,!but!observed! that!using!OS!starches! instead!of!unmodified!starches!did!not! lead! to!
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significant! improvements! in! mechanical! properties:! tensile! strength,! Young’s! modulus! and!
elongation!at!break.!The!authors!did!not!test!the!properties!of!pure!poly(hydroxyester),!making!it!
impossible!to!evaluate!any!potential!gain!from!such!a!combination.!Evangelista,!Nikolov,!Wei,!Jane!
and! Gelina! (1991)! studied! the! effect! of! compounding! and! starch! modification! with! OSA! on!
properties!of!starchUfilled!LLDPE!(linear!lowUdensity!polyethylene).!It!was!found!that!the!addition!
of! either! modified! or! native! starch! to! LLDPE! decreased! both! the! tensile! strength! and! the!
elongation! of! the! resulting! films;! however! this! drop! in!mechanical! properties! was! less!marked!
when! using! the! OS! starch! rather! than! the! unmodified! one.! Rivero,! Balsamo! and!Muller! (2009)!
successfully!used!an!OS!starch!as!compatibiliser! in!a!LLDPE/starch!blend!to!enhance! interactions!
between! these! two! polymers.! The! mechanical! properties! of! the! composite! were! significantly!
improved! by! adding! 10! wt%! of! compatibiliser! (DS! =! 0.045).! Some! formulations! even! exhibited!
similar! yield! stress! to! pure! LLDPE.! Recently,! Lescher,! Jayaraman! and! Bhattacharyya! (2012)! also!






three! following! temperatures:! T0! (the! onset! temperature! at!which! the! gelatinisation! starts),! Tp!
(the!peak!temperature!which!represents!the!endothermic!peak!on!the!DSC!thermogram)!and!Tc!
(the! conclusion! temperature! at! which! the! sample! is! fully! gelatinised).! OS! starches! exhibit!
significantly! lower!T0,!Tp! and!Tc! than! their!native! counterparts,! a! feature!emphasized!as! the!DS!
increases.!This!is!attributed!to!the!disruption!of!the!crystalline!structure!of!the!starch!grains!after!
modification! with! OSA! (Bhosale! &! Singhal,! 2007).! OS! groups! tend! to! weaken! the! interactions!
between! starch! macromolecules,! allowing! the! granules! to! swell! and! to! melt! at! lower!
temperatures.!This!assumption! is!strongly!supported!by!the! fact! that! the!gelatinisation!enthalpy!
ΔHg! also! decreases! as! the! DS! increases,! indicating! that! modified! starch! granules! require! less!
energy! to!melt.! For!example,!Bao,!Xing,!Phillips!and!Corke! (2003)!observed!a! significant!drop! in!
gelatinisation!temperatures!from!75.2!to!52.5!°C!for!a!rice!starch!with!DS!ranging!from!0!to!0.0452,!
respectively.!At!the!same!time,!ΔHg!was!found!to!decrease!from!11.4!to!6.4!J!gU1.!Many!authors!
have! since! studied! the!gelatinisation!properties!of!OS! starches! from!other!botanical!origins!and!
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drawn! similar! conclusions:! corn! (Bhosale!&! Singhal,! 2007;! Chung,! Lee,!Han!&! Lim,! 2010;!Han!&!
BeMiller,!2007;!Zhu,!Xie,!Song!&!Ren,!2011),!wheat!(Bao,!Xing,!Phillips!&!Corke,!2003),!tapioca,!rice!
(Thirathumthavorn!&!Charoenrein,!2006),!amaranth!(Bhosale!&!Singhal,!2007),!Phaseolus&lunatus!
(SeguraUCampos,! ChelUGuerrero!&!BetancurUAncona,! 2008,! 2010),! banana! (Musa! paradisiaca! L.),!
(CarlosUAmaya,!OsorioUDiaz,!AgamaUAcevedo,!YeeUMadeira!&!BelloUPerez)!and!high!amylose!maize!
(Zhang,!Huang,!Luo,!Fu,!Jiang!&!Jane,!2011).!
Contrasted!with! the! results!above!were! those!of!OSAUmodified!potato! starches! for!which!T0,!Tp!
and!Tc!were!higher! than! for! the!native! starch,! despite! quite! high!DS!being!used! (up! to! 0.0397)!
(Bao,!Xing,!Phillips!&!Corke,!2003).!This!was!also!seen!in!another!study!with!waxy!potato!(OrtegaU
Ojeda,! Larsson! &! Eliasson,! 2005).! The! authors! gave! no! explanations! as! to! why! potato! starch!
derivatives!behave!so!differently,!though!one!might!assume!that!this!is!related!to!the!presence!of!
phosphate! groups! in! potato! starches,!which! could! prevent! the! formation! of! strong! interactions!
between!the!chains.!This!hypothesis! is!not!supported!by!other!experimental!data,!as!the&ΔHg!of!
native! potato! starch! (17.2! J! gU1)! has! been! reported! to! be!much! higher! than! for! native! rice! and!






undone! by! any! hydrolysis! or! gelatinisation! that! follows! (DapčevićUHadnađev,! Dokić,! Pojić,!
Hadnađev,! Torbica! &! Rakita,! 2013;! DapčevićUHadnađev,! PajićULijaković,! Hadnađev,! Mastilović,!
Torbica! &! Bugarski,! 2013;! DapčevićUHadnađev,! Dokić,! Hadnađev,! Pojić! &! Torbica,! 2013).! Once!
dissolved! in!water!at!the!appropriate!concentration,!OS!starches!form!pastes!with!pseudoplastic!
properties.! Bhandari! and! Singhal! (2002a)! observed! a! strong! shearUthinning! behaviour! in! pastes!
obtained! from! corn! and! amaranth! starch! derivatives,! while! Makmoon,! Foungfuchat! and!
Jiratumnukul! (2013)! observed! similar! results!with! tapioca! starch.! These! authors! also! evidenced!
that!higher!viscosities!were!observed!with!an!increase!of!DS.!Later!work!of!Park,!Chung!and!Yoo!








Chen,! Ruan,!He!&! Xu,! 2006;! Song,! Zhu,! Li!&! Zhu,! 2010).!Note! that! improved! paste! clarity! is! an!
important! parameter! for! the! manufacture! of! many! food! products! that! require! transparency!
(Jyothi,!Rajasekharan,!Moorthy!&!Sreekumar,!2005).!
(ii)!Attached!hydrophobic!groups!can!aggregate!in!aqueous!media!which!gives!rise!to!weak!intraU!
and! intermolecular! hydrophobic! interactions! in! aqueous! solutions,! leading! to! physical! polymer!




complexes! with! certain! hydrophobic! ligands! such! as! iodine,! alcohols,! fatty! acids! or! surfactants!
(Egermayer,!Karlberg!&!Piculell,!2004).!This!cannot!be!ruled!out!in!the!Park,!Chung!and!Yoo!(2004)!
study,! as! the!maize! starch! used!was! not! explicitly! of! a!waxy! variety,! i.e.! not! one!with!minimal!
amylose.!
At! least! one! starch! modified! with! OSA! has! been! shown! to! interact! with! gelatin,! via! the! polar!
carboxylic! acid! group! (Sovilj,! Milanović! &! Petrović,! 2013);! and! so! provides! further! methods! by!





important!parameters!obtained! from!these!measurements.! It!has!been!widely! reported! that!OS!
starches! have! significantly! higher! PV,! CPV! and! HPV! than! the! corresponding! unmodified! native!
starches,! regardless! of! the! botanical! sources:! rice! (Bao,! Xing,! Phillips! &! Corke,! 2003;! He,! Song,!
Ruan!&!Chen,!2006;!Shih!&!Daigle,!2003;!Song,!Chen,!Ruan,!He!&!Xu,!2006;!Thirathumthavorn!&!
Charoenrein,! 2006;! Tukomane! &! Varavinit,! 2008),! Phaseolus& lunatus! (SeguraUCampos,! ChelU
Guerrero!&!BetancurUAncona,!2008,!2010),! corn! (Chung,! Lee,!Han!&!Lim,!2010;!Han!&!BeMiller,!
2007;! Song,! Zhu,! Li! &! Zhu,! 2010;! Zhu,! Xie,! Song! &! Ren,! 2011),! tapioca! (Han! &! BeMiller,! 2007;!
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rheometry! measurements! on! pastes! made! from! OSA! modified! potato! starches,! OrtegaUOjeda,!
Larsson!and!Eliasson!(2005)!noticed!that!high!levels!of!OSA!substitution!resulted!in!lower!G'!and!G"!
values.! As! with! the! properties! mentioned! in! 4.2.1,& a! possible! explanation! is! again! the! high!
phosphorus!content.!The!presence!of!phosphate!moieties!along!chains!may!reduce!the!hydrogen!
bonding,! possibly! making! native! potato! starches! more! readily! soluble! in! water! and! therefore!
leading!to!more!viscous!pastes!than!starches!from!other!botanical!sources!(Noda!et!al.,!2006).!




strongly! decrease! with! the! degree! of! acidUhydrolysis! of! the! starch! backbone,! i.e.! its! molecular!
weight.!The!same!conclusions!were!drawn!from!the!works!of!Thirathumthavorn!and!Charoenrein!




(2006)! observed! a! negative! correlation! between! the! amylose! content! and! the! RVA! parameters!
(PV,!CPV!and!HPV),!which!is!directly!related!to!the!low!water!solubility!of!amylose!chains.!
1.4.2.3. Freeze%thaw&stability&of&OS&starch&pastes&
OS! starches! have! long! been! identified! as! having! desirable! qualities! in! frozen! food! products,!
particularly! as! a! fat! substitute! in! maintaining! texture! through!multiple! freezeUthaw! cycles.! The!
utility!of!this!feature!has!been!recognised!in!patents!since!1968!(Ganz!&!Harris,!1968).!Generally,!
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the! number! of! cycles! the! starch! gel! can!withstand! before! expelling!water! or! becoming! spongy.!
Huang,!Fu,!He,!Luo,!Yu!and!Li!(2010)!used!corn!starch,!subjected!to!enzyme!hydrolysis!to!varying!
degrees! and!modified! counterparts! to! DS! between! 0.015! and! 0.022,!with! the! results! indicating!




thaw!cycles.!By! this!method,!modification!with!OSA!has!been!demonstrated! to! impart!excellent!
freezeUthaw!stability!to!rice!starch!with!DS!as!low!as!0.012!(Song,!Chen,!Ruan,!He!&!Xu,!2006).!The!
positive!effect! is! likely!to!increase!with!DS!as!noted!by!Song!et!al.,&though!their!range!of!DS!was!
limited! to! a!maximum! of! 0.019.! In! this! case,! 4! freezeUthaw! cycles! caused! native! starch! gels! to!
exhibit!syneresis!of!54%,!compared!to!4.2%!at!the!highest!DS.!OSA!modified!waxy!corn!starches!
also! showed! good! freezeUthaw! stability! (Abdollahzadeh,!Mehranian!&! Vahabzadeh,! 2008;! Song,!
Zhu,!Li!&!Zhu,!2010),!with!nil!syneresis!after!up!to!4!cycles!at!DS!above!0.0163!(Zhu,!Xie,!Song!&!
Ren,!2011).!
Amaranth!starches!also!showed!noticeable! improvement! in! freezeUthaw!stability!when!modified!
with!OSA,!the!effect!improving!with!increased&DS!up!to!and!above!0.02!(Bhosale!&!Singhal,!2007).!
With!both!amaranth!and!waxy!maize! starches,!Bhosale!and!Singhal! included!a!preUtreatment!of!










While! the!general! consensus! indicates! significant! improvement! to! freezeUthaw!stability! resulting!
from!modification!with!OSA,!one!exception!has!been!noticed!when!using!starch!from!the!legume!
Phaseolus& lunatus! (SeguraUCampos,! ChelUGuerrero! &! BetancurUAncona,! 2010).! In! this! case,!
chemical!modification!seems!to!have!a!negligible!or!deleterious!effect!on!the!freezeUthaw!stability.!
It!also!seems!in!SeguraUCampos’!study!that!almost!all!of!the!damage!done!by!freezeUthaw!stress!





been! noted! that! Pickering! emulsions! containing! partially! granular! starch! also! show! good! freeze!




OS! starches! appear! as! ingredients! in! many! food! products! under! the! International! Numbering!
System! codex! E1450.! Starch!modified!with!OSA! has! different! digestive! properties! to! the! native!
substrate.!This!is!especially!apparent!by!the!increase!in!starch!components!that!are!either!slower!
to! be! digested! or! completely! resistant! to! digestion.! One! can! divide! starch! samples! into! three!
families! of! molecules:! rapidly! digested! starch! (RDS),! slowly! digested! starch! (SDS)! and! resistant!
starch!(RS),!representing!their!relative!susceptibilities!to!digestion.!
Modification!with!OSA! is!known!to! increase! levels!of!SDS!and!RS!more!than!other!modifications!
such!as!hydroxypropylation,!acetylation!or!crosslinking! in!various!combinations! (Han!&!BeMiller,!
2007),! resulting! in! high! SDS! functional! fibre! which! is! considered! beneficial! to! human! nutrition!
(Wolf,!Wolever,!Bolognesi,!Zinker,!Garleb!&!Firkins,!2001).!One!of!the!earliest!publications!on!the!
enzymatic!digestion!of!OSA!modified!waxy!maize!starch!showed!a!considerable! inhibitory!effect!
that! continued! to! increase!with! DS! (Viswanathan,! 1999a).! The! DS! used! in! Viswanathan’s! study!
were!all!higher!than!the!3%!equivalent! limit!for!food!products;!however,!the! implications!at!this!
higher! level! of!DS!offer! good! insights! into! the!behaviour! of! the!product.!Han! and!BeMiller! also!
noted!that!heat!treatment!of!OSUwaxy!maize!starch!lowered!the!RS!and!increased!the!SDS!to!even!
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greater! nutritional! advantage.!More! recently,! similar!modifications! have! been! investigated!with!
canna!starch,!where!products!modified!with!OSA!showed!higher!RS!than!any!other!modification;!
however! crosslinking! produced! slightly! more! SDS! at! the! highest! cooking! times! (Juansang,!
Puttanlek,!Rungsardthong,!PunchaUarnon!&!Uttapap,!2012).!!
The! result!of! resistant!components! in!OS!starch!has!also!been! tested! in%vivo! in!human!subjects,!
where! commercial! OSA! modified! waxy! maize! starch! was! tested! against! glucose! for! glycemic!
response! and! effects! on! other! gastrointestinal! functions.! In! this! instance! it! was! not! compared!
directly! in%vivo! with! waxy! maize! starch! of! a! similar! structure,! but! in%vitro! results! suggest! OSA!
modified! waxy! maize! starch! has! a! greater! resistance! to! digestion! compared! to! cooked! and!
uncooked! waxy! maize! starch! in! the! later! stages! (Wolf,! Wolever,! Bolognesi,! Zinker,! Garleb! &!
Firkins,!2001).!The!knowledge!of!Han’s!heatUtreated,!high!DS!OSA!modified!waxy!maize!starch!and!
Wolf’s! in%vivo!methods!contributed! to!a! later! study!demonstrating!a!greatly!decreased!glycemic!




the! small! intestine! (Heacock,! Hertzler! &! Wolf,! 2004).! This! aspect,! however,! was! only! a!
confirmation!of!a!much!earlier!study!in!infant!feed!formulas!containing!high!levels!of!OS!starches,!
which! showed! signs! of! OSA! in! blood! samples! and! metabolites! in! urine! (Kelley,! 1991).! These!
metabolites!are!highlighted!as!a!potential!false!positive!when!performing!various!routine!tests!on!
the!composition!of!urine!in!the!diagnosis!of!disease.!
The! products! of! the! digestion! process! have! been! presented! in! a! study! into! the! in%vitro!
fermentation! of! 35! different! carbohydrates,! including! commercially! sourced! OS! starch,! by!
monitoring!the!amounts!of!shortUchain!fatty!acids!(SCFA)!produced!as!a!result!of!the!application!of!













possible! replacements! for! traditional! emulsifying! salts! in! processed! cheese! (Cernikova! et! al.,!
2010).!Other!papers!find!OS!starch!to!be!a!suitable!partial!substitute!for!fat!in!muffins!(Chung,!Lee,!
Han!&! Lim,! 2010),!mayonnaises! (Thaiudom!&! Khantarat,! 2011),! and! as! a! texturiser! in! sausages!
(Song,!Zhu,!Li!&!Zhu,!2010).!In!the!case!of!muffins,!Chung!et!al.!synthesized!their!OS!starches!from!





1980)! and! to! date! international! food! safety! authorities! have!highlighted!no!major! issues! (EFSA,!
2010).!Furthermore,!OS!starches,!though!normally!seen!as!a!sodium!salt,!have!been!investigated!
and!found!safe!when!combined!with!aluminium!(Toxicology,!2002).!!
OS! starches! have! been! assessed! for! ocular! tolerance! in! topical! applications! such! as! eye! drops!
(Baydoun,!Furrer,!Gurny!&!MullerUGoymann,!2004).!This!study!used!rabbits!for!in%vivo!treatments!
and!excised!porcine!cornea!to!evaluate!the!damage!done!by!two!commercial!OS!starches.!While!a!
small! amount! of! irritation! ensued! from! the! treatment,! it! was! determined! to! be! within! the!











Li!&! Li,! 2012;!Wang,! Li,! Chen,! Xie,! Yu!&! Li,! 2011).!Other! polysaccharides! also! show!promise! for!
specialty!applications!where!controlled!delivery! is!crucial!(Sav,!Fule,!Ali!&!Amin,!2013);!however,!
the! relative! rarity! of! such! raw! materials! means! starchUbased! materials! are! generally! more!
economical.! There! is! already! good! evidence! that! OS! starch! can! provide! stability! and! targeted!







could! be! attenuated! and! diffused! over! a! longer! time! period.! This!was! contrasted!with! xanthan!
gum! alone,! which! released! the! active! ingredients! in! a! relatively! smaller! time! period.! All! this! is!
supported! by! other! studies! showing! desirable! qualities! imparted! by! OS! starches,! such! as!
wettability,!lack!of!unpleasant!flavour!and!low!chemical!interference!when!delivering!suspensions!














those!parameters!obviously!exert!a! significant! influence!on! the!endUuse! functional!properties!of!
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OS! starches.! Improved! SEC! and! NMR! techniques! of! starch! characterisation! have! recently! been!
developed!and!proven!to!be!easily!transposable!to!starch!derivatives.!!
A!comprehensive!characterisation!of!OS!starch!structural!parameters!would!undoubtedly!lead!to!a!
better! understanding! on! their! impact! on! physicoUchemical! properties.! Therefore,! more! effort!
should! be! directed! towards! the! correlation! between! the! macromolecules’! structure! and! their!
emulsion! stabilising,! encapsulating,! pasting! or! digestive! properties.! Specific! attention! should! be!
paid! to! the! influence! of! the! intrinsic! highly! branched! structure! of! starch! chains,! which! makes!
starch!such!a!unique!polysaccharide!when!compared!to!other!common!bioUsourced!polymers!like!
cellulose.! It! is! likely! that! starch! chains’!macromolecular! parameters!would! be! less! critical!when!




Another! field! of! research! that! could! attract!more! interest! is! the! botanical! source! of! the! starch!
substrate,! as! starches! from! different! sources! often! have! very! different! structures.! Our! detailed!
analysis! reveals! that!waxy!maize! varieties! are!overUrepresented! in! literature!when! compared! to!
other!starch!varieties;!this!is!a!symptom!of!industry!limitations!and!resource!availability.!However,!
academic! studies! may! yet! find! great! innovation! in! less! explored! sources,! illustrated! by! the!
distinction! between!OSA!modified! grain! and! potato! starches.! Little!work! has! been! reported! on!
products!made!from!high!amylose!starches.!Such!derivatives!could!potentially!be!of!great!interest!
for! food! applications,! as! high! amylose! starches! are! known! to! result! in! firmer! gels! and! exhibit!
better!enzymatic!resistance!than!waxy!varieties!rich!in!amylopectin,!which!is!due!to!a!higher!initial!
content!of! resistant!starch! (RS)!and!a! lower!glycemic!response.!Another!relevant!example! is! the!
starch! extracted! from! potato;! indeed,! OSAUmodified! potato! starches! were! reported! to! exhibit!
different!pasting!and!gelatinisation!properties,!possibly!due!to!the!presence!of!phosphate!groups.!
As! previously! stressed! in! section! 4.2,! the! attachment! of! OS! groups! in! alkaline! conditions! was!
suspected! to! affect! these! phosphorylated! starches,! which! could! result! in! different! pasting!
behaviour.! Variations! in! the! amount! of! phosphate! moieties! in! potatoUbased! starch! products!
before!and!after! chemical!modification!with!OSA!may!be! investigated!with!a! comprehensive! 1H!
and!31P!NMR!analysis!and/or!elemental!analysis.!Finally,!despite!not!being!technically!classified!as!
starch,! phytoglycogen! derivatives! were! found! to! possess! superior! emulsion! stabilisation!
properties,!which!emphasize!the!impact!that!the!branching!density!and!distribution!may!have!on!
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this! feature.!Phytoglycogen! is!not!usually! found! in!healthy!plants,!but! can!be!produced! in! small!




The! preparation! of! OS! starches! is! a! wellUestablished! field! of! research.! Nevertheless,! the!































































































































































A! novel,! fast! and! straightforward! procedure! for! the! 1H! NMR! characterisation! of! starch! and!
modified! starches! is! presented.! The! substrate! is! dissolved! in! dimethylsulfoxideUd6;! addition!of! a!
very!low!amount!of!deuterated!trifluoroacetic!acid!(TFA%d1)!into!the!medium!gives!rise!to!a!shift!to!
high!frequency!of!the!exchangeable!protons!of!the!starch!hydroxyl!groups,!leading!to!a!clear!and!
wellUdefined! 1H! NMR! spectrum! which! provides! an! improved! way! to! determine! the! degree! of!
branching.! This!method,! when! applied! to! octenylsuccinic! anhydride! (OSA)!modified! starch! also!
gave!an!improved!measurement!of!the!degree!of!substitution.!
Keywords!for!chapter!2!






DS! is! also!useful.!DB! is!measured!by!NMR! (Gidley,! 1985)! and!although! the!original! technique! is!
effective,!improvements!are!desirable!for!higher!accuracy!in!the!determination!of!this!parameter.!
Two! different! techniques! are! typically! used! to! measure! the! DS:! alkaline! titration! or! 1H! NMR!
spectroscopy.!Some!authors!have!reported!a! lack!of!accuracy!and!reproducibility! in!the!titration!





of! sample! preparation! have! been! reported! (enzymatic! digestion,! preUdissolution! or! preUfreeze!
drying)!(Bai,!Shi,!Herrera!&!Prakash,!2011;!Choi,!Girek,!Shin!&!Lim,!2002;!Cizova,!Koschella,!Heinze,!
Ebringerova! &! Srokova,! 2007;! Jeon,! Viswanathan! &! Gross,! 1999;! Nilsson,! Leeman,!Wahlund! &!
Bergenståhl,!2006;!Shih!&!Daigle,!2003)!and!will!be!discussed!later!in!this!document.!
Because! of! the! presence! of! many! different! hydroxyl! groups,! the! 1H! NMR! spectra! of!
polysaccharides!can!sometimes!be!complicated!to!interpret.!Labile!protons!from!OH!or!any!other!
group!containing!exchangeable!protons!generally!exhibit!broad!signals!that!can!hide!others!peaks!
of! interest.!This! is! the!case!of!starch! in!DMSOUd6,! for!which! the!signals!of! the! three!OHUprotons!
and! the! anomeric! HU1! are! in! the! same! region,! vitiating! the! integration! of! the! latter! and!




spectrum!clarification!were!evidenced! if!D2O!was!not! added!with! this! exact! ratio,! resulting! in! a!
nonUversatile!and!restrictive!method!that!needed!to!be!optimised.!Nilsson,!Leeman,!Wahlund!and!
Bergenståhl! (2006)! reported!a!method!of! starch!preUdeuteration,! involving! solubilisation!of!OSA!
modified! starch! in! boiling! D2O! followed! by! freezeUdrying! of! the! system! prior! to! dissolution! in!
DMSOUd6.&Albeit!efficient,!this!technique!is!time!consuming!and!has!to!be!repeated!several!times!










The! corn! starch! (Batch!#!059K0191),!OSA! (97%!mixture!of!cis! and! trans),! lithium!bromide! (LiBr;!
Reagent!Plus,!≥!99%),!DMSOUd6& (99.5%!atom!D)!and!TFA%d1! (99%!atom!D)!were!purchased! from!
Sigma! Alrich! (Castle! Hill,! NSW,! Australia)! and! used! as! received.! Water! was! ultrapure! (MilliUQ,!
Millipore,!USA),!DMSO!and!ethanol!(EtOH)!were!analytical!grade!and!purchased!from!Merck.!
 Preparation!of!OSA!modified!corn!starch!2.2.1.
Corn!starch! (12.5!g,!dry!weight)!was!suspended! in!37.5!g!water! (25!wt%!solid!content),!and!the!
slurry! was! adjusted! to! pH! 8.5! by! adding! 3! wt%! NaOH! aqueous! solution.! The! starch! slurry! was!
continuously!gently!mixed!with!a!magnetic!stirrer! for!15!min!at!35!°C!and!2.25!g!of!a!OSA:EtOH!
mixture!(1:2!w:w)!were!added!dropUwise!over!2!h.!The!system!was!allowed!to!react!for!3!h!at!35!




°C! for! 24! h.! 1H! NMR! (DMSOUd6)! δ! (ppm):! 5.49! (bm,! CH2UCH=CHUC5H11),! 5.36! (bm,! CH2UCH=CHU
C5H11),!5.11!(bs,!HU1!αU(1#4)!internal),!4.75!(bs,!HU1!αU(1#6)!internal),!4.00U3.20!(m,!HU2,!HU3,!HU
4,! HU5,! HU6),! 2.59! (bs,! COUCH2UCHCOONaUCH2UCH2),! 1.99! (bs,! CH=CHUCH2UC4H9),! 1.42U1.31! (bm,!
CH=CHUCH2UC3H6UCH3),!0.89!(bm,!CH=CHUC4H9UCH3).!
 1H!NMR!spectroscopy!2.2.2.
Samples! were! prepared! in! triplicate! and! NMR! spectra! were! measured! as! described! previously!
(Schmitz,! Dona,! Castignolles,! Gilbert! &! Gaborieau,! 2009).! TFA%d1! was! added! directly! into! the!
medium!just!before!the!NMR!measurement!and!the!whole!mixture!was!transferred!to!a!NMR!tube!








A! temperature! calibration! of! the! NMR! spectrometer! and! probe! was! carried! out! with! a! pure!
ethylene! glycol! standard! (distilled,! in! a! sealed! tube)! following! the! procedure! recommended! by!
Ammann,!Meier!and!Merbach! (1982).!The!chemical! shift! scale!was!calibrated!using! the! residual!
DMSOUd6&signal!at!2.549!ppm!(Schmitz,!Dona,!Castignolles,!Gilbert!&!Gaborieau,!2009).!Care!was!
taken!to!ensure!that!the!magnetisation!was!fully!recovered!between!pulses!for!both!OSA!modified!
starch! and! DMSO! signals! in! order! to! determine! true! relative! signal! integrals.! The! longitudinal!
relaxation! times! T1! for! starch! anomeric! and! CH3! (OSA)! protons! were! determined! using! the!
inversionUrecovery! technique! (T! =!343!K,! 56! scans,!DMSOUd6/TFA%d1,! 14! recovery!delays! ranging!




Figure! 2.1.! Temperature! dependence!
of! the! integrated! 1H! NMR! signals!
during!the!dissolution!of!OSA!modified!
corn! starch! (2.9! mg)! in! DMSO&d6! (0.7!
mL)! +! TFA&d1! (18! mg)! (! ! starch!
backbone;!" !OSA!side!chains).!
Note!that!the!residual!DMSO!signal!was!
taken! as! an! internal! reference! in!
experiments! described! on! Figure! 2.1!
(dissolution!as!a!function!of!the!temperature).!The!T1!of!DMSO!at!70!°C!was!determined!according!
to! the! previously! described! method! (12.2! s).! Therefore,! the! relaxation! delay! in! this! set! of!
experiments!was!fixed!to!5!x!12.2!=!61!s!to!ensure!a!full!magnetisation!recovery!and!quantitative!
1H!NMR!spectra.!All!OSAUstarch!signals!exhibit!T1!significantly!shorter!than!12.2!s.!





with! TFA%d1! causes! degradation! of! the! substrates.! SEC! was! performed! in! duplicate! on! a! PSS!
(Mainz,!Germany)!Agilent!1100!series!with!differential!refractive!index!(DRI),!multipleUangle!laser!
light! scattering! (MALLS)! and! viscometric! detection,! using! established! equipment! and! data!
processing!methods!(Gidley!et!al.,!2010;!Syahariza,!Li!&!Hasjim,!2010a;!Vilaplana!&!Gilbert,!2010a).!
Samples! were! analysed! using! GRAM! 30! and! 1000! columns! connected! in! series,! which! had! a!
separation!range!of!100!to!106!Da.!All!columns!were!maintained!at!constant!80!°C.!The!eluent!used!
for!SEC!characterisation!comprised!99.5!wt%!DMSO!and!0.5!wt%!LiBr.!The!eluent!was!prepared!by!
dissolving! LiBr! in! DMSO! under! ultrasonication! for! 30!min,! and! then! filtered! through! a! 0.45! μm!
hydrophilic! PTFE!membrane! under! pressure.! For! each! characterisation,! around! 2!mg! of! sample!
was!mixed!with!1!mL!of!the!eluent!and!heated!overnight!in!a!bidirectional!Thermomixer!Comfort!
5355! at! 80! °C.! The! injection! volume! was! 100! μL,! the! flow! rate! was! 0.3! mL! minU1! and! the!
temperature! was! 80! °C.! Such! experimental! conditions! ensure! full! starch! solubilisation! and!
minimise! starch! degradation! due! to! shear! scission! (Cave,! Seabrook,! Gidley! &! Gilbert,! 2009;!
Schmitz,! Dona,! Castignolles,! Gilbert! &! Gaborieau,! 2009).! SEC! calibration! was! performed! using!
pullulan! standards! with! molecular! weights! ranging! from! 342! to! 1.66! ×! 106! Da! (PSS,! Mainz,!
Germany).! The! standards!were! dissolved! in! the! SEC! eluent! and! injected! into! the! branched! and!
debranched!SEC! setups! to!provide!universal! calibration! curves! to! relate!elution! volume!Vel&with!
























peak! in! SEC! size! distributions.! Values! of!Rh
––,!maximum!peak!Rh,max! and!–Mw!for! each! samples! are!
displayed!in!Table!3.1.!






SEC! for! starch! suffers! from! some! disadvantages,! including! unavoidable! shear! scission! (Cave,!
Seabrook,!Gidley!&!Gilbert,!2009)!and!calibration!inaccuracy!of!the!largest!components!(Vilaplana!
&!Gilbert,!2010a).!While!in!principle!these!problems!can!be!overcome!to!some!extent!by!fieldUflow!
fractionation,! it! has! been! shown! unambiguously! (Gilbert,! 2011)! that! this! technique! (especially!
asymmetricUflow! fieldUflow! fractionation,! AF4),! cannot! be! used! for! native! starch! without! major!
technical! advances! in! the! bestUavailable! instrumentation.! This! is! because! under! conditions! such!
that!AF4!separates!by!size!(Brownian!elution!mode),! in!an!eluent! (DMSO/LiBr)!which!guarantees!




Figure! 2.2.! Size! (line)! and! molecular!
weight! (dot)! distributions! of! corn!
starch! obtained! from! SEC!
measurements! before! (black;! mass!
recovery! after! analysis! =! 109! ±! 14%)!
and! after! (grey;! mass! recovery! after!
analysis! =! 97! ±! 12%)! NMR!
characterisation.! !


























Addition! of! TFA%d1! during! 1H! NMR! experiment! seems! to! induce! a! slight! degradation! of! starch!
chains.!This!has!been!seen!using!SEC!size!distributions!of!the!corn!starch!chains!before!and!after!1H!




molecular! weight! distribution,! though! with! triple! detection,! the! numberU! and! weightUaverage!
molecular!weights!as!a!function!of!size!can!be!obtained!as!well!as!the!overall!weight!and!numberU




–Mn!~! 0.96! x! 106! g! molU1).! From! this! information! we! find! that! the! addition! of! TFA%d1! in! the!
conditions!of! dilution!used! leads! to! the! cleavage!of! around! three!or! four!αU(1⟶4)! linkages!per!
starch!macromolecule,!which! is! negligible! given! the! huge!molar!mass! of! starch.! The! ratio! of! αU
(1⟶4)! to!αU(1⟶6)! linkages! remains!almost!unchanged!during! the!NMR!experiment!and! such!a!
slight!degradation!of!starch!chains! is!not!detectable!by!1H!NMR.!As!a!conclusion,! it!appears!that!
the! procedure! described! in! this! study! remains! valid! for! a! quantitative! calculation! of! the! DB! of!
starch.!
Figure! 2.3.! Schematic! representation!
of! the! deuteration! of! starch! with! d1M
trifluoroacetic!acid!(TFA&d1).!






70! °C! prior! to! (upper! panel)!
and! after! (lower! panel)!
addition!of!TFA&d1.!
Figure!2.4!shows!the!1H!NMR!




the! resonances! of! the! starch!
chains!protons!denoted!2!to!6!can!be!readily!identified!in!the!region!of!3.21!to!3.89!ppm!(Cizova,!
Koschella,! Heinze,! Ebringerova! &! Srokova,! 2007),! the! anomeric! protons! denoted! 1! and! 1´,!
corresponding! to! the! internal! αU(1#4)! and! αU(1#6)! linkages,! respectively,! are! poorly! defined!
because!of!the!presence!of!many!other!peaks!from!starch!OH!groups!in!this!region!(4.19!to!5.61!
ppm).!Moreover,! the! signal! of! the! residual!water! peak! is! present! at! 3.14! ppm,! despite! using! a!
freshly!opened!bottle!of!DMSOUd6!and!drying! the!starch! for!24!h!at!60! °C!prior! to!analysis.!This!





present! in! this! region! (3.21! to! 3.89!ppm).!As! in! a! previous! study!by!Ross! and! Lowe! (2000),! the!
chemical! shift!of! the! final! signal!of!exchangeable!protons!can!be!easily! tuned! to!an!appropriate!
position!in!the!spectrum!by!adjusting!the!amount!of!TFA%d1.!!
Figure! 2.5.! Variation! of! the! exchangeable!
protons!NMR! signal! of! corn! starch! (3.5!mg)! in!
DMSOMd6!(0.7!mL)!with!amount!of!TFA&d1.!!
As! illustrated! by! Figure! 2.5,! it! is! progressively!
shifted! to! high! frequency! when! increasing! the!
quantity! of! TFA%d1.! One! can! see! that! the!
addition! of! very! small! quantities! is! already!
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sufficient! to!displace! the! signal! to!5.5!ppm! (around!12!mg!of! TFA%d1!which! corresponds! to!1.42!
wt%! in! respect! with! DMSOUd6,! see! Figure! 2.5! caption! for!more! details),! a! region! free! of! other!





(at! 4.91! and! 4.28! ppm,! respectively)! as! shown! by! the! corn! starch! spectrum! in! Figure! 2.4! after!
addition! of! TFA%d1.! Furthermore,! no! noticeable! variation! of! the! relative! intensities! of! 1! and! 1’!
signals! can! be! observed! 24! h! after! addition! of! TFA%d1! according! to! the! NMR! limit! detection,!
indicating!that!starch!chains!are!quite!stable! in!diluted!TFA%d1! in!DSMO!solutions.!Note!that!SEC!
measurements! evidenced! only! a! slight! degradation! of! the! starch! chains! after! 1H! NMR!
characterisation!with!TFA%d1!that!does!not!strongly!affect!the!overall!average!number!of!αU(1#4)!
and!αU(1#6)! linkages!per!macromolecule.!One!can!conclude! that!addition!of!a! small!amount!of!
TFA%d1! is! a!quasi!nonUdegradative!method! to!give! improved! 1H!NMR!spectra!of! starches.! This! is!








where! IαU(1#4)! and! IαU(1#6)! are! the!




of! TFA%d1,! the! choice! of! an! integral! region! both! starting! and! ending! at! the! baseline! is!
straightforward!and!allows!a!reliable!and!reproducible!calculation!of!the!DB.!The!value!found!for!











observed! for! the! corresponding!native! corn! starch! shown! in!Figure!2.4,! the! spectrum!of! the!OS!
starch!derivative!is!better!with!TFA%d1!due!to!the!fast!exchange!of!labile!protons!of!residual!water!
and!of!hydroxyl!groups!with!the!deuterium!of!TFA%d1!(Figure!2.6).!Peaks!arising!from!the!OSA!side!
chains! were! assigned! according! to! the! literature! (Cizova,! Koschella,! Heinze,! Ebringerova! &!
Srokova,!2007)!and!most!of!them!were!found!not!to!be!affected!by!the!presence!of!TFA%d1,!except!
those! corresponding! to! the! double! bond,! denoted! f! and! g! in! Figure! 2.6,! at! 5.49! and! 5.36! ppm,!
respectively.!These!two!signals!are!indistinguishable!beneath!the!peaks!of!the!starch!OH!groups,!a!
situation!which! is! only!marginally! improved! even! after! addition! of! TFA%d1! (insert! in! Figure! 2.6).!
Signals! at! a! and! bUd! overlap! with! and! can! be! obscured! by! the! signal! from! lipid! impurities! in!
starches,! which! makes! the! signal! at! e! often! more! reliable,! though! it! too! is! affected! by! TFA’s!
modification!of! the!double!bond.!No!residual! signals!of!unreacted!OSA!were!observed! in! the! 1H!










where! I0.89! is! the! 1H! NMR! integral! of! the! signal! of! the! CH3! group! of! OSA! in! DMSOUd6& and! Ir%e!
corresponds! to! the! reducing! chain! ends.! For! the! same! reason! described! above,! DS! can! be!
calculated!with! a! good! accuracy! and! the! value! found! for! this!OSA!modified! corn! starch! is!DS! =!
0.0326!±!0.0006!(n!=!3).!Note!that!DB!=!3.55!±!0.06%!(n!=!3),!indicating!that!the!OSA!modification!
induces! only! a! slight! variation! of! the! starch! backbone! DB.! It! is! likely! that! TFA%d1!may! result! in!






the! choice! of! the! solvent! is! important.! As! OSA! modified! starches! are! amphiphilic! (the! starch!
backbone! being! the! hydrophilic! part! and! OSA! the! hydrophobic! one),! the! use! of! D2O! must! be!
avoided.!With!a!study!concerning!the!rheological!properties!of!OSA!modified!starches!in!aqueous!
medium,!OrtegaUOjeda,!Larsson!and!Eliasson!(2005)!have!provided!evidence!to!suggest!that!OSA!
side!chains! can!aggregate! into!hydrophobic!domains! in!water!even!at!quite! low!concentrations.!
Evidence!for!the!aggregation!of!OSA!modified!starches!into!micelles!in!aqueous!medium!has!also!
been! put! forward! recently! (Krstonosic,! Dokic! &!Milanovic,! 2011).! Hydrophobic! interactions! can!
induce!a!shift!and!significant!signal!reduction!in!1H!NMR!characterisation!of!amphiphilic!products!
(Tizzotti! et! al.,! 2010),! leading! to! an! incorrect! estimation! of! the! DS.! This! phenomenon! is!
accentuated! as! the! DS! increases.! In! a! recent! study,! Bai! et& al.! have! reported! the! 1H! NMR!
characterisation! in! D2O! of! an! OSA! modified! starch! after! hydrolysis! with! αUamylase! (Bai,! Shi,!
Herrera!&!Prakash,!2011).!While!this!can!surely! increase!the!water!solubility!of!the!final!product!




obtained!with! our! OS! starch!when! using! D2O! instead! of! DMSOUd6.! Spectra! with! low! resolution!
were! obtained! even! when! performing! the! analysis! at! 70! °C,! suggesting! that! hydrophobic!
interactions!between!OSA!side!chains!are!still!present!in!water!at!70!°C.!
On! the!basis!of! these!observations,!DMSOUd6&appears!as! the!most! suitable! solvent! for! the!NMR!
characterisation!of!OSA!modified!starches,!even! though! these!are!quite!waterUsoluble.!However!
the! solubilities! of! starch! and! OSA! in! DMSO! are! different! and! care! must! be! taken! when!
characterizing! such! amphiphilic! macromolecular! compounds! by! NMR.! In! order! to! evaluate! the!
impact!of!the!temperature!on!the!solubility!of!OSA!modified!corn!starch,!various!1H!NMR!spectra!
of!OSA!modified!starch!in!DMSOUd6/LiBr!in!presence!of!a!small!amount!of!TFA%d1!were!recorded!on!
a! sample! allowed! to! sit! in! the! spectrometer! at! different! temperatures! and! acquisitions! were!
started! after! ensuring! a! complete! dissolution!of! the! product! (Figure! 2.1).! It!was! found! that! the!
equilibration! time! ranges!between!20!and!50!min!depending!on! the! temperature.! The! integrals!
under! the! starch! signals! (3.00! to! 5.27! ppm)! and! the! CH3! signal! of! OSA! (0.89! ppm)! are! directly!
proportional! to! the! amount! of! dissolved! product,! and!were! compared! to! the! constant! residual!
DMSO!signal!at!2.549!ppm!(Dona,!Yuen,!Peate,!Gilbert,!Castignolles!&!Gaborieau,!2007).!Figure!2.1!
shows!that!the!area!under!the!signal!at!0.89!ppm!is!also!essentially!temperatureUindependent!over!
the! range! examined,! suggesting! a! complete! dissolution! of! OSA! side! chains! even! at! low!
temperature.! Conversely,! the! starch! backbone! is! not! completely! dissolved! below! 60! °C,! the!
temperature! at! which! a! plateau! is! observed.! Total! dissolution! of! starch! in! DMSO! requires! a!
disrupting!of! the!hydrogen!bonding!between! the! longer!chains! such!as! those! in!amylose,!which!
can!only!be!achieved!at!high!temperature!and!facilitated!in!the!presence!of!inorganic!salts!such!as!
LiBr! (Schmitz,!Dona,!Castignolles,!Gilbert!&!Gaborieau,!2009).!This!shows!that!NMR!experiments!





modified! starches! in! DMSOUd6.! This! technique! leads! to! better! NMR! spectra! in! which! all! the!
resonances!of! the!starch!protons!are!well! resolved.! It!provides!an!effective!tool! for!determining!
both! the! degree! of! branching! DB! in! unmodified! and! modified! starches,! and! the! degree! of!
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substitution! DS! in! modified! ones,! with! better! accuracy! than! current! techniques.! Experimental!

















slightly!basic! conditions! in!water,! leading! to!
starches! bearing! hydrophobic! OSA! groups!
randomly! distributed! along! the! chains.! By! using! different! starch! backbones! and! varying! the!
amount! of! OSA! during! the! synthesis,! amphiphilic! OSA! modified! starches! were! obtained! that!
formed!aggregates!in!water!and!having!controlled!structural!parameters.!These!parameters!were!
characterised! using! 1H! NMR,! multipleUangle! laser! light! scattering! and! sizeUexclusion!
chromatography.! The! critical! aggregation! concentration! (CAC)! was! measured! for! samples! with!
different! levels! of! OSA! modification,! of! macromolecular! size! and! degree! of! starch! branching.!
Increasing! the! dispersity! in! macromolecular! size! and/or! degree! of! OSA! substitution! noticeably!
decreased! the! CAC.! The! results! are! interpreted! in! terms! of! the! branching! structure! and!
conformation! of! the!modified! starches:! all! findings! can! be! understood! in! terms! of! the! various!
influences!of!molecular!size,!composition!and!flexibility.!The!structural!factors!affecting!the!CAC!of!











structural! parameters.! (Viswanathan,! 1999b)! was! the! first! to! test! emulsifying! activity! in! water!
against!different!oil!phases!with!respect!to!three!different!DS.!It!was!concluded!that!increasing!the!
DS!does!not!generally! improve!the!emulsification!activity.!However,!a!more!recent!study!(Wang,!
Su!&!Wang,! 2010)! suggested! that! the! emulsifying! capacity! and! emulsion! stability! improve!with!
increasing!DS.! Some! effect! of! the!molecular!weight!was! found! in! a! study! in!which! the! oliveUoil!
adsorption!capacity!of!an!OSA!modified!waxy!corn!starch!was!enhanced!after!enzymatic!treatment!




While! samples! clearly! exhibited! different! behaviour,! no! general! relationship! between! structural!
parameters!and!adsorption!capacities!was!found,!suggesting!dependency!on!other!specific!system!
variables.! Nilsson! and! coUworkers! also! demonstrated! the! selective! adsorption! of! OSA!modified!
starches! in! the! emulsification!of! cyclohexane! in! an! aqueous!medium,! as! chains! of! higher!molar!
mass!seemed!to!adsorb!preferentially!(Nilsson,!Leeman,!Wahlund!&!Bergenståhl,!2007).!It!has!also!
been! reported! that! OSA! modified! starches! are! able! to! interact! with! xanthan! gum! in! aqueous!
medium,!leading!to!formulations!with!lower!CAC!than!the!OSA!modified!starch!alone!(Krstonosic,!
Dokic!&!Milanovic,!2011)!and!with!egg!yolk!proteins!(Magnusson!&!Nilsson,!2011).!
Previous! studies! have! been! carried! out! on! structural! aspects! (especially! branching! density)!
controlling! the! CACs! of! small! branched! emulsifiers! (Cheng,! Yuan,! Sun,! Li,! Zhou! &! Yan,! 2009;!
Georgiadis,! Moultos,! Gergidis! &! Vlahos,! 2010;! Suek! &! Lamm,! 2008),! while! others! have! been!
carried! out! on! emulsifying! properties! of! OSA! modified! starches! without! considering! structural!
aspects! (Nilsson,! Leeman,! Wahlund! &! Bergenståhl,! 2006;! Nilsson,! Leeman,! Wahlund! &!
Bergenståhl,! 2007).! Also,! some! examples! of! selfUassembly! properties! as! a! function! of! the!
branching!density!(Cheng,!Yuan,!Sun,!Li,!Zhou!&!Yan,!2009)!or!the!chemical!composition!(Guo,!Li,!
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Tian,! Zhuang,! Chen! &! Jing,! 2009)! have! been! reported.! Hyperbranched! polymers,! being! much!
easier! to! make! than! perfectly! branched! and! monodisperse! dendrimers! (Li! et! al.,! 2011),! have!
proven! to! be! attractive! candidates! for! many! material! applications! (coatings,! drug! delivery,!
viscosity! modifiers,! supports! for! catalysts! or! scaffolds! for! further! synthesis)! (Hu! &! Ji,! 2009;!
Konkolewicz,!Monteiro!&!Perrier,!2011;!Li!et!al.,!2011;!Liu,!Huang,!Pang,!Zhu,!Zhou!&!Yan,!2010;!
Satoh,! 2009;! Zhang,! Huang,! Luo,! Fu,! Jiang! &! Jane,! 2011)! and! one! can! anticipate! a! significant!
growing!of!interest!in!their!physicoUchemical!properties!over!the!next!few!years.!
While! structureUCAC! relationships! for! linear! amphiphilic! polymers! have! been! investigated!
extensively,! the! equivalent! knowledge! for! hyperbranched! polymers! is! still! lacking.! This! paper!








d6;! 99.5%! atom! D)! and! trifluoroacetic! acidUd1! (TFA%d1;! 99%! atom! D)! were! from! Sigma! Aldrich!
(Castle! Hill,! NSW,! Australia)! and! used! as! received.! Gelose! 80! was! from! Penfords! Australia! Ltd!
(Tamworth,!NSW,!Australia)!and!used!as!received.!Hydrochloric!acid!(37%,!Analytical!reagent)!was!
from! Lab! Scan,! Analytical! Sciences! (Patumwan,! Bangkok,! Thailand).!Water!was! ultrapure!with! a!
resistivity!of!approximately!18.2!μS!cmU1! (MilliUQ,!Millipore,!USA).!DMSO,!methanol,!ethanol!and!
isopropanol!were! analytical! grade! from!Merck! (Darmstadt,! Germany).! Acid! hydrolysed! starches!
are!denoted!Wi,!Wm,!Ri!and!Gm.!OSA!modified!starches!are!denoted!WiMx,!WmMx,!RiMx!and!GmMx.!W,!R!
and!G! stand! for! the!starch!variety! (Waxy!Maize,!Rice!or!Gelose!80,! respectively).!Waxy!maize! is!
essentially!100%!amylopectin,!Gelose!80!is!a!“highUamylose”!starch!and!rice!starch!contains!≈!25%!





Samples! were! prepared! and! NMR! spectra! were! measured! as! described! in! 2.2.2.,! with! minor!
changes.!Chapter!2!demonstrated!that!the!addition!of!a!very!low!amount!of&TFAUd1!to!the!medium!
causes!the!exchangeable!protons!of!the!starch!hydroxyl!groups!and!of!the!residual!water!to!shift!







where! IαU(1#4)! and! IαU(1#6)! are! the!








the! attached!octenyl! group! and! Ire! corresponds! to! the! reducing! ends! of! starch! chains! (α! and!β!
reducingUend!signals!at!4.91!and!4.28!ppm,!respectively).!DS!can!also!be!calculated!using!the!1H!
NMR! integral!of! the!signal!of! the!CH3!group!of!OSA!at!0.89!ppm,!but!we!have! found! that! some!
starch! samples! contain! small! amounts! of! lipid!which! are! difficult! to! remove! and! exhibit! signals!
around!0.75–1.40!ppm,!which!can!interfere!with!the!DS!calculation.!Thus,!using!the!OSA!signal!at!

























WiU0.005! 3.8! 5.4! 5.3! 1.4!×!10
5! 1.9!×!105! 0.005! 43.5! 0.65! 2.07!±!0.04!
WiU0.017! 3.78! 5.4! 5.3! 1.4!×!10
5! 1.9!×!105! 0.017! 36.9! 2.28! 1.63!±!0.04!
WiU0.037! 3.83! 5.4! 5.3! 1.4!×!10
5! 1.9!×!105! 0.037! 40.2! 4.58! 0.80!±!0.03!
WiU0.058! 3.81! 5.4! 5.3! 1.4!×!10
5! 1.9!×!105! 0.058! 31.5! 7! 0.32!±!0.03!
WmU
0.003!
3.79! 18.1! 12.4! 3.5!×!105! 8.5!×!105! 0.003! 26.1! 0.39! 1.33!±!0.04!
WmU
0.018!
3.82! 18.1! 12.4! 3.5!×!105! 8.5!×!105! 0.018! 39.1! 2.28! 1.13!±!0.03!
WmU
0.035!
3.76! 18.1! 12.4! 3.5!×!105! 8.5!×!105! 0.035! 38! 4.34! 0.58!±!0.03!
WmU
0.058!
3.79! 18.1! 12.4! 3.5!×!105! 8.5!×!105! 0.058! 31.5! 7! 0.06!±!0.01!
RiU0.005! 3.22! 5.2! 4.9! 1.1!×!10
5! 1.7!×!105! 0.005! 43.5! 0.65! 1.86!±!0.05!
RiU0.018! 3.17! 5.2! 4.9! 1.1!×!10
5! 1.7!×!105! 0.018! 39.1! 2.28! 1.36!±!0.06!
RiU0.038! 3.18! 5.2! 4.9! 1.1!×!10
5! 1.7!×!105! 0.038! 41.3! 4.7! 0.69!±!0.03!
RiU0.058! 3.15! 5.2! 4.9! 1.1!×!10
5! 1.7!×!105! 0.058! 31.5! 7! 0.22!±!0.01!
GmU0.011! 1.02! 7.4! 5.9! 4.6!×!10
4! 4.3!×!105! 0.011! 95.6! 1.41! NA!
GmU0.034! 1.01! 7.4! 5.9! 4.6!×!10
4! 4.3!×!105! 0.034! 73.9! 4.22! NA!
GmU0.056! 0.98! 7.4! 5.9! 4.6!×!10
4! 4.3!×!105! 0.056! 60.9! 6.78! NA!
GmU0.087! 0.97! 7.4! 5.9! 4.6!×!10







The! four! hydrolysed! samples! were! analysed! by! multipleUangle! laser! light! scattering! (MALLS),!
without! size! separation,! in! duplicate,! to! provide! an! alternative! measurement! for!–Mw!of! each.!
Using!MALLS!without!size!separation,!although!it!only!gives!an!average!rather!than!the!distribution!
obtained!by!SEC,!avoids!the!problems!which!are!inevitable!with!the!larger!starch!molecules!in!SEC!
(Cave,! Seabrook,! Gidley! &! Gilbert,! 2009).! The! concentrations! required! for! analysis! are! highly!





Samples! were! observed! using! a! BIUMwA! molecular! weight! analyser! in! batch! mode! with! an!
SLD7000! detector! running! BIUZPMwA! software! (Brookhaven,! New! York);! the! values! of!–Mw!were!
obtained! using! Berry! plots.! The! instrument! was! normalised! to! 20! nm!with!monodisperse! latex!





of! about! 0.7! g! L–1.! The! apparent! zUaverage! particle! radius!was! then! determined! using! dynamic!
light!scattering!(DLS)!with!a!Malvern!Zetasizer!Nano!ZS!(Malvern!Instruments,!Malvern,!U.K.).!It!is!
essential! to! be! aware! that! determining! the! average! particle! size! of! a! polymer!with! this! type! of!





ranging! in! scales! down! to! the! motion! of! individual! branches.! An! unambiguous! hardUsphereU
equivalent!size!can!only!be!obtained!by!fitting!data!at!sufficiently!low!scattering!angles!that!these!
other! modes! do! not! contribute! significantly! to! the! scattering! intensity! (Galinsky! &! Burchard,!
1997);!for!starch,!this!means!less!than!35°!(Dona,!Yuen,!Peate,!Gilbert,!Castignolles!&!Gaborieau,!
2007;!Yang,!Meng,!Chen,!Liu,!Hua!&!Ni,!2006).!The!instrument!employed!here!uses!173°,!and!thus!













temperature.! The! fluorescence! spectra! were! recorded! at! 23! °C! using! a! RF–5301! PC!
spectrofluorophotometer! (Shimadzu).!Emission!wavelength!and!excitation/emission!slit!were!set!





the! amylose! helix! (Jane! &! Robyt,! 1984).! In! order! to! confirm! that! pyrene! fluorescence! is! an!
appropriate! technique! for! CAC! determination! of! OSA–modified! starches,! it! was! necessary! to!
demonstrate!that!no!false!positives!were!caused!by!complexes!of!linear!starch!and!pyrene.!60!mg!
of!pure!amylose!was!dissolved!in!3!mL!of!water!(4!h!at!100!°C)!and!tested!for!fluorescence!with!
pyrene.!As! in!pure!water,! the!pyrene! fluorescence!peak!was!observed!at! 334!nm,! although! the!
sample!was!only!partly!dissolved!and!the!chains!had!probably!undergone!some!retrogradation.!In!
modified! forms,! it! is! likely! that! the! presence! of! OSA! along! starch! chains! strongly! limits! the!
formation!of!such!helices!as!appear!with!amylose.!Therefore,!while!we!cannot!conclude!whether!
or!not!pyrene!can!form!complexes!with!amylose!chains,!we!can!see!that!this!phenomenon!has!no!

















As! a! typical! procedure,! OSA–modified! starch! Wi–0.058! was! prepared! as! follow.! 3! g! of! acid!




35! °C,!maintaining! the!pH!at! 8.5!using!NaOH! solution.!After! this! time! the! reaction!mixture!was!
adjusted! to! pH! 6.0! with! 1.0! M! HCl! and! transferred! into! 50! mL! Corning! tubes.! The! solid! was!
collected! by! centrifugation! (4000! rpm,! 20! °C,! 10! min)! and! then! allowed! to! soak! in! 100! mL! of!
























of! the! resultant! molecules.! This! procedure! reported! by! Ma! and! Robyt! (1987)! involves! the!
conversion! of! crystalline! regions! in! the! granule! into! amorphous! regions,! allowing! the! acid! to!
selectively!cut!some!αU(1#4)!glycosidic!linkages!in!these!regions.!The!greater!the!chain!length!of!
the! alcohol! used,! the! greater! the! hydrolysis! in! amorphous! regions! within! the! granule,! and! the!
lower! the!molecular!weight! of! the! resulting! chains.! To! allow! for! comparisons! to! be!made!with!
regard!to!DB,!three!separate!parent!starches!were!used,!as!stated!in!Materials:!waxy!maize!(DB!=!
3.8%),! rice! (DB!=! 3.2%),! and!Gelose! 80! (DB!=! 1.0%).!Methanol! and! isopropanol!were! chosen! as!
reactive!media.!As!expected,!samples!hydrolysed!in!methanol!are!less!affected!by!acid!than!those!
in!isopropanol,!resulting!in!significantly!different!SEC!distributions.!This!is!exemplified!in!Figure!3.1!









––! of! rice! starch! hydrolysed! in!















Wi,! Ri! and! Gm! respectively.! These! values! are! consistent! with! previously! reported! values.! For!
example,! after! fractionation! of! a! rice! starch! sample! into! ten! fractions! of! different! sizes! and!
molecular!weights,!Vilaplana!and!Gilbert!(2010b)!isolated!starch!macromolecule!fractions!with!!
ranging! between! 1.18! ×! 10–5! and! 1.64! g! cm–3.! RollandUSabaté! et& al.! have! reported!! ranging!
between!0.12!and!0.27!g!cm–3!for!glycogen!samples!(RollandUSabaté,!MendezUMontealvo,!Colonna!
&! Planchot,! 2008).! Due! to! the! compact! hyperbranched! macromolecular! architecture! of! starch!
chains,! the! Rh
––! is! expected! to! decrease! when! increasing! the! degree! of! branching! of! the!
macromolecules! for! a! given!–Mw.! It! is! important! to! recall! that! for! a! branched! polymer! such! as!








2006),! amphiphilic!OSA!modified! starches!were!obtained!by! the!esterification! reaction!between!
starch!hydroxyl!groups!and!2UoctenU1Uylsuccinic!anhydride!in!aqueous!medium!under!slightly!basic!
conditions.! Previous! studies!have! shown! that!using!a!pH!of!8.5! at!35! °C!allows!optimal! grafting!
reaction! efficiency! (Jeon,! Viswanathan! &! Gross,! 1999;! Song,! Chen,! Ruan,! He! &! Xu,! 2006).!
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1H! NMR! experiments! provided! evidence! for! the! introduction! of! OSA!moieties! along! the! starch!
chains.!The!success!of!the!OSA!grafting!reaction!was!shown!by!the!appearance!of!OSA!signals.!The!
values!of!DB! and!DS! are! reported! in! Table! 3.1.!We!obtained!quite! low! reaction!efficiency! rates!
(denoted!RE!in!Table!3.1)!ranging!between!26!and!43%!for!the!products!made!from!rice!and!waxy!
maize!hydrolysed!starches!Ri,!Wi!and!Wm.!Interestingly,!rice!and!waxy!maize!backbones!resulted!in!
similar! DS! and! RE! for! given! experimental! conditions.! These! reaction! efficiencies! are! similar! to!
those!previously!reported!under!similar!experimental!conditions!(Hui,!QiUhe,!MingUliang,!Qiong!&!






Gelose! 80! starches! used! in! this! study! contain! around! 0,! 30! and! 70! apparent! wt%! of! amylose,!
respectively! (Vilaplana,! Hasjim!&!Gilbert,! 2012).! Note! that! our! goal! is! not! to! optimise! the! OSA!
grafting! reaction! efficiency,! but! to! investigate! the! influence! of! the! OSA! modified! starches!
structural!parameters!on!the!CAC.! !
Figure! 3.2.! SEC! size! distributions! of! acid!
hydrolysed! waxy! maize! starch! and!
corresponding!OSAMmodified!derivatives.!!
Figure! 3.3.! SEC! size! distributions! of! acid!
hydrolysed! rice! starch! and! corresponding!
OSAMmodified!derivatives.!!
Figure! 3.4.! SEC! size! distributions! of! acid!
hydrolysed! Gelose! 80! starch! and!
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corresponding!OSAMmodified!derivatives.!
The! OSA!modification! did! not! induce! any!
detectable!changes!in!the!DB!of!the!starch!
backbone,! for! which! the! values! appeared!
to! be! the! same! before! and! after! OSA!
grafting! reaction! for! every! sample.! It! is!
likely! that! the! aqueous! medium! together!
with! relatively! low! temperature! and!
almost! neutral! pH! gives! sufficiently! mild!
conditions! to! maintain! the! integrity! of!
starch! chains.! Measurements! of! the!
apparent! zUaverage! radius! of! the! OSA!
modified!starches!macromolecules!further!
supported!this!feature!as!it!was!found!that!
the! size! was! dependent! of! the! starting!
starch! backbone! but! not! of! the! DS.! SEC!
confirmed! that! the! OSA! modification! in!
such!mild! conditions!does!not! induce! any!
degradation! of! the! starch! chains! (Figure!








macromolecular! architecture! of! the! starch! chains! yields! a!
range!of!samples!with!various!DS,!chainUlength!distributions!
and!DB! (Table!3.1).!By! this!method,! it!was!possible! to!vary!
only!one!structural!parameter!at!a!time,!which!enabled!us!to!
study! the!effect! of! each!parameter!on! the!CAC! separately.!
Because!(i)!starch!is!a!mixture!of!amylose!and!amylopectin,!
(ii)!the!acid!hydrolysis!reaction!can!affect!amylose!as!well!as!
amylopectin! chains! and! (iii)! the! OSA! modification! was!
performed! is! heterogeneous! conditions,! the! resulting!
samples! are! very! heterogeneous! in! terms! of!
macromolecular!size,!DB!and!DS.!Despite!the!use!of!a!waxy!
maize! starch,! ≈! 100%! amylopectin,! it! is! likely! that! samples!
Wm! and!Wi! also! contain! some! linear! or! poorly! branched!
chains!after!acid!hydrolysis.!Available!methods!to!specifically!
separate! molecules! with! high/low! DS,! DB,!Rh
––!or! –Mw !are!
highly!inefficient;!therefore,!each!sample!is!for!convenience!categorised!as!an!“average”!structure!
with! average! DS,! DB,!Rh
––!!and!






























Figure! 3.6.! Excitation! spectra! of!






The! CACs! of! OSA! modified!
starches! were! obtained! in!
triplicate! by! fluorescence!
spectroscopy! using! pyrene,! a!
hydrophobic! fluorescence! probe! that! preferentially! partitions! into! the! hydrophobic! core! of! the!
aggregate.!Pyrene’s!excitation!spectrum!is!different!in!bulk!water!and!in!the!aggregate!core!(Zhao,!
Winnik,! Riess! &! Croucher,! 1990).! Two! methods! are! described! in! the! literature! for! the!




excitation! and! may! result! in! an! erroneous! CAC! determination! (Astafieva,! Zhong! &! Eisenberg,!
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are! progressively! formed!when! the! concentration! increases! due! to! the! selfUassembly! of! several!
OSA! modified! starch! macromolecules,! which! led! to! aggregates! with! a! hydrophobic! core,! the!
aggregated! grafted! OSA!moieties,! and! an! external! hydrophilic! corona,! the! starch! backbone.! As!
expected,! the! excitation! spectrum!undergoes! a! small! shift! to! longer!wavelengths! as! the!pyrene!
passes! from!a!hydrophilic! to!a!hydrophobic!environment.! If! these!aggregates!were!unimolecular!
rather! than! polymeric! (or! oligomeric),! there! would! have! been! a! change! in! the! fluorescence!
spectrum! at! the! lowest! concentrations,! contrary! to! observation.! The! I337/I334! and! values! were!








Figure! 3.7.! Dependence! of! excitation! fluorescence! intensity! ratio! of! pyrene! (I337:I334)! on! the!
concentration!of!OSA!modified!starches.!
The! CAC! of!OSA!modified! starch! is! expected! to! depend! on! the! amount! of! OSA! side! chains! per!




significant! drop! of! the! CAC! to! 0.32! ±! 0.03! g! L–1.! As! seen! in! Figure! 3.7! and! Table! 3.1,! the! same!
trends!were! seen! for!Wm! and!Ri!OSA!modified!derivatives.!As! observed! for! the! acidUhydrolysed!
starch!Gm,!samples!GmM0.011,!GmM0.034!and!GmM0.056!were!not!totally!soluble!in!water.!Consequently,!it!
was!not!possible!to!test!for!a!CAC!value!for!these!three!samples.!HighUamylose!starches!are!known!
to! have! limited! solubility! in! water! as! they! have! stronger! hydrogenUbonding! interactions! than!
regular! starches! (McCleary,! Charnock,! Rossiter,! O'Shea,! Power! &! Lloyd,! 2006).! However,! the!
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introduction!of!OSA!along! starch! chains!acts!as!a!hydrogenUbond!disrupter,!which! could!explain!
why! GmM0.087! dissolved! to! a! clear! solution.! This! does! not! mean! that! the! whole! sample! is! fully!
dissolved:! some! interactions!between! the! less!modified! amylose! chains!may! remain,! even! if! no!




for! hydrophobically! modified! linear! synthetic! polymers! (Chen,! Xing! &! Zhong,! 2011)! and!
polysaccharides! (Yuan,! Lu,! Du! &! Hu,! 2010)! and! for! block! copolymers! like! Pluronics®! (nonionic!
triblock! copolymers,! poly(ethylene! oxide)UbUpoly(propylene! oxide)UbUpoly(ethylene! oxide))!
(Alexandridis,!Holzwarth!&!Hatton,!1994;!Booth!&!Attwood,!2000).!
3.3.3.2. Effect&of&macromolecular&size.&&




of! larger!macromolecular! size! form!aggregates!at! lower! concentrations! for! a! given!DS! (e.g.,! the!




a! given!DS.!When! studying! the! aggregation!behaviour! of! Pluronics®,! (Alexandridis,!Holzwarth!&!
Hatton,! 1994)! noticed! that! both! experiment! and! theory! indicate! that! the! CAC! decreases! with!
increasing!the!molecular!weight,!which!is!in!agreement!with!our!data.!Since!the!amount!of!OSA!is!








their! Ri! counterpart! (DB! =! 3.2%! ;!–Mw!=! 1.1! ×! 105! g! mol–1).! It! is! important! to! mention! that!
macromolecules! from! these! two! sets! of! samples! have! roughly! the! same! hydrodynamic! radius!
distribution! despite! different! structural! parameters.! One! can! conclude! that! the! formation! of!




2008).! HighlyUbranched! macromolecules! are! stiffer! than! linear! ones! and! have! lower!
configurational!entropy!(Karplus!&!Kushick,!1981),!which!means!that!less!configurational!entropy!
is! lost! in! the! process! of! aggregation.! Increasing! the! flexibility! of! the! starch! backbone,! i.e.!
decreasing!the!DB,!therefore!tends!to!lower!the!CAC.!
In!spite!of!its!very!low!DB!and!quite!high!DS,!GmM0.087!OSA!modified!starch!has!a!relatively!high!CAC!













Figure! 3.8.! Dependence! of! CAC! of! a!
mixture! of! OSA! modified! starches!
WmM0.058!(–Mw=!3.5!×!105!g!mol–1)!and!
WiM0.058! (–Mw!=! 1.4! ×! 105! g! mol–1)! in!
water! on! the! (WmM0.058:WiM0.058)!weight!
fraction.! The! overall! DS! and! DB! of!
macromolecules! in! the! mixture! are!






and!DB!of! the!macromolecules! in! the!mixture! the! same!at!0.058!and!3.8%,! respectively! (Figure!
3.8).! One!might! expect! the! CAC! to! decrease!with! the! fraction! of!WmM0.058! in! the!mixture,! i.e.! a!




0.058!alone!(0.03!±!0.01!g!L–1).!The! increased!size!dispersity!appears! to!complement!and! improve!










Figure! 3.9.! Dependence! of!
excitation! fluorescence!
intensity! ratio! of! pyrene!
(I337/I334)!on!the!logarithmic!
concentration! of;! ●,! OSA!
modified! starch! WmM0.035!
and;! ○,! a! (WmM0.018:WmM0.058)!
mixture! (57.5:42.5! w:w;!
DS !=! 0.035).! The! lines! are!
only!for!visual!guidance.!
The! synthesis! of! OSA!















concluded! that! mixing! these! two! copolymers! strongly! facilitated! the! formation! of! aggregates.!
Poly(OE99–b–OP69–b–OE99)! and! poly(OE45–b–OB14–b–OE45)! have! different! chemical! compositions!
and! different!molecular! weights.!We! are! unaware! of! any! other! work! showing! the! influence! of!
dispersity!in!chemical!composition!on!the!CAC!of!amphiphilic!polymers.!In!our!case,!this!influence!
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of! this! structural! parameter! is! unambiguous,! as! no! other! structural! parameter! that! could! also!
influence!the!CAC!was!varied.!
3.3.4.3. Effect&of&DB&dispersity.&&
Figure! 3.10.! Dependence! of!
CAC! of! a! mixture! of! OSA!
modified!starches!WiM0.058!(DB!
=! 3.8%)! and! RiM0.058! (DB! =!
3.2%)! in! water! on! the! (WiM
0.058:RiM0.058)! weight! fraction.!
The! overall! DS! and! Rh
––! of!
macromolecules! in! the!
mixture! are! kept! constant! to!
0.058! and! ~! 5.0! nm,!
respectively.! The! line! is! only!
for!visual!guidance.!
Starch! samples! are! more!





the! overall! DS! and!Rh
––!!of! the! macromolecules! in! the! mixture! constant! to! 0.058! and! ≈! 5.0! nm,!
respectively!(Figure!3.10).!Contrary!to!the!size!and!the&DS!dispersities,!which!have!been!found!to!
lower! the! CAC! when! increasing,! no! particular! effect! was! observed! when! varying! the! average!
degree! of! branching! DB !of! the! macromolecules! present! in! the! mixture.! The! CAC! was! simply!
found! to! be! proportional! to! the! DB in! the! mixture,! i.e.! the! CAC! decreases! when! the! weight!
fraction!of!RiM0.058! in! the!mixture! increases.!These! results!are! in!accordance!with! those!of&Cheng!
and! Cao! (2009),! who! studied! the! effect! of! tail! architecture! on! selfUassembly! properties! of!




A! range! of! hydrophobically!modified!OSAUstarches!with! various! structural! parameters! has! been!
synthesized!by!degradation!of!the!starch!backbone!by!controlled!acid!hydrolysis,!followed!by!OSA!
modification! in! aqueous! medium.! The! products! exhibit! amphiphilic! properties! resulting! in! the!
formation!of!aggregates! in!water.!The! impact!of!the!degree!of!substitution,!degree!of!branching!
and! macromolecular! size! on! the! critical! aggregation! concentration! has! been! experimentally!
determined!by!pyrene!fluorescence!spectroscopy.!Because!the!synthesis!procedure!leads!to!highly!
disperse!samples!in!terms!of!structural!parameters,!the!impact!of!parameter’s!dispersity!was!also!
evaluated.! The! aggregation! process! of! such! starch! derivatives!was! proven! to! be! facilitated! and!
improved! by! an! increase! in! the! OSA! grafting! extent! and/or! the! molecular! weight,! these! two!
parameters! clearly! related! to! the! average! number! of! hydrophobic! group! per! starch! chain.! The!
dispersities!of!these!two!parameters!appeared!to!exert!a!significant!influence:!the!more!DS/sizeU
disperse! the!macromolecules,! the! lower! the!CAC!of! the!mixture.!The! impact!of! the!starch!chain!
branching! structure! was! more! complex! than! other! structural! parameters! as! an! optimal!
compromise!must!be!found!between!increasing!the!backbone!flexibility!(by!reducing!the!degree!of!
branching)! and!preventing! too! strong!hydrogenUbonding! interactions!between! the! starch! chains!
(as! can! occur! for! long! branches! and! linear! components).! Opposite! to! the! effects! of! OSA!
substitution!and!size,!increasing!the!degree!of!branching!dispersity!did!not!lead!to!any!noticeable!
synergistic!effect;!the!CAC!appeared!to!simply!be!proportional!to!the!average!degree!of!branching!
of! the! macromolecules! present! in! the! sample.! All! findings! can! be! understood! in! terms! of! the!
various!influences!of!molecular!size,!composition!and!flexibility.!
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modification! with! 6%! OSA/starch.! The! largest! molecular! sizes! of! βUamylase! hydrolysed! OSA!
modified!gelatinised!starches!are!found!at!modification!with!24%!OSA/starch.!The!results!suggest!
that!octenylsuccinate!groups!have!an!actionUblocking!effect!on!βUamylolysis!of!gelatinised!starch,!
but! the! effect! of! semiUcrystalline! granular! structure! is! more! pronounced! than! that! of! OSA!







The! functions! of! OSA! modified! starch! depend! to! some! extent! on! the! structure! of! the! starch!
substrate.!However,! it! is!difficult! to!determine!which! structural! feature(s)! are! important! for! the!
functional! qualities! of! OSA! modified! starch,! as! starch! structure! is! highly! heterogeneous! with!
multiple! levels! of! scale.! Previous! studies! indicate! that! average! molecular! weight! plays! an!
important!role.!Higher!molecular!weight!can!lead!to!more!viscous!solution!and!better!stabilisation!
of! emulsion! (Dokic,! Dokic,! Dapcevic! &! Krstonosic,! 2008),! although! lower! molecular! weights!
obtained!through!enzyme!treatments!have!also!been!shown!to!improve!stabilising!properties!(Liu!
et!al.,!2008),!possibly!due!to!the!ability!of!smaller!molecules!with!higher!diffusion!rate!to!migrate!
quickly! to!an!oilUdroplet! surface.!However,!under! turbulent! flow!emulsion!preparation! (a!widely!
used! technique),! convective! transport! seems! to! preferentially! transport! larger! molecules! to!
interfaces! (Nilsson!&!Bergenstahl,! 2006).!Moreover,!molecules!with! very! low!molecular! size! are!







capacity! and! gel! properties.! βUAmylase! hydrolysis! is! one! such! structural!modification! technique!
that!has!not!been!widely!investigated!with!OSA!modified!starch.!
βUAmylase! is! an! exoUhydrolase! that! specifically! cleaves! αU(1⟶4)! glycosidic! linkages! two! DU
anhydroglucose!monomers! inwards!from!the!nonUreducing!ends!of!starch!branches,!producing!a!
maltose! for! every! successful! hydrolysis.! The! hydrolysis! process! is! stopped! by! the! presence! of!
branching! points,! such! as! αU(1⟶6)! glycosidic! linkages! and! possibly! other! moieties! from! the!
substitution!reaction!on!the!hydroxyl!groups!of!αUDUglucopyranosyl!monomers,!thereby!trimming!
the!outer!branches!of!starch!molecules.!From!this!process,!DB!is!increased!because!of!the!relative!
loss!of!αU(1⟶4)!glycosidic! linkages.!Previous! studies!using!other!amylolytic!enzymes,! such!as!αU
amylase,! have! indicated! an! actionUblocking! effect! of! the! OS! (octenyl! succinate! groups! on! the!
hydrolysis! action!of! these!enzymes,!which! is!more!pronounced!at! higher!degree!of! substitution!
(DS)! (Han!&!BeMiller,!2007;!He,! Liu!&!Zhang,!2008;!Zhang,!Huang,! Luo,!Fu,! Jiang!&! Jane,!2011).!
Hence!βUamylase!hydrolysis,!along!with!the!alteration!of!DS,!can!provide!a!useful!means!to!sculpt!
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the! structure!of!OSA!modified! starch! to!a!desirable! form! for! certain!applications,! such!as! those!
requiring!high!DB!for!greater!solubility.!
The!objective!of!the!current!study! is!to!understand!the! impacts!of!OSA!substitution!of!starch!on!









linkages,! and! the! solubility! increases! as! the! molecules! are! made! smaller! and! more! highly!
branched.!In!order!to!investigate!the!effects!of!OSA!modification!of!starch!on!subsequent!enzyme!
action,! this! study! uses!much! higher! DS! than! would! otherwise! be! used.! The! progress! of! the!βU
amylolysis! of! OSA! modified! starch! in! the! present! study! was! monitored! by! following! the!
development!of!reducing!sugars.!The!molecular!structures!of!the!remaining!starch!in!the!insoluble!




The! present! study! uses! waxy! maize! starch! for! comparison! with! the! results! from! literature! of!
products!made!without!βUamylase!treatment,!and!waxy!sorghum!(Sorghum&bicolour&L.)!starch!to!










Cove,! NSW,! Australia).! 2UOctenU1Uylsuccinic! anhydride! (OSA,! 97%),! βUamylase! (Type! IIUB,! from!
barley),! and! DU(+)Umaltose! monohydrate! (≥99%),! deuterated! dimethyl! sulfoxide! DMSOUd6,!
deuterated!trifluoroacetic!acid!TFA%d1,!and!LiBr!(ReagentPlus)!were!purchased!from!SigmaUAldrich!
Pty.! Ltd.! (Castle!Hill,!NSW,!Australia).!DMSO!(GR! for!analysis!ACS)!was!purchased! from!Merck!&!
Co.,! Inc.! (Kilsyth,!VIC,!Australia).!Protease! from!Streptomyces&griseus!was!purchased! from!Sigma!
(P5147)!and! isoamylase! from!Pseudomonas& sp.!was!obtained! from!Megazyme! International! Ltd.!
(Bray,!Co.!Wicklow,!Ireland).!Other!chemical!reagents!are!analytical!grades.!
 Isolation!of!starch!from!waxy!sorghum!grains!4.2.1.
Starch! was! isolated! from! 160! g! raw! sterile! waxy! sorghum! grains! by! a! laboratory! wetUmilling!
process!following!the!method!of!Syahariza,!Li!and!Hasjim!(2010b)!with!slight!modifications.!Grains!
were! soaked! overnight! in! excess! sodium! bisulfite! solution! (made! from! 0.45%! w/w! sodium!
metabisulfite!in!distilled!water),!requiring!no!acidification!(Hoover!&!Sosulski,!1985)!to!weaken!the!
disulfide!bonds!of! the! (kafirin)!protein!network! (not!as!a!preservative),! followed!by!grinding!the!
grains!in!the!same!solution!using!a!household!blender.!This!method!without!using!acidification!has!
been!used!for!many!years!in!wetUmilling.!The!slurry!was!passed!through!a!0.55Uμm!sieve,!and!the!
filtrate!was! centrifuged!at! 4000!g! for! 10!min! to! collect! solid!materials,!which!are!mostly! starch!
granules!and!protein.!The!solid!materials!were! then!washed!with!water! to! remove!bisulfite!and!
subsequently!treated!with!protease!1.8!U!mL–1! in!tricine!buffer! (250!mM,!pH!7.5),! for!2!h.!After!
being!centrifuged!at!4000!g!for!10!min,!the!solid!materials!were!washed!three!times!with!ethanol!
and! once! with! acetone,! dried! at! 65! °C! and! sieved! through! 0.55Uμm! openings! again! to! remove!
clumps! of! nonUstarch! materials.! The! nitrogen! content! of! the! extracted! waxy! sorghum! starch,!
analysed! in!duplicate!using!a!LECO!TruSpec!CHN!analyser! (LECO!Corp.,!St.! Joseph,!MI,!USA)!was!
0.331!wt%,!equivalent!to!crude!protein!content!of!approximately!1.87%!with!a!conversion!factor!
of!5.65!(Mosse,!1990).!It!is!anticipated!that!the!residual!protein!at!this!low!content!will!not!affect!





with! OSA! to! various! DS! using! the! method! of! Song,! He,! Ruan! and! Chen! (2006).! OSA! was! first!
dissolved! in! ethanol! to! a! ratio! of! 1:2! (OSA:ethanol,! by! weight).! The! OSAUethanol! mixture! was!
added!dropUwise!over!2!h!to!an!aqueous!suspension!of!starch!(15!g!in!60!mL!water)!with!stirring!at!





OSA! is! denoted!by!0%.!OSA!modification!was! confirmed!by!measuring! the!DS!using! solution! 1H!
NMR.!!
 βUAmylase!digestion!of!OSA!modified!starch!4.2.3.
The! OSA! modified! starches! were! subjected! to! βUamylase! hydrolysis! in! granular! (asUis)! and!
gelatinised! forms! following! the!method!of!MendezUMontealvo,!Wang!and!Campbell! (2011)!with!
slight!modifications.!Since!raw!starch!in!semiUcrystalline!granular!form!is!more!resistant!to!enzyme!
degradation!than!amorphous!gelatinised!starch!(Tester,!Qi!&!Karkalas,!2006),!the!βUamylolysis!of!















(w/w)! sodium! azide,! for! a! final!βUamylase! concentration! of! approximately! 5.5! ×! 10–3! U! L–1! in! a!
0.005!M!buffer.!Hydrolysates!were!collected!at!0,!1,!2,!5,!10,!30,!60,!90,!120!and!180!min,!and!the!
reaction!was!stopped!by!heating!the!hydrolysates! in!a!boiling!water!bath!for!at! least!20!min.!An!
aliquot! (1!mL)!of!each!hydrolysate!was! collected! for! reducing! sugar!analysis,! and! the! remaining!
hydrolysate!was!quenched!in!liquid!nitrogen!and!freezeUdried.!The!dried!hydrolysate!was!dissolved!
in! 5! mL! DMSO! solution! containing! 0.5%! w/w! LiBr! at! 80! °C,! and! the! starch! in! the! dissolved!
hydrolysate!was!precipitated!with!at! least!20!mL!absolute!ethanol! followed!by!centrifugation!at!





the! wellUestablished! methods! by! Somogyi! (1945)! and! Nelson! (1944),! which! require! three!
separately!prepared!solutions.!Reagent!A!and!B!solutions!were!mixed! in!a!volume!ratio!of!25:1,!
respectively,! immediately! before! each! analysis.! A! calibration! curve! was! generated! using! six!
maltose!standard!solutions!in!water!ranging!from!0!to!250!mg!L–1,!which!were!prepared!fresh!for!
each! assay.! The! samples! from! the! early! stage! of! βUamylase! hydrolysis! were! analysed! without!
further!dilution.!The!samples! from! later!stage!of!hydrolysis!were!diluted!with!water! to!between!
1/5th! and! 1/100th! of! the! original! concentration,! as! appropriate! to! bring! the! concentrations! of!
reducing! sugars! into! the! sensitive! range! of! the! assay.! Each! sample! or! maltose! standard! was!
combined!with! an! equal! volume! of! the!mixture! of! Reagent! A! and! B! solutions! and! heated! in! a!












Approximately! 2! mg! of! each! βUamylase! hydrolysed! OSA! modified! starch! or! unhydrolysed! OSA!
modified!starch!was!dissolved! in!1!mL!DMSOUd6&containing!0.5%!w/w!LiBr!at!80! °C.!TFAUd1! (~20!










added! to! the! starch! suspension,! followed! by! 2.5! μL! isoamylase! solution.! The" mixture! was!
incubated!in!a!water!bath!at!37!°C!for!3!h,!after!which!it!was!neutralised!to!pH!7!with!dropUwise!
addition! of! 0.1!M!NaOH,! heated! to! 80! °C! for! 2! h,! and! centrifuged.! The! supernatant! containing!
debranched!starch!was!snapUfrozen!in!liquid!nitrogen!to!prevent!retrogradation!and!freezeUdried!
overnight.!Although!the!residues!from!the!debranching!procedure,!such!as!denatured!enzyme!and!














both! waxy! starches! (Table! 4.1).& The! DS! for! both! starches! are! similar! at! each! level! of! OSA!
modification,!showing!that!the!reaction!affects!the!two!waxy!starches!to!a!similar!extent.!These!RE!
values!are!by!no!means!the!optimum!possible!levels,!but!do!fall!within!those!of!similar!procedures!
reported! in! literature! (Jeon,! Viswanathan! &! Gross,! 1999).! As! the! purpose! of! this! study! is! to!
investigate!the!effects!of!OSA!modification!on!the!structural!changes!by!the!postUmodification!βU
amylolysis!of!starch,!it!is!important!that!the!OSA!modification!scheme!chosen!does!not!itself!cause!
much! molecular! degradation,! which! has! been! seen! in! higher! RE! values! of! OSA! modification!






from;! A,! waxy! maize;!
and!B,!waxy!sorghum;!as!
well! as! gelatinised!
starch! from;! C,! waxy!
maize;! and! D,! waxy!
sorghum.! OSA! treatM
ments;! a,! 0%;! b,! 3%;! c,!
6%;!d,!12%;!and!e,!24%.!
The! digestion! profiles! of!
samples! at! all! levels! of!
OSA! modification! in!
granular! and! gelatinised!
forms! are! shown! in!
Figure!4.1!A!and!C!for!waxy!maize!and!B!and!D!for!waxy!sorghum,!respectively.!For!granular!OSA!























0! 0! 3.63! n/a! 4.26! 0.62! 4.2!×!10
U
4! ! 11.92! 8.29!
4.91!×!
10U2!
3! 0.014! 3.74! 60! 4.03! 0.28! 8.1!×!10
U
4! ! 10.61! 6.87!
3.38!×!
10U2!
6! 0.023! 3.78! 49! 4.10! 0.31! 8.8!×!10
U
4! ! 10.70! 6.92!
2.45!×!
10U2!
12! 0.033! 3.85! 36! 4.09! 0.24! 8.3!×!10
U
4! ! 9.80! 5.95!
2.39!×!
10U2!
24! 0.054! 3.81! 29! 3.86! 0.06! 4.0!×!10
U




0! 0! 3.57! n/a! 3.92! 0.36! 3.9!×!10
U
4! ! 9.95! 6.38!
3.90!×!
10U2!
3! 0.013! 3.64! 56! 3.95! 0.31! 4.5!×!10
U
4! ! 11.13! 7.49!
7.25!×!
10U2!
6! 0.025! 3.70! 52! 3.94! 0.24! 6.4!×!10
U
4! ! 10.14! 6.44!
5.33!×!
10U2!
12! 0.036! 3.63! 38! 3.95! 0.32! 5.9!×!10
U
4! ! 9.65! 6.02!
6.29!×!
10U2!
24! 0.053! 3.71! 27! 3.85! 0.14! 5.0!×!10
U



























waxy! maize;! and! B,!
waxy! sorghum;! as!
well!as!pregelatinised!
starch! from;! C,! waxy!
maize;! and! D,! waxy!
sorghum.! OSA! treatM







all! levels! of! OSA!
modification! display!









the! activity! of! the!
enzyme! was! limited!
by!a!single!factor! for!this!duration,!the!factor!being!the!access!to!activity!sites!rather!than!
the! factors! affecting! the! enzyme! directly.! The! hydrolysis! rate! coefficients! (k)! for! the! βU
amylolysis! of! OSA!modified! waxy! starches! in! granular! and! gelatinised! forms! are! listed! in!
Table!4.1.!It!is!expected!that!higher!DS!would!have!greater!hindrance!for!βUamylolysis,!as!βU




the! k! for! granular! and! gelatinised! OSA! modified! waxy! starches! show! no! consistent!
correlations!with!the!concentration!of!OSA!used!in!the!reaction,!indicating!that!the!increase!
in!the!DS!with!OS!groups!on!the!starch!molecules!may!affect!the!rate!of!the!βUamylolysis!in!
other! ways! beside! molecular! binding.! Zhang,! Huang,! Luo,! Fu,! Jiang! and! Jane! (2011)! also!
reported!that!the!susceptibility!of!OSA!modified!highUamylose!maize!starch!to!digestion!by!




trend.! While! the! increase! in! DS! may! ultimately! hinder! the! βUamylolysis! of! starch! at! the!
molecular!level,!at!lower!DS!the!starch!substrate!in!granular!form!may!be!more!accessible!by!
βUamylase! due! to! partial! disruption! of! the! crystalline! structure,! facilitating! the! swelling! of!
starch!granules!in!excess!water.!The!granular!structure!has!been!destroyed!in!the!gelatinised!
starch,!and!thus!the!effect!of!granule!swelling!is!not!observed!with!this!substrate.!Hence!the!
effect! of! OS! groups! on! the! βUamylolysis! of! gelatinised! waxy! maize! starch! is! mostly! at! a!














result! in! the! least! increase! in! the! final!DB!after!βUamylolysis.!The! results!confirm!that!OSA!
modification! has! a! protective! effect! on! αU(1#4)! glycosidic! linkages! towards! βUamylase!
hydrolysis.!!
Comparison!of!the!changes!in!the!final!DBs!between!granular!and!gelatinised!samples!of!the!
OSA! modified! waxy! maize! and! sorghum! starches! shows! that! the! final! DBs! and! the!
differences! between! initial! and! final! DBs! of! gelatinised! OSA! modified! waxy! starches! are!
higher! than! those! of! the! granular! OSA!modified! counterparts! (Table! 4.1):!more! αU(1⟶4)!
glycosidic!linkages!in!the!gelatinised!samples!were!hydrolysed!by!βUamylase!in!180!min!than!
in! the! granular! samples! in! 4! d.! The! differences! between! the! final! DBs! of! granular! and!
gelatinised! samples! indicate! a! protective! effect! of! the! semiUcrystalline! granular! structure!
towards! βUamylase! hydrolysis,! separate! from! the! effect! of! OS! groups.! Furthermore,! the!
presence!of!OS!groups!can!create!steric!hindrance,!which!destabilises!the!granular!structure!
and! promote! the! granule! swelling! in! excess! water! (Bhosale! &! Singhal,! 2007).! Hence! the!
counterUeffects!of!granular!structure!and!OS!groups!result! in!a!small!difference! in!the!final!
DBs!of!granular!samples!at!different!DS,!especially!at!0!–!12%!OSA!modification.!However,!


















~2! nm! is! compared! directly! with! the! total! weight! of! those! below! (Figure! 4.4).! Because!
granular!starch!is!more!resistant!towards!enzyme!hydrolysis!than!freshly!gelatinised!starch,!
the! reduction! of! the! molecular! size! after! βUamylolysis! is! quite! small! (compared! to! that!
observed! with! gelatinised! samples! in! Figure! 4.6,! which! will! be! discussed! later).! This! is!
consistent!with!the!small!differences!in!the!final!DBs!of!granular!OSA!modified!waxy!starches!
after!the!βUamylolysis!compared!with!their!initial!DBs!(Table!4.1).!MendezUMontealvo,!Wang!
and! Campbell! (2011)! also! reported! that! the! βUamylolysis! of! native! waxy! maize! starch! in!
granular! form!resulted! in!only!a!slight!decrease! in!the!weightUaverage!molecular!weight!of!
whole!starch.!!
Figure!4.3.!Weight!distributions!of!OSA!modified!starches!after!4!d!of!βMamylase!hydrolysis!
in! granular! form:! whole! (fully! branched)! starches! from;! A,! waxy! maize;! and! B,! waxy!
sorghum;! as! well! as! debranched! starches! from;! C,! waxy! maize;! and! D,! waxy! sorghum.!








granular! form;! ! ,!
waxy! maize;! and! ,!
waxy! sorghum;! and!
controls! without! βM
amylase! enzyme;! " ,!




with! and! without! βUamylolysis! in! granular! form! show! two! populations! of! amylopectin!
branches,! which! are! short! branches! (Rh! between! 0.5! and! 2! nm)! and! long! branches! (Rh!
between! 2! and! 10! nm)! (Figure! 4.3,! C! and! D! for! waxy! maize! and! sorghum! starches,!
respectively).!These!are!the!familiar!amylopectin!branches!grouped!as!A!chains!carrying!no!
branches! and! B! chains! carrying! at! least! one! branch,! and! longer! B! chains! can! be! further!
grouped!into!B1,!B2,!B3,!…!for!those!spanning!1,!2,!3,!…!amorphous/crystalline!lamellae.!The!
structural!changes! induced!by!OSA!modification!are!more!pronounced!than!those! induced!
by! βUamylolysis.! The! molecular! size! of! long! amylopectin! branches! increases! with! the! DS,!
suggesting!that!the!preference!of!OSA!modification!on!the!long!amylopectin!branches!due!to!
their! abundance! in! the! amorphous! region.! On! the! other! hand,! the! distributions! of! the!
debranched! OSA! modified! waxy! starches! after! βUamylolysis! are! virtually! superimposable!
with! those! of! the! control! counterparts!without!βUamylolysis,!which! is! consistent!with! the!
small! differences! between! the! SEC! weight! distributions! of! whole! OSA! modified! waxy!
starches! with! and! without! βUamylolysis! (Figure! 4.3,! A! and! B,! respectively)! and! the! small!
differences!between!the!initial!DBs!before!βUamylolysis!and!the!final!DBs!after!βUamylolysis!
(Table!4.1).!The!results!indicate!that!the!degree!of!βUamylolysis!of!granular!starch!is!too!low!
to! induce! changes! in! the! starch! chain! length! distribution.! MendezUMontealvo,!Wang! and!
Campbell!(2011)!also!reported!that!the!βUamylolysis!of!native!waxy!maize!starch!in!granular!
form! resulted! in! only! slight! changes! of! the! chain! length! distributions;! the! increase! or!
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amylase! in! the! granM
ular! form;! ! ,! waxy!






correllation! (P! <! 0.05)! between! Initial! DS! and! ΔDB,!which! is! a! direct! result! of! the! branch!
length! ratio! (Figure! 4.4).! Other! values! show! no! strong! correlations.! This! information! was!













inised! form! for;! A!















to! demonstrate! the! time! evolution! of! the! starch!molecules! for! waxy!maize! and! sorghum!
starches! at! each! concentration! of! OSA! used! for! the! substitution! reaction.! In! general,! the!
peak!of!the!weight!distributions!of!whole!OSA!modified!waxy!maize!and!sorghum!starches!in!
gelatinised!form!are!shifted!from!100–120!to!11–13!to!5–8!nm!for!1,!30,!and!180!min!of!βU
amylolysis,! respectively.! The! greater! reduction! in! molecular! size! after! βUamylolysis! of!
gelatinised!OSA!modified!starches!compared!with!granular!counterparts!is!attributed!to!the!
loss!of! starch! semiUcrystalline! structure!after!gelatinisation,! converting! the! semiUcrystalline!
















0%;! b,! 3%;! c,! 6%;! d,!
12%;!and!e,!24%.!






whole! starch! molecules! (Rh! >! 100! nm)! than! the! waxy! maize! starch! in! gelatinised! form!





a! peak! at! Rh! at! 8! nm,! whereas! the! weight! distributions! of! whole! starch! from! other! OSA!
modified!waxy!maize! starches!are! superimposable!on! the!waxy!maize! starch!without!OSA!
modification!(0%!OSA)!(Figure!4.6,!C).!!
The!results! illustrate!the!actionUblocking!effects!of!OS!groups!on!the!βUamylolysis!of!starch!




or! the! concentration! of! OSA! used! for! the! substitution! reaction! (Table! 4.1).! The! similar!
distributions!of!whole!starch!among!different!OSA!modified!waxy!maize!starches!after!180!
min! of!βUamylolysis,! except! that! substituted!with! 24%!OSA,! could!mean! that! the! enzyme!




OSA,! have! almost! superimposable! weight! distributions! of! whole! starch,! including! that!
without! OSA! modification! (0%! OSA).! This! is! consistent! with! no! correlation! with! OSA!
concentration!of!the!hydrolysis!rate!coefficients!k!of!βUamylolysis!among!the!OSA!modified!
waxy!sorghum!starches!in!gelatinised!form!(Table!4.1).!However,!similar!to!the!waxy!maize!




Similar! to! the! whole! starch! molecules,! the! SEC! weight! distributions! of! debranched! OSA!
modified! waxy! maize! and! sorghum! starches! in! gelatinised! form! show! more! noticeable!
molecular!size!reduction!after!βUamylolysis!(Figure!4.6,!D!–!F!and!Figure!4.7,!D!–!F!for!waxy!
maize!and!sorghum!starches,!respectively)!than!those!of!their!counterparts!in!granular!form!
(Figure! 4.3,! C! and! D! for!waxy!maize! and! sorghum! starches,! respectively),! consistent!with!
previously! studies! (Syahariza,! Sar,! Hasjim,! Tizzotti! &!Gilbert,! 2013;!Witt,! Gidley!&!Gilbert,!
2010).! In! general,! at! 1! min! of! βUamylolysis! of! OSA! modified! waxy! maize! and! sorghum!
starches!in!gelatinised!form,!two!peaks!are!observed!at!Rh!~1.5!and!~2.5!nm.!At!30!min!of!βU
amylolysis,!the!two!peaks!merge!and!become!a!broader!peak,!and!a!shoulder!at!smaller!Rh!<!
1! nm! emerges.! At! 180! min! of! βUamylolysis,! the! shoulder! of! smaller! Rh! <! 1! nm! becomes!






There! is,!however,!no!clear! trend!between! the!branchUchain! length!after!βUamylolysis!and!
the!DS!of!either!waxy!starch.!!




Changes! in! chain! length! distribution! were! consistent! with! measurements! of! DB,! a! trivial!
result!because!DB!is!the!reciprocal!of!the!numberUaverage!of!the!chainUlength!distribution.!
Only! the! samples! modified! with! 24%! OSA! modification! stand! out! from! the! other! OSA!
modified!and!unmodified! starches! (0%!OSA)! in! the!distributions!of!whole! starch!after!180!
min! of! βUamylolysis.! Two! possible! explanations! are! that! the! physical! distribution! of! OS!
groups!on!starch!molecules!is!either!near!the!branching!points!or!beyond!the!first!branching!
points! (in! the! direction! of! the! reducing! end)! at! 3–12%!OSA!modification.! The!most! likely!




&!Jane,!2011).! In!addition,! it! is!understood!that!the! level!of!modification! is!heterogeneous!
among! branch! populations! (Shogren,! Viswanathan,! Felker! &! Gross,! 2000),! thus,! the! size!
distributions! of! both! whole! and! debranched! starches! (the! latter! being! the! chainUlength!
distribution,! CLD)! from! gelatinised! OSA! modified! waxy! starches! show! only! slight! or! no!
differences!after!180!min!of!βUamylolysis,!as!most!of!the!molecules!can!still!be!hydrolysed!to!
similar! sizes.! At! 24%! OSA! modification,! probably! due! to! slight! granule! swelling! with!
increasing!repulsion!force!of!the!bulky!OS!groups,!more!molecules! in!the! inner!part!of!the!




Hydrolysis! of! OSA! modified! starch! by! βUamylase! provides! a! useful! method! of! structural!
modification.!The!data!obtained!here!suggest!that!this!hydrolysis!is!partially!hindered!by!the!
presence!of!OS! groups!on! the! starch! chain,! by!blocking! the!enzyme! from!adhering! to! the!
starch!chain.!Controls!of!hydrolysis!in!the!granular!form!show!that!structural!changes!to!the!
starch! granule! primarily! result! from! aspects! of! the! treatment! other! than! the! βUamylase:!
perhaps! the! result! of! interactions! with! the! sodium! acetate! buffer! used! in! the! case! of!













OS! groups.!Highest!DS! samples! consistently! result! in! slightly! larger! products! after! enzyme!
hydrolysis.!Why!this!effect!is!not!more!pronounced!could!be!the!result!of!the!heterogeneity!
of! the!OSA!esterification! reaction.!OS!groups!clustered!around!branch!points! result! in! less!
effective!change!than!those!further!towards!the!nonUreducing!ends!of!starch!chains.!There!is!
a!much!higher!number!of!branch!points!than!OS!groups!on!a!given!starch!molecule!and!as!






to! the! initial!DS!of! the! samples.! The!presence!of!OS! groups! clearly! protects! from!enzyme!
attack! a! significant! number! of αU(1⟶4)! linkages,! indicating! loss! of! enzyme! progress! in!
digesting! linear! sections.! Such! modification! logically! results! in! a! greater! presence! of!
hydrophobic!groups!at!the!periphery!of!OS!starch!molecules,!and!will!be!of!further!interest!
for! its! effects! on! functional! properties.! While! this! is! consistent! with! other! studies! using!
different!enzyme!systems,!this!is!the!first!study!conclusively!demonstrating!the!hindrance!of!
βUamylase! by! OS! groups.! Using! this! information! about! the! actions! of! βUamylase! on! OS!
starches! allows!much! greater! versatility! in! the! structural!modification! of! these! important!
stabilisers.!!
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acid! hydrolysis!were! hydrophobically!modified! using! octenylsuccinic! anhydride! (OSA).! The!
OSAUmodified! starches!were! used! as! surfactants! to! stabilise! emulsions! of!βUcarotene! and!
canola!oil! dispersed! in!water.! The!objective!of! this! study! is! to! investigate! the! relationship!
between!starch!molecular!structure!and!the!chemical!stability!of!the!emulsified!βUcarotene,!
as!well!as!the!stability!of!emulsion!droplets!during!storage.!The!oil!droplet!size!in!emulsions!
was! smaller! when! starch! had! (a)! lower! hydrodynamic! volume! (Vh)! and! (b)! higher!
amylopectin!content.!The!oxidative!stability!of!βUcarotene!was!similar!across!samples,!with!







The! emulsifying! properties! of! OS! starch! are! dependent! not! only! on! the! chemical!




weight.! The! botanical! source! of! the! parent! starch! is! the! first! criterion! in! determining! the!
structure!of! the!end!product,!particularly! the! ratio!of!amylose!and!amylopectin! (He,!Song,!
Ruan!&!Chen,!2006)!and!the!chainUlength!distributions!of!starch!molecules.!The!structure!of!
the! parent! starch! may! be! further! modified! before,! during! or! after! OSA! modification! to!
enhance! the! emulsifying! properties! of! OS! starch.! The! effects! of! starch! structure! on! the!
critical! aggregation! concentration! of! OS! starch! have! been! recently! investigated! (Tizzotti,!
Sweedman,! Schäfer! &! Gilbert,! 2013);! however,! no! study! has! yet! linked! starch! structural!
architecture! directly! with! emulsion! stability,! or! the! chemical! stability! of! encapsulated!
molecules!in!the!oil!phase,!despite!growing!interest!in!the!field!(Sweedman,!Tizzotti,!Schäfer!
&!Gilbert,!2013).!!
The! primarily! steric! activity! of! OS! starch! suggests! that! larger! sized! molecules! improve!
emulsion!stability!more!than!smaller!ones!(all!other!things!being!equal).!Certain!metrics!for!
molecular! size,! such! as! molecular! weight,! might! be! less! suitable! for! predicting! emulsion!
stability!because! they!do!not!account! for! the!structure!of! the!molecules! in! their!dissolved!
state! (as! appropriate! for! colloidal! stabilisation)! and! can! therefore! vary!with! the!branching!
architecture!and!branch!chain!length.!Most!commercial!products!and!academic!studies!have!
focused!on!waxy! starches! (~100%!amylopectin),! because! the! large!molecular! size! and! the!
highly! branched! structure! of! amylopectin! provide! good! steric! stabilisation,! in! addition! to!
their! high! solubility! and! high! paste! clarity! (Baranauskiene,! Bylaite,! Zukauskaite! &!
Venskutonis,!2007;!Bruckner,!Bade!&!Kunz,!2007;!de!Paz!et!al.,!2012).!!
The! ability! of! OS! starches! to! stabilise! emulsions! containing! βUcarotene! and! other! lipidU
soluble! compounds! is! important! in! the! formulation! of! colourings,! antioxidants! and! proU
vitamins! in! food!products!and!beverages! (de!Paz!et!al.,! 2012);!however,! the!emulsified!βU
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carotene!needs!to!be!chemically!stable,!not!only!for!the!shelfUlife!and!sensory!quality!of!the!




(Choudhari,! Bajaj,! Singhal! &! Karwe,! 2012),! a! similar! compound! to! βUcarotene.! Bruckner,!




It! is! difficult! to! make! direct! comparisons! between! studies! of! emulsions! stabilised! by! OS!
starches,!as!they!involve!different!emulsion!processes!or!conditions!and!different!structures!
of!the!OS!starches.!The!aim!of!this!study! is!to!understand!how!starch!structure!(molecular!
size,! degree! of! branching! (DB)! and! amylose! content)! affects! the! stability! of! the! emulsion!





OSA! and! used! to! make! emulsions! of! βUcarotene! in! canola! oil! in! water! under! the! same!
processing!conditions.!The!outcomes!provide!solid!theoretical!links!between!starch!structure!
and! chemical! stability! of! emulsified! βUcarotene! as! well! as! characterising! the! starch!
degradation! during! homogenisation,! an! understanding! of! which! is! important! for! product!
development!in!the!food!emulsifier!industry.!!
While! there! have! been! some! advances! of! theory! for! simple! branched! electrostatic!
stabilisers,!this!is!not!the!case!for!OS!starches,!which!are!primarily!steric!(Tesch,!Gerhards!&!
Schubert,!2002),!are!polydisperse!in!structure,!and!probably!adsorb!in!multiple!layers!rather!
than! the! monolayer! assumed! by! all! current! models! for! stabilisers.! Good! stabilisation! by!
steric! hindrance! relies! on! high! free! energy! requirements! in! the! hydrophilic! part! of! the!








Waxy!maize! (W),! normal!maize! (N)! and! highUamylose!maize! (Gelose! 80,!G)! starches!were!




Australia! Pty! Ltd,! Kilsyth,! VIC,! Australia).! Canola! oil!was! foodUgrade! obtained! from! a! local!
grocery! store.!Methanol,!ethanol!and! isopropanol!were!purchased! from!Merck!&!Co.,! Inc.!




(1996)! and! Robyt,! Choe,! Hahn! and! Fuchs! (1996).! Native! starch! granules! (200! g)! were!
suspended! in! a! solution! containing! 198! mL! methanol,! 297! mL! isopropanol! and! 5! mL! of!
concentrated!HCl.!The!suspension!was!thoroughly!mixed!and!then!stored!with!stirring!for!a!
period!of!5!d!at!either!23!or!45! °C.!The! supernatant!was!discarded!after! centrifugation!at!
3000!g!for!2!min!and!the!solid!was!resuspended!in!0.1!M!tricine!buffer!at!pH!7.5,!which!was!


























Onset! temperature! (To),! peak! temperature! (Tp)! and! conclusion! temperature! (Tc)! of! starch!
gelatinisation!were!determined!using!a!method!similar!to!that!of!Li,!Hasjim,!Dhital,!Godwin!
and!Gilbert!(2011).!Granular!OS!starch!(4U6!mg,!dry!weight!basis)!was!precisely!weighed!into!








basis)! suspended! in! water! (23! g)! using! a! Rapid! Visco! Analyser! (RVA,! Newport! Scientific,!




Paste! clarity! was! measured! using! the! method! of! BelloUPérez,! AgamaUAcevedo,! SánchezU







OS! (native! or! acidUmodified)! starch! (1.0%!w/w!of! final! emulsion)!was! suspended! in!water!
and!heated!in!a!boiling!water!bath!for!30!min!with!agitation.!The!starch!suspension!(pH!6.5!–!
7.0)! was! allowed! to! cool,! and! sodium! azide!was! added! to! a! final! concentration! of! 0.02%!
w/w.!The!βUcarotene!in!canola!oil!solution!was!added!to!a!final!concentration!of!1.0%!w/w,!




±! 1! s! cycle–1)! of! a! first! stage! pressure! of! 50! bar! and! a! second! stage! of! 200! bar.! The!
temperature!of!all!samples!throughout!the!homogenisation!processing!did!not!exceed!50!°C.!!






The! emulsion! stability! during! storage! was! characterised! from! the! colour! change! of! the!
emulsion,!degradation!of!emulsified!βUcarotene,!change!of!oil!droplet!size,!phase!separation!
and!sedimentation!of! the!starch!material.!From!each!emulsion,!1!mL!aliquots!were!placed!
into! 15!mL! centrifuge! tubes! for!βUcarotene! analysis! in! triplicate,!whereas! the! samples! for!
droplet! size!analysis!comprised!10!mL!emulsion!stored! in!15!mL! tubes.!These!were!sealed!
after!being!flushed!with!nitrogen!gas.!Some!were!stored!at!room!temperature!(23!°C)!and!
some!in!an!incubator!(IG550,!Clayson,!Australia)!at!55!°C!up!to!20!d,!except!for!initial!(timeU





The! zUaverage! droplet! sizes! in! βUcarotene! emulsions! were! determined! using! a! Zetasizer!
NanoUZS! (Malvern! Instruments,! Worcestershire,! UK)! at! a! fixed! detector! angle! of! 173°.!





55! °C.! The! level! of! sediment!or! coagulation! layer!was! examined!at! 13! and!20!d.!Where! a!
sediment! layer!and!uneven!texture!were!clearly!visible,!the!emulsion!was!deemed!to!have!
broken.!!
At! the! conclusion! of! the! emulsion! stability! test! at! 20! d,! sediment! was! collected! from!
emulsions! containing! OSUGN! and! OSUGH23,! which! were! the! only! samples! with! substantial!







The! colour! change! of! each! emulsion! during! storage! was! determined! using! standard!
evaluation! values!of! L*! (overall! lightness),! a*! (redness! and!greenness)! and!b*! (yellowness!
and! blueness).! To! ensure! colour! change! values! reflected! the! conditions! of! βUcarotene!
degradation!analysis,!1!mL!stored!portions!were!combined!before!each!test.!The!colour!of!5!
mL!of!emulsion!was!determined!using!Chroma!Meter!CRU400!(Konica!Minolta!Sensing,!Inc.,!










interactions! that! can! alter! the! colour! of!βUcarotene! at! higher! concentrations! (Karabudak,!
Wohlleben!&!Cölfen,!2010).! The!absorbance!was!measured! immediately!while! the! sample!
was! still! cold,! to! avoid! any! changes! in! concentration! due! to! the! evaporation! of! nUhexane!
solvent.! The! absorbance! of! extracted! βUcarotene! was! analysed! in! triplicate! using!




















starches! with! a! wide! range! of! molecular! SEC! weight! distributions.! Of! the! three! native!
starches,!waxy!maize!starch!showed!the!greatest!size!reduction!by!acid!hydrolysis,!whereas!
highUamylose!maize! (Gelose! 80)! starch! showed! the! least! change.! Acid! hydrolysis! at! 23! °C!
resulted! in! a! decrease! in! the! components! with! Rh! between! 200–1000! nm,! mostly!
amylopectin,!to!Rh!below!100!nm.!Acid!hydrolysis!at!45!°C!resulted!in!smaller!molecular!size!
where! the! peak!Rh! of! starch!molecules! was! between! 5–7! nm! regardless! of! the! botanical!
sources!or!amylopectin!content.!!
Esterification!with!OSA! resulted! in! slight! changes! to! the!SEC!weight!distributions!of! starch!
molecules! (Figure! 5.1),! especially! those! derived! from!native!waxy!maize! starch.! However,!
the! effect! of!OSA!modification!on! SEC!weight! distribution! is! inconsistent,! and! indeed! in! a!
previous!study!no!apparent!changes!to!SEC!weight!distributions!were!observed!as!a!result!of!
this!method!of!OSA!modification!(Sweedman,!Hasjim,!Tizzotti,!Schäfer!&!Gilbert,!2013).!Such!
changes! in! SEC! weight! distribution! may! be! the! result! of! starch! hydrolysis! during! the!
esterification! procedure,!which! uses! strong! acids! and! bases,! or!may! also! be! the! result! of!
certain!molecular!populations!being!selectively!removed!during!the!washing!steps.!!
Figure! 5.2.! SEC! size!
distributions! of! OS!
starches! after! HPH;! a,!
OSMWN;! b,! OSMWH23;! c,!
OSMWH45;! d,! OSMMN;! e,!























weight! distributions! of! replicate! starches! after! HPH! treatment! show! almost! no! variation!
between! the! replicate! emulsions! (Figure! 5.1,! z! values).! Although! the! large! molecules! in!
several! of! the! OS! starches! used! in! this! study! were! reduced! to! much! smaller! sizes,! it! is!
important! that! different! SEC!weight! distributions! were!maintained! between! the! different!
samples,! allowing! the! comparisons! to! be! made! between! them! (Figure! 5.2).! This! process!
resulted! in! samples! with! peak!Rh! ranging! from! 6! to! 29! nm! (Table! 5.1,! at! the! end! of! this!
chapter).!!






the!REs!of!all! samples!are! lower! than! those!of!Song,!He,!Ruan!and!Chen! (2006);!however,!






in!DS!and!RE!with!amylose!content.!This!difference!could!be! the! result!of! the!presence!of!
pores! on! the! surface! of! native! waxy! and! normal! maize! starch! granules,! increasing! the!
surface! area! for! chemical! reaction.! The! presence! of! the! pores! has! been! reported! as! less!
apparent!for!native!highUamylose!maize!starch!granules!(Dhital,!Shrestha!&!Gidley,!2010).!On!
the!other!hand,!He,!Song,!Ruan!and!Chen!(2006)!used!rice!starches!with!a!narrower!range!of!




The! gelatinisation! temperatures! of! OS! starches! are! summarised! in! Table! 5.1.! Among! the!
three!OS!native!starches,!normal!maize!starch!has!the!lowest!gelatinisation!temperature!and!
highUamylose! maize! starch! has! the! highest! (Tc! >! 110! °C),! showing! that! To! and! Tp! are!
significantly! and!negatively! correlated!with!DB! (p! <! 0.05!and!001,! respectively,! Table!5.2).!
This!is!consistent!with!common!knowledge!that!gelatinisation!temperatures!are!correllated!
to! chain! length! distribution! (Jane! et! al.,! 1999),! and! because! the! chain! length! distribution!
gives!the!DB!of!OS!starch,!which!is!determined!by!the!native!structure!of!starch!prior!to!acid!
hydrolysis.! After! acid! hydrolysis,! all! OS! starches! have! lower! To,! and! OS! waxy! and! normal!
maize! starches! have! higher& Tc,! as! is! consistent! with! previous! observations! (Donovan! &!
Mapes,! 1980;! Muhr,! Blanshard! &! Bates,! 1984;! Shi! &! Seib,! 1992).! As! acid! hydrolyses! the!
amorphous!layer!more!readily!than!the!crystalline!layer!of!starch!granules!(BeMiller,!1965),!










decrease! with! higher! levels! of! acid! hydrolysis! (Table! 5.1)! as! is! consistent! with! common!
knowledge! (Wang,! Truong! &! Wang,! 2003)! and! there! are! significant! positive! correlations!
between!both!viscosities!and!the!peak!Rh!of!OS!starch!after!HPH!(p&<!0.05,!Table!5.2),!since!
the! peak! Rh! after! HPH! follows! a! similar! sequence! to! that! of! the! peak! Rh! of! the! parent!
starches! prior! to! HPH! treatment.! This! is! simply! because! smaller! molecules! have! less!
interaction! among! themselves! in! solution,! resulting! in! lower! viscosity.! Furthermore,! peak!
viscosity! also! decreases! in! order! of! increasing! amylose! content,!whereas! this! trend! is! less!
apparent!for!the!final!viscosity.!The!development!of!peak!viscosity!is!due!to!the!swelling!of!
starch! granules! during! heating! or! gelatinisation,! which! is! dominated! by! amylopectin!
structure! (Tester! &!Morrison,! 1990).! On! the! other! hand,! the! final! viscosity! is! due! to! the!
network! formation! of! amylose! molecules! during! cooling! (Blazek! &! Copeland,! 2008).! The!
incomplete! gelatinisation! of! highUamylose! maize! starch! at! 95! °C! is! due! to! its! high!
gelatinisation! temperature! (Table! 5.1)! also! contributes! to! the! low! viscosity! of! the! starch!
paste!(Jane!et!al.,!1999).!!
5.3.2.3. Paste&clarity&
Measurements! of! paste! clarity! are! related! to! amylose! content! and! starch! SEC! weight!
distributions,!in!agreement!with!evidence!previously!reported!by!Visser,!Suurs,!Bruinenberg,!
Bleeker!and!Jacobsen!(1997)!(Table!5.1).!The!paste!clarity!of!OS!starch!increases!with!lower!
amylose! content,! as! well! as! greater! reduction! in! size! (Vh)! of! the! amylopectin! molecules.!
However,! the! increases! in!paste! clarity! after! acid!hydrolysis! are! greater! in!OS!waxy!maize!
starch! than! in!OS!normal!maize! starch,! and! the! increase! is! less! apparent! for! the!OS!highU
amylose! maize! starch! than! the! others.! The! higher! paste! clarity! of! OS! native! and! acidU
modified!waxy!maize! starches! compared!with! that!of!OS!native!and!acidUmodified!normal!
maize!starches!is!because!amylopectin!has!higher!solubility!in!dispersed!form!than!amylose!
(Miles,! Morris,! Orford! &! Ring,! 1985),! as! reinforced! by! the! significant! positive! correlation!
between! DB! and! paste! clarity! (p& <! 0.01,! Table! 5.2).! The& To! and! Tp! of! OS! starch! are! also!
significantly!and!negatively!correlated!with!paste!clarity!(p&<!0.05).!The!low!paste!clarity!of!
OS!starches!from!highUamylose!maize!can!also!be!attributed!to!their!high!Tc!(>!110!°C)!(Table!
5.1)! not! allowing! a! complete! gelatinisation! during! heating! in! a! boiling! water! bath.! The!





of! the! density! of! particles,! which! is! clearly! not! the! case! in! this! instance,! so! the! results!




24! h! at! both! storage! temperatures.! The! droplet! sizes! of! all! emulsion! samples! remained!
relatively! stable! thereafter!up! to!20!d! at! room! temperature,!but! those! stored!at! elevated!
temperature!were!less!stable!and!dependent!on!the!amylose!content!and!the!acid!hydrolysis!
treatment.! The! droplet! sizes! of! OS! native! maize! starches! with! higher! amylose! content!
increased!more!rapidly!during!storage!at!elevated!temperature,!whereas!those!of!OS!waxy!




Alternatively,! decreasing! size! may! result! from! weakly! interacting! surfactant! molecules!
gradually! leaving! larger!droplets! for!more! thermodynamically! favourable! interfaces.!Under!
both!scenarios,!the!heterogeneity!
of! the!overall! droplet! is! changed!
along! with! the! changes! in!
surfactant! configuration,! which!
means! the! results! from! dynamic!
light! scattering! are! inconclusive!
in! determining! the! mechanisms!
of! a! sample’s! droplet! size!
evolution!over!time.!!
Figure! 5.3.! ZMaverage! droplet!
sizes! in! emulsions! stored! at;! X,!
55!°C;!and!Y,!room!temperature;!
a,! OSMWN;! b,! OSMWH23;! c,! OSM





acidUmodified! at! 45! °C! more! stable! than! their! counterparts! acidUmodified! at! 23! °C.!
Furthermore,!for!each!starch,!the!OS!starch!from!substrate!that!had!been!acidUmodified!at!
45!°C!displayed!the!smallest!droplet!size,!because!smaller!molecules!more!readily!conform!
to! the! droplet! surface,! are! easier! to! dissolve! and! are!more!mobile! in! the! aqueous! phase,!
allowing! lower! radii! of! curvature! (smaller! droplets)! to! be! achieved.! Droplet! sizes! of!
emulsions! after! 20! d! storage! at! room! temperature! (Figure! 5.3Y! and! Table! 5.2)! show!
significant!positive!correlations!with!peak!Rh!of!OS!starch!after!HPH,!DS!and!RE! (p!<!0.05).!
Dokic,!Dokic,!Dapcevic!and!Krstonosic!(2008)!also!reported!that!OS!starch!of!larger!molecular!




with! DB! (p&<! 0.05).! Significant! positive! correlations! (p&<! 0.05)! occur&between! droplet! size!
(both! after! 20! d! storage! at! room! temperature! and! 55! °C)! and! To! as!well! as! between! the!






Emulsion! samples! from! OSUGN,! OSUGH23,! OSUMN! and! OSUMH23! showed! some! separation! (a!
layer! of! oil! on! the! top! of! a! layer! of! aqueous! emulsion)! before! 13! d! storage! at! 55! °C! and!
hence! were! deemed! to! have! broken,! whereas! other! samples! did! not! show! visible! phase!
separation.!After!20!d!storage,!no!further!changes!on!the!separation!of!the!emulsion!were!
observed.!In!the!case!of!OSUGN,!the!final!subnatant!was!almost!completely!transparent!and!
colourless.! The! same! emulsion! samples! stored! at! room! temperature! did! not! break! as!
noticeably;! however,! OSUGN! and! OSUGH23! showed! some! degrees! of! separation! and! a!
!! 111!
distinguishable! gradient! of! colour! with! βUcarotene! oil! increasing! towards! the! top! of! the!
vessel.!This! is!probably!due! to! the!higher! temperatures! increasing! interactions! resulting! in!
coalescence!of!the!suspended!oil!droplets.!!
5.3.2.6. Molecular&structure&of&starch&sediment&




counterparts,! respectively.!Their!DB! levels!were! slightly! less!affected!at!0.573!±!0.061!and!
0.634! ±! 0.090%,! equivalent! to! 83! and! 79%! of! the! DB! levels! of! their! whole! starch!
counterparts,! respectively.! The! results! indicate! that! the! sediment! materials! are! less!
substituted!and! less!branched,!and!hence! they!have!poorer! surfactant!activity! than!starch!











of!βUcarotene!used!was! less! than! in! similar! studies! (Mao!et! al.,! 2009),!but! still! resulted! in!
strongly!detected!colouration.!This!study!determined!the!pigment!content!by!the!colour!of!
intact! emulsions! (colourimetrically)! and! after! isolation! of! the! remaining! βUcarotene! in! nU




pink,! then! gradually! fading! to! almost! white! on! the! eighth! day.! These! changes! to! colour!




a! percentage!of! initial! levels!
at! Day! 0;! a,! OSMWN;! b,! OSM
WH23;! c,! OSMWH45;! d,! OSMMN;!
e,!OSMMH23;!f,!OSMMH45;!g,!OSM
GN;! h,! OSMGH23;! and! i,! OSM
GH45.!
The! changes! in! colourimetric!
values! between! starches!
were! minimal.! The! L*! value!
increased! slightly! above!
initial! levels! during! 8! d!
storage! at! elevated!
temperature,! while! b*!
decreased! rapidly! in! the! first!
24! h! followed! by! a! gradual!
decrease.! The! value! of! a*!
showed!the!greatest!changes!




(p&<!0.05,! Table!5.2),! consistent!with! common!understanding! that!more! soluble!OS! starch!
produces! more! opaque! emulsion.! The! emulsions! containing! OS! starches! from! waxy! and!
normal!maize!showed!indications!that!reduction!in!the!starch!molecular!size!leads!to!greater!
colour! loss,! as! a*! and! b*! values! after! 8! d! storage! at! 55! °C! are! significantly! and! positively!
correlated!with! the! peak!Rh! after!HPH! and!RVA!peak! viscosity.! Furthermore,! a*! positively!
!! 113!
correlates!with! the!droplet! size!of! emulsion! stored!20!d!at! room! temperature!and! the!b*!
value!correlates!negatively!with!Tc!and!positively!with!final!viscosity!(p&<!0.05,!Table!5.2).!The!
results!suggest!that!the!colour!of!emulsion!in!the!present!study!resulted!from!small!amounts!
of! breakdown! products! of!βUcarotene! being! within! the! continuous! aqueous! phase! of! the!
emulsion! after!HPH.! Larger! starch!molecules! give!higher! paste! viscosity! and! greater! steric!
hindrance! to! stabilise! the! emulsion! droplets.! Being! free! (not! emulsified)! in! the! aqueous!
phase!means! that! these!βUcarotene!molecules!are! readily!oxidised!or!otherwise!degraded,!
hence!they! lose!their!pigment!characteristics!more!rapidly.!The!a*!and!b*!values!after!8!d!
storage!at!55! °C!are!also! significantly! and!positively! correlated!with!DS!and!RE! (p&<!0.05),!
indicating!that!OS!starch!with!higher!DS!or!more!hydrophobic!groups!can!better!stabilise!the!
oil! droplet! and! retain! the!βUcarotene.! However,! those! containing! OS! native! highUamylose!
maize! starch! as! surfactant! showed! greater! colour! loss! than! those! containing! its! acidU
modified!counterparts.!As!such,!the!results!indicate!no!straightforward!relationship!between!







a,! OSMWNab;! b,! OSMWH23ab;! c,! OSM
WH45cd;!d,!OSMMNa;!e,!OSMMH23ab;!
f,! OSMMH45cd;! g,! OSMGNd;! h,! OSM
GH23bc;! and! i,! OSMGH45bc.!
Superscripts! indicate! ANOVA!
significant!difference!at!p!<!0.05.!!
The! total! βUcarotene! contents! of!
the! emulsions! stored! at! 55! °C! were! determined! five! times! in! a! period! of! 13! d.! Initial! βU
carotene! contents! (Day! 0)! (Figure! 5.5)! were! compared! in! absolute! concentrations! as! an!
indication!of! the! successful!uptake!of!oilUphase! in! the!emulsions,!whereas! comparisons!of!
the!degradation!over!time!were!measured!as!a!%!of!initial!levels.!This!method!accounts!for!




method! to!determine! the! true!upper! limit! of! the! capabilities! of! each! starch! as! stabilisers.!
Even!so,!there!are!no!clear!correlations!with!structural!attributes!of!the!emulsifier!used.!For!
the! OS! starches! from! native! starches! and! those! acidUmodified! at! 23! °C,! the! emulsions! of!
highUamylose!maize! showed! the! lowest!amounts!of!emulsified!βUcarotene!at!Day!0,!which!
indicates!the!lowest!uptake!of!oil!and!therefore!weakest!emulsion!capacity,!possibly!due!to!





by! the! oil! phase,! thereby! limiting! total! oil! stabilised! to! the! surface! area! covered! by!
surfactant)! whereas! those! obtained! using! OS! starches! from! highUamylose! maize! showed!
increased! oil! uptake! with! smaller! starch! molecular! size.! In! the! case! of! the! highUamylose!
maize!starch!the!acid!hydrolysis!did!not!have!a!great!impact!on!starch!molecular!size,!thus!
!! 115!
indicating! that! other! factors,! such! as! solubility! and! degree! of! gelatinisation,! are! more!
important!for!oil!uptake!in!the!emulsions.!!
The! time! dependent! βUcarotene! degradation! during! storage! at! 55! °C! (%! of! Day! 0!
concentration,! Figure! 5.6)! indicates! that! OS! starches! from! waxy! maize! provide! the! best!
protection!to!βUcarotene!against!degradation,!with!the!OS!native!waxy!starch!performing!the!
best!of!all.!This!indicates!that!hydrolysis!before!HPH!is!unnecessary!and!possibly!detrimental!
in! producing! OS! starch! with! high! performance;! though! under! consideration! it! may! be!






WN;! b,! OSMWH23;! c,! OSM
WH45;! d,! OSMMN;! e,! OSM
MH23;!f,!OSMMH45;!g,!OSM







of! this! chapter).! The! percentage! of! remaining! βUcarotene! after! 13! d! storage! at! 55! °C! is!







In! terms!βUcarotene! degradation,! the! results! of! this! study! are! in! line!with! the! findings! of!
(Mao,!Xu,!Yang,!Yuan,!Gao!&!Zhao,!2009),!which!compared!just!one!OS!starch!against!several!
nonUstarch!emulsifiers.!While! it! is!clear! that!structural!changes!can! improve!the!protective!
properties!of!OS!starch!stabilisers!for!βUcarotene!emulsions,!the!degree!of!variability!seen!in!
this! study! is! probably! less! than!
that! seen!with! different! classes!
of!surfactants.!!
Figure! 5.7.! Absorbance! spectra!
(adjusted)! in! nMhexane!







Absorption! spectra! from! wavelengths! of! 350! to! 550! nm! (Figure! 5.7)! were! obtained! to!
determine!any!pigment!changes!to!the! intact!βUcarotene! in!emulsion!sample! (OSUGH45!was!
arbitrarily!chosen!as!a!representative)!stored!at!55!°C!for!0,!1!and!13!d!
5.4. Conclusions!
In! this! work! structurally! controlled! hydrophobically! modified! starch! was! prepared! by!
selective! amylopectin! content! and! acid! hydrolysis.! The! starches! were! used! to! stabilise!
emulsions! containing! βUcarotene,! which! was! monitored! as! degradation! occurred! over! a!
period! of! 13! days.! High! amylopectin! starches! with! a! higher! DB! and! more! rigid! structure!
showed! the! best! emulsion! stability! and! protection! of! βUcarotene.! Steric! effects,! i.e.!
effectiveness! of! larger! molecules! as! stabilisers! (in! conformity! with! the! theory! of! steric!






















(cP)! To! Tp! Tc!
OS&WN! 28.6! 2.86! 0.0174! 75.1! 32.1! 88.3! 6098.5! 3658.0! 70.97! 80.21! 94.95!
!
±!0.6! ±!0.14! ±!0.0011! ±!5.0! ±!1.4! ±!1.1! ±!4.9! ±!5.7! ±!1.05! ±!0.93! ±!1.26!
OS&WH23! 23.9! 3.13! 0.0149! 64.5! 93.8! 88.8! 217.0! 74.0! 66.61! 78.70! 94.20!
! ±!1.8! ±!0.08! ±!0.0003! ±!1.4! ±!0.3! ±!0.6! ±!1.4! ±!9.9! ±!0.64! ±!0.28! ±!0.53!
OS&WH45! 6.9! 3.46! 0.0103! 44.7! 96.6! 87.1! 17.0! 4.0! 58.95! 75.22! 101.13!
!
±!0.0! ±!0.53! ±!0.0001! ±!0.5! ±!0.6! ±!1.2! ±!11.3! ±!4.2! ±!5.04! ±!1.63! ±!2.24!
OS&MN! 26.5! 1.92! 0.0156! 67.5! 30.1! 90.7! 3784.5! 3211.5! 67.51! 75.26! 87.94!
!
±!0.8! ±!0.19! ±!0.0022! ±!9.6! ±!0.4! ±!1.2! ±!33.2! ±!68.6! ±!1.10! ±!0.52! ±!0.33!
OS&MH23! 25.8! 2.16! 0.0152! 65.7! 58.3! 82.6! 837.0! 339.5! 65.18! 75.52! 89.34!
!
±!1.3! ±!0.10! ±!0.0022! ±!9.6! ±!3.1! ±!1.0! ±!4.2! ±!0.7! ±!2.14! ±!0.01! ±!3.10!
OS&MH45! 5.5! 2.39! 0.0141! 60.7! 93.6! 83.6! 13.5! &3.5! 59.00! 77.98! 102.39!
!
±!0.1! ±!0.02! ±!0.0006! ±!2.6! ±!0.5! ±!1.2! ±!6.4! ±!6.4! ±!3.03! ±!0.45! ±!4.54!
OS&GN! 11.1! 0.69! 0.0131! 56.5! 2.0! 84.2! 147.5! 139.5! 74.26! 87.11! 111.91!
!
±!0.1! ±!0.02! ±!0.0013! ±!5.4! ±!0.1! ±!1.4! ±!12.0! ±!10.6! ±!0.15! ±!0.87! ±!1.16!
OS&GH23! 10.5! 0.80! 0.0144! 62.2! 2.4! 87.6! 66.0! 67.0! 70.90! 87.46! 111.95!
!
±!0.4! ±!0.06! ±!0.0013! ±!5.7! ±!0.2! ±!0.0! ±!2.8! ±!1.4! ±!0.33! ±!0.13! ±!1.24!
OS&GH45! 6.1! 0.90! 0.0152! 65.5! 4.1! 87.6! 4.5! &4.0! 70.39! 89.41! 108.80!
!





! ! Peak!Rh! DB! DS! RE! To! Tp! Tc! PV! FV! PC! Z&RT! Z&55! L*! a*! b*!
DB! r! 0.329! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.387! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
DS! r! 0.658! &0.130! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.054! 0.738! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
RE! r! 0.668! &0.122! 1.000! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.049! 0.754! 0.000! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
To! r! 0.241! &0.679! 0.474! 0.472! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.532! 0.044! 0.198! 0.199! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Tp! r! &0.460! &0.804! 0.098! 0.089! 0.713! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.213! 0.009! 0.802! 0.820! 0.031! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Tc! r! &0.806! &0.631! &0.380! &0.390! 0.329! 0.841! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.009! 0.068! 0.313! 0.299! 0.388! 0.004! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
PV! r! 0.720! 0.257! 0.660! 0.665! 0.264! &0.277! &0.537! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.029! 0.505! 0.053! 0.051! 0.493! 0.470! 0.136! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
FV! r! 0.703! 0.203! 0.623! 0.628! 0.255! &0.300! &0.555! 0.980! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.035! 0.600! 0.073! 0.070! 0.508! 0.432! 0.121! 0.000! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
PC! r! 0.021! 0.864! &0.353! &0.349! &0.876! &0.760! &0.460! &0.183! &0.211! ! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.958! 0.003! 0.351! 0.358! 0.002! 0.018! 0.213! 0.637! 0.585! ! ! ! ! ! !
Z&RT! r! 0.794! &0.273! 0.669! 0.674! 0.728! 0.077! &0.363! 0.573! 0.566! &0.544! ! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.011! 0.478! 0.049! 0.046! 0.026! 0.843! 0.337! 0.107! 0.112! 0.130! ! ! ! ! !
Z&55! r! &0.030! &0.711! &0.070! &0.073! 0.688! 0.467! 0.397! &0.056! 0.010! &0.680! 0.478! ! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.939! 0.032! 0.858! 0.852! 0.040! 0.205! 0.290! 0.886! 0.979! 0.044! 0.193! ! ! ! !
L*! r! 0.153! 0.932! &0.218! &0.211! &0.775! &0.729! &0.557! &0.007! &0.061! 0.908! &0.421! &0.825! ! ! !
! p&value! 0.693! 0.000! 0.573! 0.585! 0.014! 0.026! 0.119! 0.985! 0.876! 0.001! 0.259! 0.006! ! ! !
a*! r! 0.837! 0.172! 0.786! 0.795! 0.394! &0.119! &0.561! 0.685! 0.658! &0.186! 0.696! &0.189! 0.053! ! !
! p&value! 0.005! 0.657! 0.012! 0.010! 0.294! 0.760! 0.116! 0.042! 0.054! 0.632! 0.037! 0.626! 0.892! ! !
b*! r! 0.835! 0.265! 0.748! 0.757! 0.138! &0.356! &0.727! 0.703! 0.699! &0.047! 0.594! &0.328! 0.163! 0.934! !
! p&value! 0.005! 0.491! 0.020! 0.018! 0.723! 0.347! 0.026! 0.035! 0.036! 0.905! 0.092! 0.389! 0.675! 0.000! !
βC! r! 0.708! 0.441! 0.600! 0.608! 0.266! &0.161! &0.492! 0.737! 0.676! 0.001! 0.466! &0.342! 0.293! 0.872! 0.754!






Sample! Temp!(°C)a! L*! a*! b*! %β&Carotene! Droplet!size!(nm)!
OS&WN!
55! 110.2!±!2.6ab! 69.2!±!7.7a! 11.9!±!4.4a! 17.6!±!8.3a! 308.5!±!17.8ab!
RT! 99.9!±!0.9a! 98.7!±!4.2ab! 81.2!±!16.9a! 89.3!±!2.9ab! 361.3!±!18.5a!
OS&WH23!
55! 112.1!±!1.2a! 63.0!±!7.1ab! 9.5!±!3.1ab! 14.0!±!8.9a! 263.6!±!26.4bc!
RT! 99.9!±!0.8a! 97.9!±!1.1ab! 89.6!±!12.1a! 82.7!±!2.5b! 310.6!±!25.5bcd!
OS&WH45!
55! 112.7!±!1.2a! 40.2!±!3.7cde! 5.3!±!2.9bc! 9.0!±!5.2a! 215.6!±!2.7e!
RT! 100.0!±!0.4a! 96.0!±!5.1b! 79.7!±!21.0a! 97.0!±!7.3ab! 217.9!±!3.7e!
OS&MN!
55! 109.0!±!0.2ab! 61.9!±!2.8ab! 11.8!±!3.1a! 11.4!±!6.5a! 609.4!±!391.0a!
RT! 99.0!±!0.8a! 103.6!±!4.4ab! 81.1!±!18.7a! 84.1!±!12.7ab! 353.5!±!19.9abc!
OS&MH23!
55! 110.7!±!1.1ab! 56.5!±!0.0abc! 10.3!±!2.8ab! 8.7!±!6.1a! 392.5!±!140.4ab!
RT! 98.7!±!0.7a! 106.3!±!10.5ab! 84.8!±!15.5a! 81.1!±!5.5b! 359.0!±!25.4ab!
OS&MH45!
55! 110.7!±!1.0ab! 37.4!±!8.4e! 5.3!±!3.0bc! 5.2!±!3.9a! 212.6!±!3.1de!
RT! 99.0!±!0.2a! 104.9!±!6.6ab! 80.8!±!15.7a! 83.7!±!7.6b! 215.4!±!1.3e!
OS&GN!
55! 106.8!±!2.4b! 39.3!±!15.0de! 2.9!±!1.4c! 6.0!±!3.7a! 1142.0!±!1070.6abc!
RT! 99.2!±!1.0a! 110.0!±!9.1a! 76.0!±!14.3a! 115.4!±!36.9a! 341.1!±!44.7abc!
OS&GH23!
55! 107.3!±!1.6b! 55.7!±!5.9abcd! 8.6!±!2.4abc! 8.6!±!6.0a! 597.8!±!327.2bc!
RT! 99.1!±!0.3a! 106.0!±!0.4ab! 80.9!±!22.2a! 102.4!±!2.5ab! 306.0!±!9.5cd!
OS&GH45!
55! 109.0!±!2.8ab! 51.7!±!4.2bcde! 7.2!±!1.1abc! 10.1!±!7.5a! 346.2!±!33.1cd!










Sorghum! and! maize! waxy! starches! were! hydrophobically! modified! with! octenylsuccinic!
anhydride!(OSA)!and!treated!with!enzymes!before!being!used!to!emulsify!βGcarotene!and!oil!
in! water.! Enzyme! treatment! with! βGamylase! resulted! in! emulsions! that! were! broken!
(separated)! earlier! and! suffered! increased! degradation! of!βGcarotene,! whereas! treatment!
with!pullulanase!had! little!effect!on!emulsions.!Combinations!of! surfactants!with!high!and!
low! hydrodynamic! volume! (Vh)! indicated! that! there! is! a! relationship! between! Vh! and!
emulsion!stability.!Degree!of!branching!(DB)!had!little!direct!influence!on!emulsions,!though!
surfactants!with! the!highest!DB!were!poor! emulsifiers! due! to! their! degraded! size.! Results!
indicate!that!Vh!and!branch!length!(including!linear!components)!are!the!primary!influences!
on! octenylsuccinylated! starches! forming! stable! emulsions,! due! to! the! increased! steric!
hindrance! from! short! amphiphilic! branches,! consistent! with! current! understanding! of!
electrosteric! stabilization.! The! success! of!OSAGmodified! sorghum! starch! points! to! possible!
new!products!of!interest!in!arid!climates.!!
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which! is!used!to!create!an!amphiphilic!molecule!with!surfactant!properties.!There! is! some!
uniformity! in! research! done! on! the! optimal! OSA!modification! reaction! conditions! for! the!
many!starches! (Sweedman,!Tizzotti,!Schäfer!&!Gilbert,!2013),!since!the!original!conception!
of! the! process! by! Caldwell! and! Wurzburg! (1953).! This! paper! focuses! on! the! structural!
















Yang,! Yuan,! Gao!&! Zhao,! 2009;!Mao,! Yang,! Xu,! Yuan!&!Gao,! 2010).! In! one! set! of! studies!




in! reports! from!similar! tests!by! the! same!group!a! year! later! (Mao,!Yang,!Xu,! Yuan!&!Gao,!
2010),! returned! a! different! result,! with! OS! starch! comparable! with! T20! at! ~55%,! WPI!
strongly!protective!at!~70%!and!DML!highly!unfavourable!at!~15%.!The!differences!in!these!
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studies!may!perhaps!highlight! the!great! variability! that!occurs! in!emulsion! studies,!due! to!
the!inherent!instability!of!emulsions,!but!it!also!emphasizes!that!changes!in!the!results!can!
come! from! any! number! of! variables.! It! should! be! noted! that! all! these! studies! involved!
accelerated!breakdown!of!the!βGcarotene!(due!to!oxidation!because!of!ambient!air)!in!order!
to! provide! practicable! analysis,! whereas! lower! temperatures! and! the! inclusion! of! antiG
oxidants!would!facilitate!storage!of!commercial!products!containing!these!ingredients.!!
This! chapter! represents! the! first! paper! to! examine! specifically! effects! of! OS! starch’s!
molecular! structure! on! emulsion! stability! and! chemical! stability! of! the! oil! phase,! isolated!
from!other!constitutive!properties! like!amylose!content.!Maintaining!the!oxidative!stability!
of! the! oils! suspended! in! emulsion! systems! is! important! for! human! consumables! both! for!
quality!assurance!and!because!the!breakdown!products!of!lipid!oxidation!like!aldehydes!and!
ketones! (Mordi,! 1993)! may! be! harmful! to! humans! in! higher! doses! (Siems! et! al.,! 2005).!
Oxidation! of! lipidGsoluble! compounds! other! than! βGcarotene! have! been! investigated!
previously! (Scheffler,! Wang,! Huang,! SanGMartin! Gonzalez! &! Yao,! 2010).! The! lastGnamed!
study! found! the! addition! of! εGpolylysine! improved! the! stability! of! lipids! in! emulsions!
stabilised!by!highly!branched!OS!phytoglycogen;!another!attested!to!the!superior!surfactant!
ability! of! OS! phytoglycogen! over! OS! amylopectin! (Scheffler,! Huang,! Bi! &! Yao,! 2010).!
Nevertheless,! phytoglycogen! is! unlikely! to! supersede! amylopectin! as! the! most! popular!
substrate! for! industrial! OS! polysaccharides,! due! to! the! substantial! difference! in! their!
availabilities.! What! these! studies! do! emphasize! is! that! more! highly! branched! parent!
polysaccharides! are! generally! superior! to! less! branched! ones,! which! is! consistent! with!
research! on! amylose! content! (Song,! Zhao,! Li,! Fu! &! Dong,! 2013)! and! industry! (empirical)!
preferences! in! this! field.! The! fundamental! reason! for! this! is! that! more! highly! branched!
waterGsoluble!moieties!in!a!surfactant!are!less!compressible!if!highly!branched,!which,!by!the!




different!distributions!can!have! the!same!DB!but! subtleties!of! structureGproperty! relations!




achieved!by! taking! samples!of! specific,! known!and! consistent! architecture,! and! subjecting!




Waxy! sorghum! grains! (A1*F_B004215)! were! gifts! from! the! Queensland! Department! of!
Agriculture,!Fisheries!and!Forestry!(DAFF).!Mazaca!waxy!maize!was!purchased!from!Penford!
(Tamworth,! NSW,! Australia)! and! used! as! received.! Hydrochloric! acid! (37%,! analytical!
reagent)! was! from! Lab! Scan! Analytical! Sciences! (Patumwan,! Bangkok,! Thailand).! Pyrene!
(Sublimed,! 99%),!βGcarotene! (Type! I,! synthetic! >! 93%,! C9750),! sodium! hydroxide! (reagent!
grade,! ≥98%,! pellets,! anhydrous),! OSA! (97%! mixture! of! cis! and! trans," 416487,! Batch! #:!
06515DA),!βGamylase!(Type!IIGB,!from!barley),!protease!from!Streptomyces"griseus"(P5147),!
LiBr! (Reagent! Plus,! ≥! 99%),! DMSOGd6" (99.5%! atom! D)! and! TFA6d1! (99%! atom! D)! were!
purchased! from!Sigma!Aldrich! (Castle!Hill,!NSW,!Australia)!and!used!as! received.!All!water!
was!MilliGQ™!ultraGpure!deionised!with!a!resistivity!of!18.2!μS!cm–1.!DMSO!(GR!for!analysis!
ACS),!methanol,! ethanol! and! isopropanol!were!purchased! from!Merck!&!Co.,! Inc.! (Kilsyth,!




Waxy! sorghum! grain!was!wetGmilled! as! described! previously! (Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Tizzotti,!
Schäfer!&!Gilbert,!2013).!To! loosen!protein!structures,!grain!(1!kg)!was!washed!thoroughly!
with!water!and!soaked!overnight!in!sodium!bisulfite!solution!(9!g!L–1).!This!was!blended!and!
passed! through!a!150!μm! sieve.! Permeate! slurry!was!washed! three! times!with!water! and!
subsequent!centrifugation!(3000"g,!3!min),!then!treated!with!protease!for!1.5!h,!cleaned!and!
dried! as! described! in! Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Tizzotti,! Schäfer! and! Gilbert! (2013).! A! crude!
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and! 3.14!wt%,!which! given! a! conversion! factor! of! 5.65! (Mosse,! 1990)! equates! to! a! crude!
protein!content!of!1.75!and!17.74!wt%,!respectively.!!
6.2.2.2. Acid"hydrolysis"in"alcohol""






to! sit! at! room! temperature! with! gentle! stirring! for! 5! d.! Upon! completion,! starch! was!





Chen,! 2006).! OSA! (4.5! g)! was! dissolved! in! ethanol! (22.5! g),! as! this! ratio! has! been! found!
optimal!for!other!starches!(Shi!&!He,!2012).!Starch!(150!g)!was!suspended!in!water!(450!mL)!
at!35!°C.!The!pH!was!continually!adjusted!to!8.5!with!0.2!M!NaOH!for!3!h!as!the!OSA!mixture!





two!using! the!derivative!of!waxy! sorghum!starch! (WS!and!SP).! Starches!were!dispersed! in!
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water!and!dissolved!in!boiling!water!bath!for!20!min.!After!cooling!to!40!°C,!sodium!acetate!
buffer! was! added! for! a! final! starch! concentration! of! 10! g! L–1! in! a! 0.05! M,! pH! 5! buffer!
solution,! except! for! sample! SP,! which! used! 8! g! L–1! OS! waxy! sorghum! starch,! with! an!
additional! 3! g! L–1! csp! (later!measurements! of! CAC! give! the! actual! starch! content).! Three!
formulations! using! waxy! maize! were! given! βGamylase! at! 10! mg! L–1,! resulting! in! partial!
hydrolysis! according! to! methods! developed! in! Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Tizzotti,! Schäfer! and!
Gilbert! (2013)! and! another! (PULL)! was! given! pullulanase! at! 1.5! mL! L–1.! These! four!
formulations!were!kept!at!40!°C! for!10! (Bam1)!and!30! (Bam2,! in!duplicate),!and!40! (PULL)!
minutes,! respectively,! before! being! stopped! in! the! following! manner.! All! samples! were!
subject!to!the!enzymeGstopping!procedure!regardless!of!whether!or!not!they!were!treated!
with! enzyme.! Samples! were! acidified! with! 15! mL! 3!M! HCl! for! one! minute,! before! being!
returned!to!pH!5!with!15!mL!3!M!NaOH,!and!then!further!adjusted!to!pH!7!before!boiling!
again!for!20!min.!To!prepare!combined!samples!M2:B1!and!M1:B2,!replicates!of!waxy!maize!
(WM)!and!βGamylase! treated!waxy!maize! (Bam2)! formulations!were!used! in! the! ratios!2:1!




Emulsions! of! βGcarotene! in! canola! oil! in! water! were! prepared! from! the! starch! solutions!
according! to! methods! published! elsewhere! (Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Schaefer! &! Gilbert,!











Samples! were! prepared! and! 1HGNMR! spectra! were! obtained! using! methods! previously!
described!in!5.2.5.!!
6.2.3.3. Isolation"of"starch"from"emulsions"
Starch! was! isolated! from! emulsions! by! first! combining! a! 1:3:3! mixture! of!
emulsion:ethanol:hexane,! followed! by! 6! or! more! sequential! washes! with!
water:ethanol:hexane!in!the!same!ratio!(until!a!white!pellet!is!retained),!based!on!Mao,!Xu,!
Yang,! Yuan,! Gao! and! Zhao! (2009).! Separation! at! each! stage! was! facilitated! by! thorough!









lyophilization! to! remove! water! from! the! dissolved! surfactant,! and! dissolution! in! half! the!
original!volume!of!water.!Samples!were!allowed!to!cool,!and!then!pyrene! in!ethanol! (40.5!
mg!L–1)!was!added!to!a! final!pyrene!concentration!of!1!×!10–6!M.!After!storing! in! the!dark!
overnight,!these!samples!were!analysed!in!a!quartz!cuvette!at!room!temperature!(23!±!2!°C)!
using! a! RF–5301! PC! spectrofluorophotometer! (Shimadzu).! The! emission! wavelength! and!







The! colour! of! intact! emulsions! was! determined! using! a! ChromaMeter! CRG400! (Konica!
Minolta! Sensing,! Japan)! calibrated! with! standard! white! tile! and! using! an! average! from! 3!
measurements.! Colour! evaluation! used! the! L*! (overall! lightness),! a*! (redness! and!
greenness),!b*!(yellowness!and!blueness)!scale.!Analysis!used!10!mL!samples!stored!at!55!°C!
in!15!mL! tubes,! taking!5!ml!of!emulsion! for!each!analysis! in!a!6!mL!glass!beaker,! shielded!
from!ambient!light,!with!a!sample!depth!of!17!mm.!!
Residual!βGcarotene!was!determined!using!the!method!in!Sweedman,!Hasjim,!Schaefer!and!




used! for! sample!preparation.!Samples!were!analyzed! in! triplicate!by!PharmaSpec!UVG1700!
Spectrophotometer! (Shimadzu)! at! a!wavelength!of!453!nm! in!4!ml!PMMA!cuvettes! (www!
LabcoGonline.com).!!
6.2.4.3. Determination"of"droplet"size""






Before! the! addition! of! oil! and! βGcarotene,! each! starch! treatment! was! measured! to!
determine!!%T!using!a!the!same!spectrophotometer!as!used!elsewhere,!at!a!wavelength!of!











Acid! hydrolysis! of! granular! starch! is! understood! to! affect! αG(1⟶6)! linkages! to! a! greater!
extent! than! αG(1⟶4),! an! effect! that! is! reversed!when! the! starch! is! gelatinised! (Bertolini,!
2010).!After!acid!hydrolysis!and!OSA!modification,!the!DS!and!DB,!respectively,!were!0.0219!




Figure$ 6.1.$ SEC$ weight$
distributions$ (arbitrary$ units)$
of$ starches;$ A,$ before;$ and$ B,$
after$ preparation$ (post#HPH).$
In$ panel$ A:$ m0,$ native$ waxy$
maize;$ m1,$ acid$ hydrolyzed$
waxy$ maize;$ m2,$ OS$ acid$
hydrolyzed$ waxy$ maize;$ s0,$
waxy$ sorghum;$ s1,$ acid$
hydrolyzed$waxy$sorghum;$s2,$






molecules,! as! this! study! is! most! concerned! with! highly! degraded! starches! (Vilaplana! &!
Gilbert,! 2010a).! The!effects!of! acid!hydrolysis! and!OSA!modification! can!be! seen! in! Figure!
6.1A,! and! reflect! the! inferences! of! a! poster! presented!previously! (Appendix!A).!While! the!
method!of!OSA!modification! is!chosen!to!minimise!starch!damage,! it!does!produce!minor,!
inconsistent!degradation!(Sweedman,!Hasjim,!Tizzotti,!Schäfer!&!Gilbert,!2013;!Sweedman,!
Tizzotti,! Schäfer! &! Gilbert,! 2013;! Tizzotti,! Sweedman,! Schäfer! &! Gilbert,! 2013).!While! the!
native!structures!of!the!two!starches!appear!similar!(peak!Rh!~!300!–!400!nm,!Figure!6.1A,!
m0!and!s0),!the!waxy!maize!starch!suffered!greater!degradation!as!a!result!of!acid!hydrolysis!
(Figure! 6.1A,! m0⟶m1)! than! did! sorghum! (Figure! 6.1A,! s0⟶s1).! The! acid! hydrolysis! of!
sorghum! resulted! in! an! apparent! increase! in!weight! distribution,!which!was! probably! the!
result!of!a!smaller!molecules!being!selectively!removed!during!the!methods!required!for!acid!
hydrolysis.!On!the!other!hand,! the!waxy!sorghum!alone!suffered!some!degradation!during!
OSA!modification! (Figure! 6.1A,! s1⟶s2),! which! had! the! effect! of! bringing! the! peak! Rh! to!





ination$ of$ M$ and$ Bam2$





residual$ (%)$ ($ $,$ 1;$
$,$ 2;$ and$ ,$ 4$ d$
after$ storage$ at$ 55$ °C;$





treatments! and! HPH,! all!
samples! were! degraded!
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in! size! (Figure! 6.1B),!whether! it!was! a! result! of! the! preGHPH! treatments,! or! due! to! shear!
scission! during! HPH.! The! HPH! degradation! of! OS! starches! of! various! structures! has! been!
examined! in! (Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Schaefer! &! Gilbert,! submitted),! and! these! results! have!
been! used! in! the! current! study.! The! acid! hydrolysis! chosen! for! this! study! resulted! in!
populations! of! molecules! above! the! maximum! size! to! which! HPH! degrades! under! the!
conditions!used.!As!expected,!the!SEC!weight!distributions!of!sorghum!samples!were!similar!
regardless! of! the! original! protein! content.! As! a! result,!WM,! SP! and!WS! have! very! similar!




after! removal! from! the! main! molecules! by! pullulanase,! while! the! main! peak! at! 12! nm!
represents!the!remaining!highly!branched!components.!This!is!consistent!with!the!longGheld!
understanding! that! pullulanase! acts! on! terminal! (linear)! branches! (Bender! &! Wallenfels,!
1966;!Manners,! 1997).! Both! Bam1! and! Bam2! have! successively! smaller! peak!Rh,! which! is!














Figure$ 6.3.$ NMR$ spectra$ in$




targets! αG(1⟶4)! linkages! from!
the! nonGreducing! end! of! the!
starch! molecule! (Bernfeld,!
1955),! its! action! results! in!
significantly! increased! DB!
(Table!6.1),! though! it!may!be!that!many!of!these!branch!points!where!βGamylase!halts!are!
little!more! than!one!or! two!monomers,!meaning! the!structural! impact!of! such!a!branch! is!
limited.! The! results! from!NMR! (Table! 6.1;! Figure! 6.3)! indicate! that! DS! and!DB! have! been!
predictably!affected!by!enzyme!treatments.!The!highest!DB!occurred!in!Bam2!(7.45%),!which!
was!the!most!significantly!affected!by!βGamylase.!Bam1!was!the!second!highest!(4.80%),!but!
still! significantly! lower! DB! than! Bam2,! whereas! PULL! had! the! lowest! DB! of! all! (1.81%).!
Measurements!of!DS!were!not!significantly!varied!between!samples,!so!that!differences! in!
DS! can!be!excluded!as! contributing! to! the! results! in! these!experiments.! In! the! samples!of!




Sample! Peak!Rh! DB!(%)! DS! Paste!Clarity!(%T)! CAC!(g!L
G1)!
WM! 23.17!±!5.21ab! 2.53!±!0.95d! 0.0190!±!0.0068a! 94.1!±!0.7c! 0.76!(r2!=0.93)!
M2:B1! 20.92!±!0.97ab! 3.57!±!2.75c! 0.0187!±!0.0299a! 97.6!±!0.3a! 0.79!(r2!=0.86)!
M1:B2! 23.77!±!4.24ab! 4.46!±!2.00b! 0.0171!±!0.0084a! 98.1!±!0.1a! 0.80!(r2!=0.92)!
Bam2! 5.07!±!0.13c! 7.45!±!0.46a! 0.0211!±!0.0109a! 95.5!±!0.6b! 0.81!(r2!=0.90)!
Bam1! 8.13!±!0.34c! 4.80!±!0.97b! 0.0197!±!0.0056a! 95.8!±!0.2b! 0.79!(r2!=0.92)!
PULL! 16.56!±!1.80b! 1.81!±!0.24e! 0.0167!±!0.0050a! 89.8!±!0.4d! 0.77!(r2!=0.74)!
WS! 25.83!±!5.46a! 2.48!±!0.57d! 0.0197!±!0.0100a! 64.2!±!0.3e! 0.72!(r2!=0.94)!







the!oilGwater! interface),!as!well!as! the!rigidity!of! the!molecules,!determines! its!capacity! to!
fully! conform! to! the! surface! of! droplets.! Prochaska,! Kedziora,! Le! Thanh! and! Lewandowicz!









is$ determined$ from$ the$
intercept$ of$ two$ linear$




The! CACs! of! all! samples!
(Table! 6.1)! were!
determined! from! concentration! plots! (Figure! 6.4).! The! sample! SP! had! the! lowest! CAC,!
followed!closely!by!WS.!The!samples!WM!and!PULL!were!closely!matched,!and!there!was!a!
distinct!increase!in!the!CAC!with!βGamylolysis,!though!the!increase!was!not!proportional!to!




lower.! These! results! are! consistent!with! expectations! from! the!way! in!which! electrosteric!
stabilisers!act,!as!discussed!in!the!Introduction.!
Varona,!Martin!and!Cocero!(2009)!found!CACs!(called!“critical!micelle!concentration”!(CMC)!





Comparisons! between! the! samples! used! in! this! study! show! surprisingly! little! disparity!
between! the! highest! and! lowest! CACs,! considering! that! two! of! the! starches! resulted! in!
emulsions! that! broke! very! quickly.! Bam2! had! the! highest! CAC! of! all! (0.81! g! L–1),! and! its!
combinations!with!WM!(CAC!=!0.76!g!L–1)!decreased!in!CAC!proportionally,!consistent!with!
relationships!established!in!Tizzotti,!Sweedman,!Schäfer!and!Gilbert!(2013).!The!lowest!CAC!





in! an! overall! gain! or! loss! of! amphiphilic! properties.! As! PULL! contained! two! distinct! size!
populations! of!molecules! (Figure! 6.1B),! one!of!which!was! similar! to!WM,! the!other!much!
smaller,! and! presumably! mostly! linear,! one! might! expect! the! influence! of! the! larger!
population!to!be!diminished!by!the!smaller!population,!as!is!seen!in!the!mixtures!of!WM!and!
Bam2.! As! this! is! not! the! case,!we! conclude! that! the! population! of! smaller!molecules! also!
plays!an!equally!important!role!in!aggregation,!and!that!their!diminished!DB!does!not!affect!
the! aggregation! of! the! population! of! larger! molecules.! While! it! is! possible! that! the! size!
difference! affects! kinetic! factors! of! the! aggregation! process,! there! is! no! reason! given! in!
literature!why!it!should!affect!the!CAC.!!
 Degradation! of! βG6.3.3.
carotene!
Figure$ 6.5.$ Relationship$
between$ DB$ of$ surfactant$ and$
droplet$ size$ in$ emulsion$ at$ day$




the! results! across! all! samples! demonstrated! no! significant! differences.! These! results! are!
consistent! with! results! reported! previously! (Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Schaefer! &! Gilbert,!
submitted).!Mao,!Yang,!Xu,!Yuan!and!Gao!(2010)!investigated!the!effect!of!HPH!on!droplet!
size! in! nanoemulsions! containing!βGcarotene,! and! found! that! higher! pressures! resulted! in!
higher! temperatures! and! smaller! droplet! size,! as! reported! previously.! In! the! same! study,!
they!determined!the!effects!of!surfactant!(including!one!OS!starch)!on!the!degradation!of!βG




In! the! current! study,! the! initial!
uptake!of!βGcarotene!in!emulsions!was!
recorded! (Figure! 6.6)! and! subsequent!
measurements! were! taken! as! a!
percentage!of!these!initial!values.!As!in!
chapter! 5,! the! content! of! βGcarotene!
used!was!less!than!in!similar!studies!(Mao!et!al.,!2009),!but!still!resulted!in!strongly!detected!
colouration.! The! colour! loss! of! bulk! emulsions!was! particularly! fast,! as! indicated! in! Figure!
6.7,!and!despite!the!relatively!slow!breakdown!of!actual!βGcarotene!content.!Experimental!
design!meant!that!all!emulsions!were!saturated!with!oil!phase!to!give!distinctions!based!on!
upper! limits! of! the! various! surfactants’! capabilities.! For! each! preparation,! the! total! βG
carotene! concentration!was! around!200!mg! L–1,! and! after!HPH! the! suspended!βGcarotene!
was!between!80!and!130!mg!L–1.!Loss!of!βGcarotene!at!this!stage!in!processing!is!through!the!
unstabilised!oil!phase!(which!floats!to!the!top!of!emulsions)!and!heat!damage!during!HPH;!
only! the! former!of! these! is! likely! to!be! significantly!different!between!samples.!Bam2!and!
PULL!showed!the!lowest!uptake!of!oil!(~80!mg!L–1),!with!Bam1!only!slightly!higher!(~90!mg!L–
1).! In!the!case!of!the!βGamylase!treated!samples,! the! low!oil!uptake!can!be!attributed!to!a!
lower!total!mass!of!amphiphilic!polymer!in!the!solution,!since!the!maltose!released!during!βG




Figure$ 6.7.$ Colorimetry$ of$
intact$ emulsions$ during$
storage$at$55$ °C:$ ,$WM;$
$,$ M2:B1;$ ,$ M1:B2;$
$,$ Bam2;$ $,$ Bam1;$
,$PULL;$ ,$WS;$ ,$
SP.!
Figure$ 6.8.$ Residual$ β#
carotene$ content$ over$ 13$ d$
at$at$55$°C:$ ,$WM;$ $
,$ M2:B1;$ ,$ M1:B2;$ $
,$ Bam2;$ $,$ Bam1;$ ,$
PULL;$ ,$WS;$ ,$SP.$
The! degradation! of! βG
carotene! in! emulsions! was!
recorded! over! 13! d,! and!
showed! greater! degradation!
than! previously! reported;!
however,! these! results! are!
more!similar!to!those!of!Mao,!
Xu,!Yang,!Yuan,!Gao!and!Zhao! (2009)!
than! Mao,! Yang,! Xu,! Yuan! and! Gao!
(2010)! (Figure! 6.8),! between! which!
there! is! some! disagreement.! The!
relationship!between!degradation!and!
time! in! this! study! is! also! more!
logarithmic! than! the! linear! results!
presented!in!the!two!Mao!papers.!It!is!
notable! that! one! sample! (WM)! for!
this! study! was! prepared! by! an! equivalent! method! to! one! used! in! Sweedman,! Hasjim,!
Schaefer!and!Gilbert!(submitted)!(“WH23”).!The!greater!degradation!is!likely!the!result!of!the!
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presence!of! salts!within! the!buffer!of! the!continuous!phase,! that!being! the!key!difference!
between! the! two! methodologies.! We! excluded! the! number! of! cycles! as! a! cause! of! this!
difference,! as! any! effect! from! a! change! of! HPH! parameters! would! be! noticeable! as! a!
difference! in! droplet! size! and! the! temperature! reached! during! HPH.! This! presents! a!
challenge,!as!Qian,!Decker,!Xiao!and!McClements!(2012)!recently!found!that! ionic!strength!
does!not!affect!the!degradation!of!βGcarotene!to!any!significant!extent.!Salts!are!well!known!
to! destabilise! emulsions! (Klaus,! Tiddy,! Solans,! Harrar,! Touraud!&! Kunz,! 2012),! particularly!
where!the!stabiliser!has!an!electrostatic!component;!however,!in!the!case!of!electrosteric!OS!
starch,! the! primary! stabilization! mechanism! is! accepted! to! be! steric! (Tesch,! Gerhards! &!
Schubert,!2002).!!
Figure$ 6.9.$ Residual$ β#
carotene$ in$ emulsions$ after$
storage$ for$ 13$ d$ at$ room$
temp$(left$columns)$and$at$4$
°C$ (right$ columns)$ as$ %$ of$
initial$levels.$
By! 13! d,! all! samples! were!
almost! completely! depleted!
of! βGcarotene.! However,! at!
earlier! times,! where! the!
difference! between! samples!
is!greater,!there!was!faster!degradation!at!the!higher!levels!of!hydrolysis!resulting!from!the!
βGamylase! treatment.! The! sample!WS!was! again! comparable!with!WM!and!PULL,! and! the!
presence!of!protein!in!SP!resulted!in!negligible!decrease!in!βGcarotene!residue!compared!to!




in! βGcarotene! content! was! in! Bam2,! and! to! a! lesser! extent! Bam1.! Once! again! there! is!
negligible! difference! between! WM,! WS! and! SP;! however,! PULL! actually! showed!
insignificantly! superior! βGcarotene! protective! qualities,! which! is! interesting! as! the! size!
distribution! (Figure! 6.1B)! is! significantly! decreased! from! its! parent! (WM).! Pullulanase!
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treatment!has!resulted!in!a!significant!decrease!in!DB!from!2.4!to!1.8%!(Table!6.1),!and!the!
development! of! a! significant! population! of! smaller! molecules.! This! is! apparently! in!
contradiction!to!the!notion!that!stability!of!the!emulsion!relies!on!the!highly!rigid,!densely!
branched!structures!alone.!Considering!that!the!emulsion!containing!PULL!showed!an!initial!
βGcarotene! content! of! only! slightly! more! than! ¾! that! of! WM,! it! is! possible! that! the!
similarities!in!residual!βGcarotene!content!are!indicative!of!similar!structure!of!the!surfactive!
components!in!the!larger!peak!of!PULL’s!weight!distribution,!which!may!imply!that!the!linear!
components!played! little! role! in! stabilizing! the!emulsion.!However,!when!we!compare! the!









important! than! macromolecular! architecture,! branch! length! and! overall! size! (Rh).! These!
results! indicate! that! the! effect! of! botanical! origin! between! sorghum! and!maize! is! largely!
inconsequential!per"se!for!emulsion!properties,!as!is!DB!directly.!This!finding!regarding!DB!is!
a! refinement! on! our! previous!work! Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Schaefer! and!Gilbert! (submitted),!
wherein! the! difference! in! DB! was! the! result! of! differing! amylose:amylopectin! contents,!
rather! than!direct! enzymatic! alteration!of! the!DB.! The! conclusion! from! this! information! is!
that! other! aspects! of! branching! structure! are! influential,! most! importantly! the! length! of!




actively! capable! of! preventing! physical! contact! between! oil! droplets! (Napper,! 1983),! thus!
preventing!coalescence!and!the!separation!of!oil!and!water!phases.!This!steric!hindrance!is!
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more! effective! when! the! bulk! of! polymer! surfactants! lie! on! the! convex! side! of! curved!
interfaces! (i.e.! outside! the! oil! droplets),! as! is! the! case!with!OS! starches! (Dickinson,! 2009)!!
Within!24!h!of! forming! the!emulsions! in! this! study,!Bam1!and!Bam2!emulsions!were!both!
observed!to!break,!regardless!of!storage!conditions;!however,!all!other!emulsions!appeared!
to! remain! intact! for! the!duration!of! the!experiment!20!d.!Droplet! size! (Figure!6.10)! is! the!
best!objective! indicator!of! the!physical! stability!of! the!emulsions!used! in! this! study! (given!
that! the! emulsification! conditions! were! the! same).! Contrasted! with! Sweedman,! Hasjim,!
Schaefer! and! Gilbert! (submitted),! the! emulsions! stored! under! warm! conditions! (55! °C)!
showed! no! greater! signs! of! instability! than! those! stored! at! room! temperature.! Only! one!
sample! (Bam1)! showed! significant! change!between!warm!and! room! temperature! storage,!




correlation! with! DB! (p! <! 0.005,! R2! =! 0.91! and! 0.93,! respectively,! Figure! 6.11,! Table! 6.2)!
meaning! droplets! were! actually! larger! in! emulsions! containing! OS! starches! of! higher! DB!
immediately! after! HPH.! The! size! of! the! stabilised! droplet! would! be! the! radius! of! the! oil!
droplet,! plus! the! thickness! of! any! surfactant! layer.! Unfortunately! the! surfactant! layer!
thickness!is!difficult!to!determine,!though!the!peak!Rh!of!the!surfactant!molecules!is!up!to!20!
nm! under! fully! dispersed! conditions! the! molecules! are! likely! more! compacted! at! the!
interface,! though! it! is! not! limited! to! a! single! layer! (theoretical! maximum! at! a! single! Rh!
equivalent)!of!the!starch!surfactant.!Densely!branched!molecules!(higher!DB)!generally!have!
greater! rigidity! and!will! probably! contribute! to! an! increase! in! droplet! size! by! providing! a!











Rh! DB! DS! Z1! Z2! !%T! BC0! BC1! BC2! BC3!
DB! r! G0.705! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.051! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
DS! r! G0.397! 0.507! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.330! 0.200! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Z1! r! G0.497! 0.904! 0.445! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.210! 0.002! 0.270! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Z2! r! G0.514! 0.937! 0.495! 0.975!
! ! ! ! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.192! 0.001! 0.213! 0.000! ! ! ! ! ! !
!%T! r! G0.661! 0.362! 0.776! G0.592! 0.274!
! ! ! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.074! 0.378! 0.024! 0.122! 0.512! ! ! ! ! !
BC0!! r! 0.555! G0.550! G0.439! 0.256! G0.647! G0.583!
! ! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.154! 0.158! 0.277! 0.541! 0.083! 0.129! ! ! ! !
BC1! r! 0.547! G0.721! G0.194! G0.598! G0.552! G0.092! G0.104!
! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.160! 0.043! 0.645! 0.117! 0.156! 0.829! 0.807! ! ! !
BC2! r! G0.399! G0.026! G0.413! G0.256! G0.225! 0.137! G0.068! G0.084! ! !
$ pGvalue! 0.328! 0.952! 0.309! 0.541! 0.591! 0.746! 0.873! 0.844! ! !
BC3! r! 0.112! G0.656! G0.285! G0.551! G0.607! G0.013! 0.064! 0.585! G0.027! !
$ pGvalue! 0.791! 0.077! 0.494! 0.157! 0.110! 0.975! 0.880! 0.128! 0.949! !
CAC! r! G0.065! 0.549! 0.569! 0.681! 0.734! 0.348! G0.650! G0.042! G0.297! G0.586!








an! insignificant! margin,! and! was! comparable! in! droplet! size! to! emulsions! with! WM,!
debranched!waxy!maize!PULL!and!SP.!Higher!proportions!of!WM!to!Bam2!led!to!decreasing!
droplet!size!in!the!sequence,!Bam2>M1:B2>M2:B1>WM.!Song,!Zhao,!Li,!Fu!and!Dong!(2013)!
investigated! the! oil! droplets! in! emulsions! stabilised! by! four! OS! starches! of! differing!
amylopectin!contents,!and!reported!less!dispersity!in!droplet!size,!and!smaller!droplets.!This!
was!supported!by!finding!positive!effects!of!higher!amylopectin!content!in!a!recent!study!by!
Sweedman,! Hasjim,! Schaefer! and! Gilbert! (submitted).! Keeping! in!mind! that! the! emulsion!
containing!Bam2!broke!after!24!h,!whether!hot!or!cold,!it!is!not!surprising!that!that!sample!





In! this! study,! only! waxy! starches! were! chosen,! so! the! considerable! differences! between!




considering!starches! in!general,! the!relationship!between!DB!and!average!branch! length! is!
almost! a! natural! assumption,! but! in! the! case! of! samples! like! PULL,! where! there! is! an!
artificially!high!number!of!short,!linear!pieces!of!OS!starch!in!the!sample,!the!measurable!DB!
is! diminished,!whereas! the! average! branch! length! bears!more! resemblance! to! the! parent!
amylopectin!than!to!amylose!of!a!similar!DB.!As!such,!the!present!results!indicate!that!short!
linear! components! are! probably! just! as! effective! as! branched! molecules! in! stabilizing!





there! is! evidence! that! supports! linear! molecules! over! branched! ones,! at! least! when!
concerned!with!the!hydrophobic!region!(Varadaraj,!Bock,!Valint! Jr,!Zushma!&!Brons,!1990;!
Wormuth!&! Zushma,! 1991).! Varadaraj,! Bock,! Valint! Jr,! Zushma! and!Brons! (1990)! ascribed!
lower! foam! stability! to! weaker! intermolecular! cohesive! forces! in! branched! hydrophobes!
than!straight!chain!ones;!whereas!Wormuth!and!Zushma!(1991)!found!linear!surfactants!to!
stabilise!equal!parts!of!oil!in!water!more!efficiently!than!branched!ones,!an!effect!that!was!




This! advantage! in! pullulanase! debranched!molecules! appears! to! be! enough! to! counteract!
any! disadvantage! as! the! result! of! a! loss! of! rigidity! compared! to! the! original! molecules.!
Nilsson,! Leeman,!Wahlund! and! Bergenståhl! (2007)! reported! that! higher!molecular!weight!
polymers! adsorb! preferentially! to! the! oilGwater! interface! over! their! low!molecular!weight!
counterparts,! meaning! PULL! might! be! expected! not! to! perform! well! considering! its! high!
content! of! smaller!molecules;! however,! Nilsson! and! Bergenstahl! (2006)! also! reported! the!
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role!of!kinetic!factors!in!the!colonization!of!oil!droplets!by!surfactants,!which!may!represent!
another! advantage! for! smaller,! more! mobile! molecules! in! the! early! stages! of! emulsion!
formation.!!
6.4. Conclusions$
OSA! modified! starches! of! different! structures! resulting! from! enzyme! treatments! and!
different! botanical! origins! have! been! tested! for! their! capacity! to!maintain! emulsions,! and!
protect!βGcarotene! in!the!oil!phase!against!chemical!stress.! In!all! tests,!samples!containing!
larger! molecules! performed! better! in! both! emulsion! stability! and! protection! of! the! βG
carotene!from!chemical!stress,!with!waxy!maize!starch!performing!best!overall,!though!both!
waxy!sorghum!tests!showed!very!low!CACs,!perhaps!influenced!by!residual!protein.!As!well!
as! average! degree! of! branching,! molecular! size! and! branchGlength! fine! structure! are!
important! in! emulsification! and! protection! against! oxidation.! Thus! the! common! use! of!
average!branch!length!can!be!a!misleading!criterion!for!selection!of!emulsifier.!
Waxy! sorghum! starch! has! similar! properties! to!waxy!maize,! though! the! presence! of! high!
amounts! of! protein! in! the! grain! leads! to! either! greater! purification! requirements! or!
alternatively!lower!paste!clarity.!!
Comparisons! between! sorghum! starch! derivatives!with! and!without! added! proteins! show!
little! difference! their! emulsion! properties,! which! indicates! modified! starch! from! waxy!
sorghum!is!of!potential!economic!value,!due!to!the!plant’s!resistance!to!drought!and!climate!
change.! Overall,! molecular! size! and! branch! length! seem! to! be! the! greatest! contributing!

















There!was! also! no! preGexisting! link! between! CAC! and!molecular! size! or! DB,! and! no! clear!






at! least! 2.2%!TFAGd1,"as!has!been!published!and! improved!upon!during! the! course!of! this!
thesis.!The!original!publication!reported!using!a!higher!temperature!and!more!scans,!which!
resulted! in! good! values! but! due! to! the! presence! of! TFAGd1! occasionally! suffered! some!
instability! in! the! double! bond!of! the! octenyl! group! in!OSA,! thus! resulting! in! experimental!
errors! under! some! conditions.! These! modifications! have! been! corrected! in! subsequent!
reporting! of! the!method.! The! CAC! is! distinct! from! the! critical!micelle! concentration! often!
used! to! characterise! small! molecule! surfactants,! in! that! the! heterogeneous! nature! of! OS!
starch!molecules!means!aggregates!are! formed!asymetrically,!and!may!continuously! layer.!
The!method!for!determining!the!CAC!of!OS!starch!solutions!uses!pyrene!fluorescence!G!which!
changes! with! the! solvent! state! of! pyrene! G! and! can! be! adapted! for! other! polymeric!
surfactants.! All! OS! starches! appear! to! have! low! CACs! indicating! a! good! tendency! for!











the! DB! of! amylopectin! molecules! by! shortening! terminal! branches! with! βGamylase! has! a!
detrimental!effect!on!emulsion!stability,!while! lowering! the!DB!does!not! show!the! inverse!
effect.!The!results!of!these!tests!indicate!that!samples!containing!many!short!branches!from!
amylopectin!are!more!stable!than!those!containing!longer!amylose!chains,!regardless!of!the!
overall!DB!of! the! solution.! This! indicates! that! short,! linear! components! play! an! important!
role!in!emulsion!stability,!while!the!presence!of!branch!points!on!every!molecule!in!a!sample!





Taken! together,! the! importance! of! large,! shortGbranched! molecules! and! smaller! linear!
components!points!towards!a!theory!for!emulsion!stabilisation!by!heterogeneous,!branched!
amphiphilic! molecules.! Larger! components! provide! rigidity! and! steric! hindrance,! while!
smaller! components! “plug”! the! holes! inevitably! left! behind.! We! know! that! for! linear!
hydrophobically!modified!molecules,!DS!has!a!maximum!value!after!which!emulsion!stability!
decreases.! It! is!not! clear! if! the! same! relationship!exists! in!OS! starches,!but! it! is! likely! that!
there!is!some!relationship,!which!is!worthy!of!further!investigation.!As!a!result!of!this!thesis,!
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Fig 2: Experiments were performed in various solvent conditions 
according to the key (inset) using a standard procedure with 3 
alternative treatments. Standards were at ambient temperature 
(~21°C), 0.037% HCl, 25% (w/v) starch. All reactions were allowed 
to exhaust and stopped at 72 hours. 
With special thanks to:  
Acid hydrolysis is performed on granular starch, meaning aqueous reactants access primarily 
the amorphous domains and amorphous lamellae (light blue). The small amount of acid present 
is concentrated into amorphous regions, while different  alcohols offer different levels of protec-
tion in the hydrolysis process, due to their characteristic affinities with the starch substrate.   
Fig 1: Structural levels 














Starch is a highly branched polymer of α-D-glucose, and is ubiquitous in nature as the central energy storage 
molecule for all plants. Being readily available and edible makes it an ideal substrate for a wide range of 
modifications to produce functional polymers for food and topical treatments. Structural aspects of underlying 
starch are known to effect the function of various modified products, regardless of the nature of the modifica-
tion. The complexity of this structure raises the need for model “backbones” in the development of theoretical 
understandings of modified product. 
Previous alcohol hydrolysis methodologies have measured their effects with average 
measurements of the degree of polymerisation (Robyt et al. 1996). Our analysis by 
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is able to identify in greater detail the distribu-
tion of sizes within whole populations of molecules (Vilaplana and Gilbert 2010) 
!! u!
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The influence of hydrophobic modification on the structural alteration of granular 
branched polysaccharides by β-amylase enzyme treatment.   
 
Michael Sweedman, Morgan Tizzotti, Robert Gilbert 
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Food Innovation, Brisbane 
 
 
Highly branched polysaccharides are routinely modified to create functional products for consumption 
as food ingredient and applications in the materials industry. Their biological origins mean great 
opportunity for structural control by the use of highly specialised enzymes. Working with the 
polysaccharides in granular form, β-amylase specifically cleaves dimers from the non-reducing end of 
glucose polymer chains and is obstructed by branching points and substituted group introduced by 
chemical modification. This is complicated by differences in the access of solvents and reagents to 
molecules in the polysaccharide granule containing semi-crystalline structure.  
 
Superior products are produced by taking advantage of the optimal conditions for modification and β-
amylase treatment; however, the mechanisms for these structural changes require investigation. 
Removal of unmodified linear sections by this method artificially inflates the measurable degrees of 
branching and substitution of the polymer, perhaps without much real change to the real underlying 
structure. Modifications that affect the action of β-amylase have significant effect on the outcome. 
This study includes enzyme kinetics of the treatment with substrates modified to varying degrees, as 
well as advanced structural analysis of the resulting products.  
 
Enzyme kinetics used to derive Michaelis-Menten parameters for samples give an indication of the 
challenge posed to β-amylase by the presence of modified groups. This supports the inhibition 
provided inherent to the substrate by branch points. 
 
Structural characterisation of the samples utilised breakthrough techniques in size exclusion 
chromatography, nuclear magnetic resonance and electron microscopy. These data sets converge to 
provide a robust picture of the progression of enzyme hydrolysis in the context of varying levels of 
hydrophobic modification with octenyl succinic anhydride.   
 
The results of this study indicate significant influence of chemical modification on enzyme 
susceptibility. As increases in the level of chemical modification can result in decreases to enzyme 
function, therefore a corresponding decrease in the measurable degree of branching of the final 
product. As both the levels of chemical and enzymatic modification and the branch structure are 
important to functional properties, the knowledge developed in this study represents a step towards 
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